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PREFACE
The California Strong Motion Instrumentation Program (CSMIP) in the California
Geological Survey of the California Department of Conservation established a Data
Interpretation Project in 1989. Each year CSMIP funds several data interpretation contracts for
the analysis and utilization of strong-motion data. The primary objectives of the Data
Interpretation Project are to further the understanding of strong ground shaking and the response
of structures, and to increase the utilization of strong-motion data in improving post-earthquake
response, seismic code provisions and design practices.
As part of the Data Interpretation Project, CSMIP holds annual seminars to transfer
recent research findings on strong-motion data to practicing seismic design professionals, earth
scientists and post-earthquake response personnel. The purpose of the annual seminar is to
provide information that will be useful immediately in seismic design practice and postearthquake response, and in the longer term, useful in the improvement of seismic design codes
and practices. Due to State budget constraints, CSMIP did not hold an annual seminar in 2010
or 2011. The SMIP19 Seminar is the twenty-eighth in this series of annual seminars.
The SMIP19 Seminar is divided into two sessions in the morning and two sessions in the
afternoon. There are eight presentations on the results from CSMIP-funded projects and one
invited presentation. The sessions in the morning include five presentations. The first session
will focus on lifeline structures. Professor Elgamal of UC San Diego will present on the seismic
response of the Eureka Channel Bridge. He will be followed by a presentation from Professor
Zareian of UC Irvine on Caltrans bridge modeling. The second session will focus on ground
motion issues. Professor Stewart of UCLA will present on the topic of site response and its
predictability. Professor Taciroglu, also of UCLA, will then present on earthquake input
excitations for buildings. The final presentation of the second session will be an invited
presentation from Professor Stewart of UCLA and Janis Hernandez of CGS on the recent
Ridgecrest Earthquake sequence.
The two sessions in the afternoon include four presentations on building response topics.
In the third session, Professor Hutchinson of UC San Diego will present on the seismic response
of nonstructural components in buildings. She will be followed by a presentation from Professor
Loh, also of UC San Diego, on building response analysis and damage detection. The last
session will include presentations on column base flexibility in buildings by Professor Kanvinde
of UC Davis, and FEMA P58 and the potential for automated loss estimation by Professor
Moehle of UC Berkeley. Individual papers and the proceedings are available for download by
the SMIP19 participants at the provided link, and will be available at the CSMIP website in the
future.
Daniel Swensen
CSMIP Data Interpretation Project Manager
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EUREKA CHANNEL BRIDGE: SEISMIC RESPONSE AND SYSTEM
IDENTIFICATION
Ahmed Elgamal1, Ning Wang2, and John Li1
1

University of California, San Diego, Dept. of Structural Engineering, La Jolla, CA 92093-0085
2
Institute of Geophysics, China Earthquake Administration, Beijing, 100081, China
Abstract

A unique opportunity for gaining insights is facilitated by availability of the CSMIP
Eureka Channel Bridge seismic records. Of special interest is the recorded response of a bridge
pier at the deck, pile cap and within the underlying pile foundation. In this study, recorded
response from the strongest to date 2010 Ferndale earthquake (PGA of about 0.25g), along with
other available low-amplitude events are employed to evaluate the pile foundation, and overall
bridge seismic response. Finite Element modeling is employed along with the optimization
framework SNOPT, to derive salient characteristics of the overall bridge system response.
Introduction
A large set of earthquake records from the highly instrumented Eureka Channel bridgeground system (Figure 1) has been compiled and made available by the California Geological
Survey (http://www.strongmotioncenter.org). During a large number of seismic events, more
than 20 data channels have been documenting the seismic response of the deck, foundation,
abutments, and adjacent ground surface. Of special interest is the response of a pier instrumented
at the deck, pile cap, and below ground in the foundation.
Bridge Configuration and Instrumentation
The Eureka Channel bridge configuration is shown in Figure 2. In this Figure, dense
instrumentation is seen along the deck, at the abutments, and on the nearby ground surface. In
addition, a Pier (E7) is instrumented at the pile cap and within the underlying pile foundation. It
may be noted (Figure 2) that the bridge includes a substantial horizontal curve, which results in
significant coupling in its longitudinal (LONG) and transverse (TRAN) response.
Significant variability in the ground stratification and soil properties may be observed
(Figures 2). The soil profile (Figure 2) reveals that the site is mantled by very soft silty clay
underlain by medium clay and compact gray sand. Stiff clay was encountered at the elevation of
about -12 m and continues to the maximum explored depth. Soil layers vary in thickness and are
not continuous horizontally (Caltrans 2002).
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Earthquake Motions
Records from a large number of earthquakes (Table 1) during the period of June 2007
through March 2014 are currently available with Magnitudes in the range of 4.5 ML (local
magnitude) to 6.8 Mw (moment magnitude). To date, the highest levels of recorded acceleration
are due to the 2010 Mw = 6.5 Ferndale Earthquake approximately 35 km away from Ferndale,
CA in a deformation zone of the southernmost Gorda Plate (http://earthquake.usgs.gov,
Storesund et al. 2010). During this event, the recorded Transverse peak acceleration was 0.25 g
at the ground surface near the bridge, and 0.51 g at the bridge deck.

Eureka

N

EBGS

Pier E-7

BGS

Downhole
Array

Samoa
BGS

(a)

(b)
Figure 1. Bridge Configuration: (a) Samoa Channel Bridge, Eureka Geotechnical Array, Middle
Channel Bridge and Eureka Channel Bridge (Map Data @ 2015 Google), and (b) Close-up of the
Eureka Channel Bridge (http://www.strongmotioncenter.org)
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2. Layout of Instrumentation at the Eureka Channel Bridge: (a) Bridge-ground side view (Caltrans 2002), and (b) Plan view
(http://www.strongmotioncenter.org)
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Table 1 Recorded earthquakes at the bridge site (arranged by order of peak acceleration)

Earthquake

Epicentral
Distance
(km)

Ferndale 2010* (Mw=6.5)

54.5

Ferndale 2014 (Mw=6.8)
Trinidad 2008 (Mw=4.6)
Humboldt Hill 2013 (ML=4.5)
Trinidad 2007 (ML=5.1)
Ferndale 2010 Feb (Mw=5.9)
Willow Creek 2008 (Mw=5.4)
Ferndale 2007 (ML=5.4)

82.7
41.7
20.8
65.6
77.8
55.4
63.3

Horizontal Peak Acceleration (g)
E-7
Bridge
Pile -16.46 m
TRAN LONG
TRAN
LONG
0.955**
0.130 0.158
0.510
0.540***
0.020 0.014
0.072
0.048
0.009 0.013
0.060
0.047
0.009 0.008
0.019
0.014
0.018 0.007
0.081
0.031
0.013 0.009
0.046
0.022
0.007 0.004
0.026
0.017
0.005 0.006
0.021
0.014

*

The January 2010 Ferndale Earthquake will be referred to as “the moderate event” in this study
Large peak acceleration due to spikes from separation joints (Huang and Shakal 1995;
Malhotra et al. 1995)
***
Estimated after removing spikes using a band-pass filter
**

Eureka Channel Bridge and Pier E7
In this section representative responses of the bridge are presented. Figure 3 displays the
bridge relative displacement referenced to the -16.46 m pile motion (essentially the ground
motion at this depth) for the 2007 Ferndale event. All along the deck, predominant in-phase
response is noted in both directions (TRAN defined as radially inward for this curved bridge).
The bridge is seen to be noticeably more flexible in the mid-span zone (e.g. Channels 4 and 5 at
Pier E-7), with the relatively tall compliant pier at this location (Figure 2).
Transverse displacement along Pier E-7 at the four instrumented elevations (Figure 2) is
shown in Figure 4. In-phase response with a dominant fundamental period is evident (about 0.65
seconds). Furthermore, it can be seen (Figure 4) that the pile cap as well as the bridge deck
displacements display a significant level of amplification. In general, the pier deformation is
evenly accounted for by the column and the pile group deformations in both the transverse and
longitudinal directions.
Pier E-7 Seismic Response
In an effort to gain preliminary insights, the transverse recorded seismic motion of Pier
E-7 was studied, based on its tributary section of the bridge deck (Wang 2015). This idealization
in the transverse direction is partially substantiated by presence of separation joints at the
adjacent bents (Figure 2).
Utilizing the recorded motions, the dynamic transverse response is investigated to
identify lateral stiffness of the E-7 column and the foundation at this location. A sub-structuring
4
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approach (Elgamal et al. 1996) is adopted where motion at any given depth is taken to define the
“input” for the overlying structural domain.
As such, using a beam-column pier E-7 Finite Element (FE) idealization from the deck,
down to the pile cap (Figure 2), column flexural rigidity was identified (EI)id by minimizing the
difference between the computed and recorded Channel 5 deck response with the aid of SNOPT
(Appendix A) to estimate a secant flexural rigidity. For that purpose, the recorded pile cap
motion (Chan 3) at the base of the column is employed as the input base excitation. On this basis
(Wang et al. 2020), it was found that the identified flexural rigidity (EI)id of the column (Table 3)
was about 0.6 EI for low amplitude earthquake events (where EI is the un-cracked section
bending stiffness). This estimate compares well with practical guidelines (e.g., Caltrans 2013).
During the moderate shaking event, (EI)id instantaneous values reached as low as about 0.25 EI,
with no signs of permanent reduction as the drift ratio diminished towards the end of shaking.

(b) LONG

(a) TRAN

Figure 3. Relative displacement along the bridge deck during the 2007 Ferndale Earthquake
5
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Transverse Direction

Longitudinal Direction

Figure 4. Time history of displacement and displaced configuration of Pier E7 at selected time
instants during the 2007 Ferndale Earthquake
Using a similar approach, the estimated E-7 foundation stiffness clearly reflected the
constraining effect of the soil surrounding the pile foundation. During the moderate event (Wang
et al. 2020), instantaneous reductions in stiffness of about 50% were noted during the strongest
phase of this shaking event.
6
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Eureka Channel Bridge Lateral Foundation Stiffness
A beam-column model (202 elements) representing the entire Eureka Channel Bridge
with its different column heights was developed (Wang et al. 2020). The graphical user interface
MSBridge (Elgamal et al. 2014) was employed to generate the mesh for this curved bridge.
Focus was placed on the transverse response. Lateral springs were included at the base of
the pier columns to account for stiffness of the underlying pile foundations and the associated
soil-foundation-structure interaction (Lam and Martin 1986; Zafir 2002). These springs represent
stiffness of the foundation down to an assumed uniform-excitation depth as defined by the
recorded motion at -16.46 m. Using SNOPT (Appendix A), stiffness of the lateral springs was
optimized so that the computed response is compatible with the recorded motions along the
bridge super-structure (Wang et al. 2020). The results shown in Figure 5 suggest (compared to
the Samoa Channel bridge scenario as reported in Wang et al. 2018):

Figure 5. Identified Transverse direction base spring values along the Eureka Channel bridge
7
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i) Foundation stiffness overall is higher,
ii) Reduction in stiffness during the strong shaking phase is pronounced, but to a lesser degree.
iii) Variability in stiffness along the bridge length is less pronounced.
Summary and Conclusions
The Eureka CSMIP seismic records (3 bridges and downhole array) constitute a unique
invaluable resource for documentation of bridge and foundation response over a wide range of
ground shaking scenarios. Inferred lateral stiffness of the involved pile-groups provides new
insights about the actual foundation resistance at low and moderate levels of seismic excitation.
These insights increase our confidence in current design/modeling assumptions, and allow for
better understandings as relates to bridge response during strong earthquakes.
Acknowledgements
The research presented in this paper was funded by CSMIP, and partially by the China
Earthquake Administration Grant (No. DQJB15B12). This support is gratefully acknowledged.
Appendix A
SNOPT (Sparse Nonlinear Optimization), a general-purpose numerical optimization code
(Gill et al. 2002) was employed (Wang et al. 2020) to minimize the difference (Figure 6)
between computed and recorded seismic response (Elgamal et al. 2004). The extended
OpenSees-SNOPT framework, has been conveniently set up to perform this task (Gu 2008). For
each earthquake simulation, OpenSees starts with a user-defined set of modeling parameters
(initial guess), and an objective function Φ (measure of error) is computed using the recorded
and computed responses. From there, SNOPT systematically conducts numerous OpenSees runs
in which values of the modelling parameters are changed incrementally (re-computing Φ every
time). Conceptually, if a lower Φ is found, values of the parameters are updated and the process
continues until a minimum Φ is attained (thus defining optimal values of the numerical model
parameters, Figure 6). A major advantage of SNOPT is that it requires relatively few evaluations
of the objective function which helps speed up the time-consuming OpenSees simulations (Gu
2008).
The objective function was defined to be the sum of squared differences of computed and
recorded seismic response at the sensor locations of interest (over any user-specified time
interval):
Φ=

𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑡𝑡𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑜𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠

𝐸𝐸𝑛𝑛𝑑𝑑 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅 𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠

𝑖𝑖=1

𝑛𝑛=𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅 𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠

�

�

(𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛 ) − 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 (𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛 ))2

in which u is the OpenSees computed response (displacement or acceleration), uRec is the
recorded instrumentation response, and t is time step (Wang et al. 2020).
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Figure 6. Block diagram illustrating the optimization procedure framework (after Zeghal 1990,
Elgamal et al. 2004)
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VALIDATION OF CALTRANS ORDINARY BRIDGE MODELING APPROACH USING
CSMIP DATA
Yijun Xiang, Jawad Fayaz, Farzin Zareian
Department of Civil & Environmental Engineering
University of California, Irvine
Abstract
This study aims at validating the modeling approaches of ordinary bridge structures
suggested by Caltrans (SDC 2013; referred to as SDC models) and sophisticated models
suggested by researchers, herein termed as Stick models. The validation is conducted using the
CSMIP sensor data of four ordinary bridges in California with seat-type, and monolithic
abutments. The backbone curves of the structural components of the Stick model including shear
keys, abutment piles, and backfill soil are updated using Particle Swarm Optimization. This
study yields the guidelines for calibration of parameters of bridge structural components and
suggests improvements for modeling approaches of such bridges.
Introduction
Seat-type and monolithic box-girder bridges are among the most common types of
highway bridges constructed in California. These bridges experienced different levels of damage
such as rotation of decks, unseating of abutments, breakage of shear keys, and damage to
columns during seismic events. As an essential part of public infrastructure, bridges are expected
to be designed in a way that they survive and maintain functionality after major earthquake
excitations. With this backdrop, advanced bridge modeling approaches along with nonlinear
time-history analysis is needed to provide insight for the proper and safe design of bridge
structures. There is a substantial body of research focusing on designing, modeling and nonlinear
behavior of seat-type and monolithic bridges. Current bridge design specifications in California
(Caltrans SDC, 2013) include seismic design criteria for Ordinary Standard bridges and their
components including abutments, superstructure, substructure support systems and foundations.
Caltrans SDC details how bridge design engineers should proportion bridge components, and
conduct analyses to capture the bridge behavior at the component- and system-level during
design level seismic excitations.
During the past decades, researchers have developed analytical models for bridge
structures and investigated their behavior during seismic excitations. In particular, Mackie and
Stojadinovic (2007) developed bridge structure design equations by considering uncertainty in
the hazard, demand, damage, and loss to the bridge using performance-based methodologies.
Kaviani et al. (2012) modeled reinforced concrete bridges with skewed-angled seat-type
abutment; they concluded that bridges with large abutment skew angles bear a higher probability
of collapse. Ramanathan et al. (2015) suggested finite element bridge modeling approaches for
three types of bridges: straight, curved and skewed bridges. They compared analytical response
with recorded sensor data and tested the fragility and seismic vulnerability among bridge
11
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components for each bridge type. Choi (2002) investigated the nonlinear behavior and seismic
capacity of monolithic bridges. By performing nonlinear static pushover analysis, they showed
that the lateral displacement of monolithic bridge is reduced due to end-restraining effect of the
abutment. Other researches have focused on the modeling of bridge components such as shear
keys, abutments, elastomeric bearing, and backfill soil. Rollins and Jessee (2013) performed
laboratory tests on abutment walls with several skew angles and developed an adjustment factor
to account for the reduced capacity due to skew angles. Laboratory tests conducted by Kottari
(2016) developed response curves of shear keys further improved the knowledge of modeling
approaches of bridge structures. The recent modeling approach used by Fayaz et al. (2019)
combines the latest literature on the bridge component models to develop a better representation
of real bridges.
Since the goal of this study is to validate the bridge modeling approach by matching
recorded data with analytical results from finite element models, engineering optimization
approaches are utilized to estimate and evaluate the key bridge parameters of bridge components
(e.g., yielding point of shear key, stiffness of abutment piles, stiffness of backfill soil). Although
optimization methods are widely used in system identification and model updating of bridge and
building structures (a list of previous research work is presented in the following), however, this
study proposes an applied optimization method that is tailored for bridge structures with field
data. Ebrahimian et al. (2017) updated a nonlinear finite element model of a frame-type structure
by minimizing the discrepancies between predicted and measured response; their work, among
others, are conducted using simulated data instead of recorded data. Nasrellah and Manohar
(2011) proposed an identification method that uses particle filtering to capture the behavior of
structures including both computational models and models from laboratory and field tests. Song
and Dyke (2014) proposed a real-time dynamic model updating method to match a modified
Bouc-Wen model using data from two shake table tests. Lagaros et al. (2002) investigated
evolutionary algorithms including Genetic Algorithms and Evolution Strategies, and optimized
the weight of two space structures with inter-story drift being the constraints. Yang and Soh
(1997) used Genetic Algorithm with a tournament selection strategy for configuration
optimization of truss structures with up to 112 members. Perez and Behdinan (2007) verified the
effectiveness of Particle Swarm Optimization method on structural optimization tasks by
estimating the cross-sectional area, allowable displacement, and stresses for members in a 25-bar
truss system.
This research focuses on the validation of bridge modeling approaches, especially the
parameters of the backbone curves of bridge components, by comparing the discrepancy between
sensor recorded response and analytical response using two modeling approaches: SDC and Stick
modeling approaches. SDC refers to the bridge modeling approach suggested in Seismic Design
Criteria (SDC) (2013). The Stick modeling approach is presented in Fayaz et al. (2019) that is
borrowed from a collection of bridge modeling approaches available in current literature. The
difference in response data from these two models is analyzed, and the difference in the modeling of
bridge components of these two modeling approaches are discussed. The Stick modeling approach is
further updated using Particle Swarm Optimization to minimize the discrepancy between recorded
and simulated response. This study assesses the appropriateness of the current Stick modeling
approach and updates a better setting of key bridge parameters in terms of the match between
analytical response using the modeling approach and the true recorded response.
12
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Bridge Models
Finite Element models of the bridges were developed in OpenSees (McKenna et al., 2010).
The finite element models are comprised of: abutments, shear keys, column bents, elastomeric
bearing pads, backfill soil, and superstructure. An illustration of the model is provided in Figure 1
and Figure 2 for seat-type abutment bridges and monolithic abutment bridges, respectively. The
models are based on the bridge models presented in Omrani et al. (2017); however, their structural
component models are upgraded, and associated modeling parameters are updated (Fayaz et al.,
2019).

Figure 1: Illustration of the finite-element model of bridges with seat-type abutments

Figure 2: Illustration of the finite-element model of bridges with monolithic abutments
Caltrans SDC (2013) recommends the superstructure be designed to remain elastic during
an event of Earthquake; therefore, the superstructure is modeled with elasticBeamColumn
using uncracked section properties. To capture the dynamic response accurately, the mass of the
superstructure is distributed throughout the length of the deck with each span’s mass being
distributed in ten intervals. The bridge columns are modeled using beamWithHinges element
(two Gauss integration points) with fiber-discretized cross-sections to model confined concrete
for the core, unconfined concrete for the cover and steel rebars. The nonlinear behavior of the
columns is concentrated at two plastic hinges at the opposite ends connected by a linear elastic
13
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element. The plastic hinge length is determined based on Caltrans SDC (2013). Assuming a
monolithic construction of cap beam and columns, the cap beam is modeled as a rigid bent using
elasticBeamColumn element with high torsional, in-plane, and out-of-plane stiffnesses. The
concrete and steel are modeled using Concrete01 and ReinforcingSteel materials,
respectively, which are available in OpenSees. The base of bridges is simulated as fixed and
pinned connections for single-column bent and multiple-column bent, respectively, with the
stiffness of connections arising from piles beneath. The piles under the bridge columns are
modeled using elastic springs with the horizontal stiffnesses described as per Choi (2002).
Stick Modeling Approach
Shear keys are designed and modeled in a brittle/isolated manner using the hysteretic
spring model available in OpenSees. The model is defined with a trilinear backbone curve as given
in Figure 3d. The shear key is designed as per Caltrans SDC (2013) with area of vertical
reinforcement (𝐴𝐴𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 ) calculated as per Eq. 1, 𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 is the superstructure dead load reaction at the
abutment and 𝑓𝑓𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 is the yield strength of steel rebars. Based on past experimental observations
detailed in Kottari (2016), the sliding shear resistance of an isolated shear key is associated with
two states: i) shear resistance at first sliding (𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 ) and ii) ultimate sliding shear resistance
(𝑉𝑉𝑢𝑢 ) right before the rupture of the dowel bars. Assuming a smooth construction joint is provided,
the shear resistance due to the dowel action (𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 ) of the vertical dowel bars is calculated using Eq.
2 which leads to the calculation of 𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 in Eq. 6 through Eqs. 3, 4, and 5. Based on the equilibrium
of the horizontal and vertical forces (Bozorgzadeh et al., 2006). 𝑉𝑉𝑢𝑢 is calculated as per Eq. 7.
𝐴𝐴𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣

𝛼𝛼 × 𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
=
;
1.8 × 𝑓𝑓𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦

𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 =

# 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏

�

𝑀𝑀𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝,𝑖𝑖 =

0.5 < 𝛼𝛼 < 1

�2. 𝑀𝑀𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝,𝑖𝑖 . 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,𝑖𝑖 . 𝑑𝑑𝑏𝑏,𝑖𝑖

𝑓𝑓𝑦𝑦 . 𝑑𝑑𝑏𝑏,𝑖𝑖 3
6

𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏,𝑖𝑖 = 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 . 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐 1.2

0.5
𝑑𝑑𝑏𝑏,𝑖𝑖
𝑇𝑇 + 𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑

𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 = 2.0 +

𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 =

�1 − 𝜇𝜇𝑓𝑓 . 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡�
𝜇𝜇𝑓𝑓 . 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
𝑉𝑉𝑢𝑢 =
. 𝐴𝐴𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 . 𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
1 − 𝜇𝜇𝑓𝑓 . 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

Eq. (1)
Eq. (2)
Eq. (3)
Eq. (4)
Eq. (5)
Eq. (6)
Eq. (7)

In these equations, 𝑀𝑀𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝,𝑖𝑖 is the plastic moment capacity of bar i, and the compressive
strength of confined concrete, 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,𝑖𝑖 , 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐 is the uniaxial concrete compressive strength, 𝑑𝑑𝑏𝑏,𝑖𝑖 is the
diameter of bar i, β is the angle of the inclined face of the shear key with respect to a vertical
plane, T is the cohesive force, and 𝜇𝜇𝑓𝑓 is the coefficient of friction of the smooth construction
14
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joint (𝜇𝜇𝑓𝑓 = 0.36) (Kottari, 2016). 𝛾𝛾 is the angle of inclination of the vertical dowel bar (Angle of
Kink). It is assumed that bond breaker is applied on the construction joint, hence T = 0 in Eq. 6.
The value of 𝛾𝛾 is obtained from Kottari (2016) through interpolation for the provided diameter of
dowel bars. The initial stiffness (k1) of the backbone curve is computed through the summation
of shear and flexural responses of the concrete cantilever action of the shear key (Omrani et al.,
2017), while the stiffness of hardening (k2) and softening (k3) branches are expressed as a
percentage of k1 (ranging from 0.5 % to 2.5% for various rebar diameters) that are interpolated
according to Kottari (2016).
The model of abutment comprises i) abutment piles, ii) backfill soil, and iii) elastomeric
bearing pads. Piles of the abutments are modeled through a trilinear hysteretic spring model
in OpenSees with the backbone curve defined as per Choi (2002). The backbone is presented in
Figure 3b. The backfill soil is modeled using the HyperbolicGapMaterial material with a
Generalized Hyperbolic Force-Deformation (GHFD) backbone (Shamsabadi and Kapuskar,
2006). The backbone is presented in Figure 3c. Hence, the active resistance of the abutment is
provided by the piles while the passive action includes resistance due to the piles and backfill
soil. The parameters described by Ramanathan (2012) are used to model the elastomeric bearing
pads using the Steel01 material, as shown in Figure 3a. The longitudinal behavior of the
abutment is modeled using five springs in parallel connected by a rigid link while the transverse
behavior is modeled using one spring on both ends of the abutment.
Bearing Pads

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 3: Details of the finite-element model of bridge structural components: a) Bearing pads
response, b) Abutment pile response, c) Backfill soil response, and d) Shear key response
SDC Modeling Approach
Simplified analysis per Caltrans SDC (2013) requires the use of cracked flexural stiffness
𝐼𝐼𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 for ductile members. 𝐼𝐼𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 for reinforced concrete box girder sections are estimated between
0.5𝐼𝐼𝑔𝑔 to 0.75𝐼𝐼𝑔𝑔 . This reduction factor is used for other superstructure types and cap beams. The
torsional moment of inertia for columns is reduced to 0.2𝐽𝐽𝑔𝑔 . Modeling of abutment longitudinal
response is accomplished by a bilinear approximation of force-deformation relationship,
including an effective abutment stiffness with expansion gaps considered for seat-type abutments
and a realistic embankment fill response. The initial stiffness is proportional to the
backwall/diaphragm height h, for seat-type and monolithic abutments, respectively, based on Eq.
8. In this equation, w is the projected width of backwall/diaphragm for seat-type and monolithic
abutments, respectively. Eq. 9 yields the passive pressure force resisting the movement of the
abutment, and Eq. 10 shows the effective abutment wall area for either seat-type or monolithic
abutment type. For transverse abutment response, if the abutment is seat-type, a nominal
transverse spring stiffness is taken as 50% of the elastic transverse stiffness of the adjacent bent.
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While transverse stiffness of a monolithic type abutment is conservatively estimated as 40
kips/in per pile.
𝐾𝐾𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑉𝑉 =

50𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠𝑘𝑘/𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡
ℎ
. 𝑤𝑤.
𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡
5.5𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡

𝑃𝑃 = 𝐴𝐴𝑦𝑦 . 5𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓.

𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒 = ℎ. 𝑤𝑤

ℎ
5.5𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡

Figure 4: Configurations of selected CSMIP instrumented bridges
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Selected Bridges for Case Studies
Four CSMIP instrumented bridges are selected in this study: i) Truckee I-80 River Bridge,
ii) Santa Barbara San Roque Canyon Bridge, iii) Rohnert Park Hwy 101 Bridge and iv) RidgecrestHwy 395 Brown Road Bridge. Table 1 summarizes the basic information of the selected bridges,
including the number of spans, the number of columns in each span, the skewness, and the
abutment type. Figure 4 illustrates the configurations of bridge I, II, III and IV. Bridge I and II are
selected to study the straight seat-type abutment bridges. Bridge III is a straight monolithic bridge,
and bridge IV is a skewed-abutment monolithic bridge. All four bridges are modeled using both
Stick and SDC modeling approaches (See Figure 1 and Figure 2) in OpenSees using the
engineering drawings of the bridges. The key bridge components of bridge I and II include shear
keys, backfill soil, abutment piles, elastomeric bearing pads, columns (with piles), and
superstructure. Bridge III is modeled using foundational shear keys, backfill soil with the
monolithic type abutment, abutment piles, elastomeric bearing pads, and columns (with piles).
While bridge IV is modeled using backfill soil with the monolithic type abutment, abutment piles,
and columns (with piles). Due to abutment skewness in bridge IV, the stiffness and force of
backfill soil are reduced with reduction factors suggested by Rollins et al. (2013). The springs are
altered as a function of the distance of the springs with respect to the center of the bridge (Kaviani
et al. 2012) in the optimized Stick model.
Bridge
Name
Number of Spans
Column Bent
Skewness
Abutment Type

Table 1. Selected bridges from CSMIP database
I
II
III
Rohnert Park
Santa Barbara San
Truckee I-80 River
Hwy 101
Roque Canyon
Bridge
Bridge
Bridge,
3
Single-column
Straight
Seat-type

3
Single-column
Straight
Seat-type

2
Two-column
Straight
Monolithic

IV
Ridgecrest
Hwy 395
Brown Road
Bridge
4
Two-column
Skewed
Monolithic

Optimization Method
To obtain a better estimate of the key bridge parameters of the bridge components,
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is adopted in this study. The algorithm works by initializing
a population of candidate particles, which move in the search space to minimize the objective
function. Each particle will update itself based on its own local best-known position as well as
the global best-known position found by the entire group. PSO is selected due to its convenience
in implementation, the fewer number of hyperparameters, and the capability of dealing with high
dimensional optimization problems. As a gradient-free algorithm, PSO does not require the
objective function surface to be differentiable and is suitable in this study given that the objective
function measures the discrepancy between recorded response and analytical response.
PSO Formula
𝑘𝑘
As mentioned in Eq. 11, the velocity of particle i at dimension d at the kth step (i.e., 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
) is
updated by three terms. The first term represents the velocity of particle i at the previous step
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factored by 𝑤𝑤 𝑘𝑘 , where w (Eq. 13) decreases linearly as the algorithm carries on with index k (K
𝑘𝑘
is the total number of steps). The second term in Eq. 11 guides the particle’s position (i.e., 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
)
𝑝𝑝−𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏
towards the local best position (i.e., 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
). The third term in Eq. 11 guides the particle
𝑔𝑔−𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏
towards the global best position (i.e., 𝑥𝑥𝑑𝑑
), which is not a function of i. c1 and c2 are the
hyperparameters that can be tuned as learning rates, and r1 and r2 are random variables ranging
from 0 to 1 in order to increase uncertainty in the searching process. Finally, the position is
updated by summing up the previous position and the velocity as shown in Eq. 12.
𝑠𝑠−𝑐𝑐𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣𝑉𝑉

𝑣𝑣
𝑣𝑣−1
𝑣𝑣𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑
= 𝑤𝑤 𝑣𝑣 𝑣𝑣𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑
+ 𝑐𝑐1 𝑟𝑟1 �𝑥𝑥𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑

𝑔𝑔−𝑐𝑐𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣𝑉𝑉

𝑣𝑣−1
− 𝑥𝑥𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑
� + 𝑐𝑐2 𝑟𝑟2 �𝑥𝑥𝑑𝑑

𝑣𝑣
𝑣𝑣−1
𝑣𝑣−1
𝑥𝑥𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑
= 𝑥𝑥𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑
+ 𝑣𝑣𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑

𝑤𝑤 𝑣𝑣 = 𝑤𝑤𝑚𝑚𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚 − (𝑤𝑤𝑚𝑚𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚 − 𝑤𝑤𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚 )

The Objective Function and Updated Parameters

𝑘𝑘
𝐾𝐾

𝑣𝑣−1
− 𝑥𝑥𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑
�

Eq. (11)
Eq. (12)
Eq. (13)

Several objective functions were implemented, tested, and critiqued. These objective
functions were various combinations of the squared-sum-of-discrepancy between analytical
response and recorded response. The discrepancies were measured in i) time history acceleration
data, ii) acceleration data in the frequency domain using Fourier Transformation, iii) peak
displacement value. The most representative objective function that maintains the signal
signature was the one that measures the discrepancy in the time domain (see Eq. 14). The match
in frequency domain leads to large errors due to the large fluctuation in frequency domain plus it
will not include data seasonality that is evident in the time domain acceleration history of each
bridge. The match in peak displacement compares only one data point and leads to an unrealistic
estimation of parameters.
The measure of discrepancy between recorded acceleration response and simulated
acceleration response in the time domain is shown in Eq. 14. The discrepancy is summed over all
strong motion data points along time history and overall sensor locations where the recorded
response is measured. Acceleration instead of displacement is picked as the response where the
error is computed due to the rich information contained in acceleration data and its stationarity
compared to displacement time history.
𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝜏𝜏

[𝑢𝑢̈ 𝑗𝑗 (𝑙𝑙Δ𝑡𝑡) − 𝑢𝑢�̈ 𝑗𝑗 (𝑙𝑙Δ𝑡𝑡)]2
𝐽𝐽(𝜽𝜽) = � �
∑𝜏𝜏𝑠𝑠=1[𝑢𝑢̈ 𝑗𝑗 (𝑘𝑘Δ𝑡𝑡)]2
𝑗𝑗=1 𝑑𝑑=1

Eq. (14)

Objective functions are functions that vary with the change of the set of bridge
parameters vector 𝜽𝜽 (𝜽𝜽 = �𝜃𝜃1 , ⋯ , 𝜃𝜃𝑑𝑑 , ⋯ , 𝜃𝜃𝐷𝐷𝐵𝐵 �; 𝐷𝐷𝐵𝐵 ∈ {𝐷𝐷𝐼𝐼 , 𝐷𝐷𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 , 𝐷𝐷𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 , 𝐷𝐷𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 }, see Table 2 for the
definition of 𝐷𝐷𝐵𝐵 ). Given that the four selected bridges have different key bridge structure
components, the selection of 𝜽𝜽 and the optimization dimension also vary. Table 2 provides the
key bridge parameters updated by the optimization method and the corresponding dimension
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(number of parameters). The searching space is limited between 𝜃𝜃𝑑𝑑 /10 and 10𝜃𝜃𝑑𝑑 for each
dimension d, and a quadratic penalty is added to the objective function if constraints are violated.
Results and Discussion

The overall results of the match between recorded acceleration response and the
simulated acceleration response imply the inappropriateness of the SDC modeling approach as
well as the insufficiency in the Stick modeling approach. The performances of the modeling
approaches vary with the type of bridges. The response from the models developed using the
SDC modeling approach is closer to field data than the models based on the Stick modeling
approach for seat-type abutment bridges; an opposite observation is made for monolithic
abutment bridges. The results clearly show that the SDC modeling approach underestimates
bridge stiffness in the longitudinal direction. The optimization method assists the Stick
modeling approach, but the benefit of the optimization process is limited. That is because the
dynamic properties of the bridge models highly depend on the model geometry and types of
elements utilized (sufficiency of the analytical models).
Table 2. Bridge parameters updated using optimization method for four selected bridges
Num. of
Bridge
Bridge parameters θ of key bridge structure components
Dim. (DB)
Shear key sliding shear: 𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 , Deformation corresponding to Shear
key sliding shear:𝑢𝑢1 , Shear key ultimate shear: 𝑉𝑉𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 , Stiffness of
backfill soil: 𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 , Force of backfill soil:𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 , Stiffness of
I & II
DI = DII = 9
abutment piles: 𝐾𝐾𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 , Coefficient of friction for bearing pads: μ,
Column moment of inertia: 𝐼𝐼𝑐𝑐 , Damping Ratio: ξ
Shear key sliding shear and corresponding deformation in
transverse and longitudinal directions: 𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠_𝑇𝑇 , 𝑢𝑢1_𝑇𝑇 , 𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠_𝐿𝐿 , 𝑢𝑢1_𝐿𝐿 ,
Shear key ultimate shear in transverse and longitudinal directions:
III
DIII = 12
𝑉𝑉𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢_𝑇𝑇 , 𝑉𝑉𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢_𝐿𝐿 , Stiffness and force of backfill soil: 𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 , 𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 ,
Stiffness of abutment piles: 𝐾𝐾𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 , Coefficient of friction for
bearing pads: μ, Column moment of inertia: 𝐼𝐼𝑐𝑐 , Damping Ratio: ξ
Backfill stiffness and force 𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 , 𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 , Stiffness of abutment
IV
DIV = 5
piles: 𝐾𝐾𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 , Column moment of inertia 𝐼𝐼𝑐𝑐 , Damping Ratio ξ

Seat-type Abutment Bridges

The performance of the two modeling approaches are investigated for Bridge I for
illustration purposes; the same patterns and trends are found in Bridge II, whose results are
omitted due to page limit. For simplicity, the results associated with the SDC and Stick
modeling approaches are labeled as SDC, and Stick, respectively. The results associated with
the optimized Stick modeling approach is labeled as OptStick. Figure 5 presents the response at
the edge of the deck in the longitudinal direction, both in time domain and in frequency
domain, for all three modeling approaches. In the frequency domain, SDC generates a spurious
spike of frequency content near 1.8Hz, and this leads to the spurious low frequency waveform
in time domain. Stick, applied with the same 5% damping ratio as SDC, captures the recorded
waveform more accurately compared to SDC. This is mainly due to the inappropriateness of
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longitudinal abutment modeling of SDC, where the longitudinal stiffness is unrealistically
small. In this case, the improvement in performance from optimization method is very limited,
as the response from OptStick and Stick are almost identical in longitudinal direction.

Figure 5: Deck response at the edge of Bridge I in longitudinal direction subject to Whitehawk
Earthquake Mw = 4.7 occurred on Oct 26, 2011

Figure 6: Deck response at the edge of Bridge I in transverse direction subjected to Whitehawk
Earthquake Mw = 4.7 occurred on Oct 26, 2011
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Figure 7: Deck response in the middle of Bridge I in transverse direction subject to Whitehawk
Earthquake Mw = 4.7 occurred on Oct 26, 2011
Figure 6 shows the response of the edge of the deck in the transverse direction. In the
frequency domain, all three modeling approaches are able to capture the main frequency
content around 4Hz. Although the amplitude of the frequency content estimated from Stick is
slightly higher than the recorded one, OptStick brings the amplitude in frequency domain down
towards the recorded data, and this can be verified in the time domain as the higher amplitude
in acceleration in Stick is reduced to the same level of the recorded data by OptStick. In this
case, SDC successfully matches the recorded response in both time and frequency domain,
which implies that SDC provides a relatively accurate modeling approach to capture the
response at edge of the deck in the transverse direction.
Figure 7 shows the response in the middle of the deck in transverse direction. All three
modeling approaches are able to capture the two main frequency contents at 1 Hz and 4 Hz.
Although the amplitude of the first main frequency content (1 Hz) is underestimated by all three
modeling approaches, and Stick overestimates the amplitude of the second main frequency content
(4 Hz). Similar to the transverse response at the edge of the deck, OptStick helps in reducing the
fictitious amplitudes generated by Stick, and this can be seen in both time domain and frequency
domain results. SDC can still match the recorded response relatively well in the transverse
direction.
Monolithic-type Abutment Bridges
Bridge IV is picked to demonstrate the difference in modeling approaches for monolithic
bridges; the bridge was subjected to the Ridgecrest Earthquake that occurred on Jul 5, 2019, with
Mw = 7.1. Figure 8 shows the abutment response in the transverse direction. In frequency
domain, Stick and Optstick are both able to capture the frequency contents, and they both follow
the trends of the recorded data, although there is a slight shift in OptStick around 2Hz, and the
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estimated amplitude for that frequency content is much higher than the recorded amplitude.
However, the performance of SDC is quite poor that it creates a fictitious frequency content
around 1.8 Hz with a considerably large amplitude. This modeling inaccuracy can be confirmed
in time domain, as SDC has a low-frequency waveform with higher amplitude. In this case, Stick
performs slightly better than SDC in terms of amplitude estimation, while OptStick alleviates the
overestimation of amplitude.
For the transverse response in the middle of the deck, as shown in Figure 8, while SDC
has the same inaccurate estimate of the main frequency content, Stick and even OptStick are not
able to capture the true frequency, which is around 3 Hz. In time domain, SDC, as expected,
displays a low-frequency high-amplitude waveform, while Stick can match the recorded time
history trend much more precisely. OptStick further updates Stick and make the fitting of
response much closer to the recorded data.
Parameters of Three Modeling Approaches
Tables 3-5 summarized the key bridge parameters used in SDC and the key bridge
parameters used in Stick and updated in OptStick for both seat-type and monolithic abutment
bridges. Each bridge is tested with two ground motions, so that there are three sets of estimated
parameter values: parameters of the original Stick, parameters updated using GM1 and
parameters updated with GM2.

Figure 8: Abutment response of Bridge IV in transverse direction subject to Ridgecrest
Earthquake Mw = 7.1 occurred on Jul 5, 2019
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Figure 9: Deck response in the middle of Bridge IV in transverse direction subject to Ridgecrest
Earthquake Mw = 7.1occurred on Jul 5, 2019
Table 3. Bridge parameters used in SDC modeling approach
Bridge
I
II
III
Abutment longitudinal stiffness
1675
1632
6854
𝐾𝐾𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (kips/in)
Backfill Passive Pressure Force
2763
2938
8910
𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 (kips)
Transverse Spring Stiffness
242
1621
480
(kips/in)
𝐼𝐼𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 (in4)
23× 106
34× 106
2× 106
𝐽𝐽𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 (in4)
47×106
67× 106
4× 106
4
7
7
𝐼𝐼𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 (in )
40×10
50× 10
107× 107
Damping Ratio ξ
0.05
0.05
0.05

Table 4. Seat-type bridge parameters in Stick modeling approach
I
II

Bridge
Model
𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 (kips)
𝑉𝑉𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 (kips)
𝑢𝑢1 (in)
𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 (kips/in)
𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 (kips)
𝐾𝐾𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (kips)
μ
𝐼𝐼𝑐𝑐 (in4)
ξ

Stick

249
1055
0.006
593
291
2000
0.189
23 × 106
0.05

OptStickGM1

132
959
0.004
388
340
3346
0.042
17× 106
0.16

OptStickGM2

158
1484
0.002
430
225
2842
0.112
22× 106
0.13
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Stick

158
715
0.007
662
366
1680
0.192
34× 106
0.05

OptStickGM1

246
1423
0.004
287
502
687
0.495
17× 106
0.19

IV
1761
1673
280
4× 105
8× 105
28× 107
0.05

OptStickGM2

272
1065
0.008
260
271
655
0.551
13× 106
0.17
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Table 5. Monolithic bridge parameters in Stick modeling approach
Bridge
III
IV
Stick
OptStickGM1 OptStickGM2
Stick
OptStickGM1 OptStickGM2
Model
178
150
208
𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑇𝑇 (kips)
904
1393
718
No Transverse Shear Key
𝑉𝑉𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 𝑇𝑇 (kips)
0.03
0.07
0.04
𝑢𝑢1 𝑇𝑇 (in)
876
1191
908
221
331
292
𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 (kips/in)
700
322
470
129
163
48
𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 (kips)
𝐾𝐾𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (kips)
480
485
267
280
211
134
μ
0.148
0.343
0.378
No Bearing Pad
𝐼𝐼𝑐𝑐 (in4)
20× 105
22× 105
14× 105
4× 105
2× 105
2× 105
ξ
0.05
0.18
0.18
0.05
0.16
0.17
357
388
271
𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝐿𝐿 (kips)
0.014
0.002
0.01
No Longitudinal Shear Key
𝑢𝑢1 𝐿𝐿 (in)
𝑉𝑉𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 𝐿𝐿 (kips)
1809
2250
1057
Conclusion

Bridge modeling approaches are essentially important as they give guidance for the
design and retrofit of bridge structures. This study investigated three bridge modeling
approaches; namely, SDC, Stick, and OptStick, using four CSMIP instrumented bridge structures
including: Truckee I-80 River Bridge, Santa Barbara San Roque Canyon Bridge, Rohnert Park
Hwy 101 Bridge and Ridgecrest Hwy 395 Brown Road Bridge. The first two are seat-type
abutment bridges, and the last two are monolithic abutment bridges.
SDC uses the simplified modeling approach per Caltrans SDC (2013) for the longitudinal
and transverse abutment, as well as columns and structure by using cracked section properties.
Stick combines backbone models of shear keys, abutment piles, elastomeric bearing pads, and
backfill soil to represent a better configuration of bridge structures. OptStick stands for an
optimized version of Stick via optimization techniques and updates the key bridge parameters of
bridge components in Stick. Acceleration response generated from these three modeling
approaches is compared with the recorded response obtained from the CSMIP database. Time
history data is also transferred into frequency domain using Fourier transformation in order to
have a better understanding of the different performances from different modeling approaches.
For bridges with seat-type abutments, the SDC model was superior to other modeling
types, especially in capturing the transverse response at the middle and the edge of the deck.
SDC is able to capture the main frequency content of recorded response, and SDC response is
closer to the recorded response compared to the more sophisticated Stick. However, seismic
response is inaccurately estimated using the SDC model in the longitudinal direction. This is due
to the modeling requirements that lead to a low abutment longitudinal stiffness in the SDC
model. Although Stick sometimes leads to more inaccurate dynamic response, optimization
methods help correct those discrepancies by updating the key bridge parameters, and the results
from OptStick can be as precise as those from the SDC.
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For monolithic bridges, the response from Stick has a better match with recorded
response compared to the SDC model. SDC models often estimate spurious frequency contents,
and the amplitude estimation in both time and frequency domains could be very different from
that of a recorded response. Although Stick has a slight overestimation in amplitudes, it can
capture the trends of recorded response. OptStick is able to reduce the fictitious amplitude
estimation from a Stick so that the predicted response can be much closer to the recorded
response in both time and frequency domains.
However, given the best updated results, it can be argued that even OptStick cannot
capture every component of a real bridge structure accurately. This implies that the underlying
and fundamental modeling assumptions of all models (i.e., Stick and SDC) require a reevaluation, and a new modeling approach is required that can sufficiently and efficiently estimate
bridge response during seismic excitations.
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Abstract
We derive non-ergodic site response for California sites using an expanded version of the
NGA-West2 database. We then investigate the degree to which different site response analysis
methods capture observations. An ergodic site term provides a baseline against which other
models are compared. Here we emphasize site-specific ground response analysis for sites with in
situ VS measurements. We describe the assignment of damping to individual soil layers using
geotechnical models and site-specific spectral amplitude decay parameter . We provide datamodel comparisons for cases in which ground response analyses provide variable levels of
effectiveness.
Introduction
Ergodic models for site response provide a mean estimate conditioned on certain site
parameters (typically the time averaged shear wave velocity in the upper 30 meters of the site,
VS30, and basin depth). The ergodic estimate of site response includes all site amplification
mechanisms (impedance, nonlinearity, resonance, two- and three-dimensional wave propagation
in basins, etc.), but these effects are smoothed over a large number of sites with different
characteristics. As such, the associated site-to-site uncertainties (denoted 𝜙S2S ) are substantial,
increasing mean or >50%tile ground motions at long return periods as derived from probabilistic
seismic hazard analyses (PSHA) relative to what would be obtained with more accurate methods.
Site-specific or non-ergodic site response is intended to account for wave propagation
mechanisms at a specific site that control site response. An unbiased estimate of site-specific site
response, for example as derived from analysis of earthquake recordings, substantially reduces
𝜙S2S (e.g., Rodriguez-Marek et al., 2014; Stewart et al. 2017). For sites without recordings,
many projects seek to estimate site response using ground response analyses, which consider the
effects of one-dimensional (1D) shear wave propagation and soil nonlinearity. Open questions
related to this common practice are (1) How effective are such methods at capturing observed
behavior, and how does this change with period?; and (2) What levels of epistemic uncertainty
(𝜙S2S ), associated with wave propagation mechanisms not considered in 1D analysis, should be
used in PSHA when site response is estimated from ground response analyses?
A sensible means by which to answer these questions is through comparisons of
predictions of ground response analysis results to data. Not surprisingly, this general line of
research contains numerous contributions over many years, with a typical application taking
various input motions, running them through 1D soil columns, and comparing resulting response
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spectra to those from recordings (e.g., Chang, 1996; Dickenson, 1994; Idriss, 1993). However,
with the exception of vertical arrays, this research approach has a limited ability to answer the
above questions, because predicted ground surface motions are strongly dependent on input
motions, which are often highly uncertain. As a result, the effectiveness of the site response
prediction is somewhat obscured.
The use of vertical arrays overcomes this problem because of the availability of recorded
input motions, and has produced interesting findings that illustrate limitations, biases, and
uncertainties associated with ground response analyses (e.g., Kaklamanos et al. 2013; Zalachoris
and Rathje, 2015; Kaklamanos and Bradley, 2018; Afshari and Stewart, 2019). However, there
are limitations associated with the use of vertical arrays to validate ground response analyses.
First, the number of vertical arrays with sufficient ground motion recordings and site
characterization is limited (but certainly growing with time). Second, vertical arrays only
measure site response over the length domain of the array; as such they are not useful for
evaluating long-period features that involve wavelengths longer than array dimensions. Third,
the within-motion boundary condition that is used in analysis of vertical array data does not
match that used in typical forward applications, in which outcropping input motions are selected.
To address these limitations, we suggest an alternative method for validating ground
response analyses using data from surface-only instruments. The concept is to use recordings to
infer the non-ergodic site response over a wide frequency range. The effectiveness of ground
response analysis, and other methods, is then assessed by comparing predicted levels of site
response against observation. This departs from the aforementioned prior work in that model
effectiveness is not based on ground motions from a particular event (or series of events), but on
the site amplification relative to a reference condition.
This work is in-progress, so final results are not provided here. We describe the approach,
and summarize data assembled for this and related research. We then describe protocols that
have been developed for applying ground response analyses at sites with VS profiles but little of
the other information typically required for such analyses (mainly, soil type and its variation with
depth). Example results are presented and discussed.
Proposed Approach
We suggest here a method that can be used to test the effectiveness of ground response
analyses using the results of ground surface recordings. The method is substantially more robust
when seismic velocity profiles are available at candidate sites, and we apply this constraint in the
present work. The method has four components.
The first component is assembling the required data. If not already available from another
project (such as NGA projects, which involve substantial data collection and synthesis), this is a
substantial task. The information required is identical to that needed for ground motion model
development, namely, a database that includes information on source attributes, site conditions at
recording stations, and ground motions (with record-specific processing details). In this project,
we supplemented the NGA-West2 database with additional sites and events, as described in the
next section. A need for the present work that is not shared in ground motion model development
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projects, is seismic velocity profiles at recording stations (particularly shear-wave velocity, VS,
vs depth profiles).
The second component consists of ground motion analyses targeted at extracting
information on site responses at recording stations. The steps involved in developing these
results are descried elsewhere (Stewart et al. 2017), so the procedure is not repeated here. What
these analyses provide is an estimate of a site term, denoted 𝜂𝑠 , for each site and response
spectral oscillator period. This site term represents the mean difference between a regionallyunbiased ground motion model and observed motions at the site. For weak shaking conditions
that do not induce soil nonlinearity, the sum of 𝜂𝑠 and the ergodic site term for the site (𝐹𝑆 ),
comprises the mean non-ergodic site response (𝜇𝑙𝑛𝑌 ) relative to the ground motion model’s
reference condition:
𝜇𝑙𝑛𝑌 = 𝐹𝑆 + 𝜂𝑆

[1]

The third component consists of predicting site response for each site in the data
inventory using available information on site conditions. In the case of ground response analyses,
a VS profile is required, and borehole data indicating soil stratigraphy and soil type characteristics
for each layer is also useful (for estimation of modulus reduction and damping relations). Other
methods may require different information, such as peak frequency from H/V spectral ratios
(e.g., Kwak et al, 2017; Hassani and Atkinson, 2016).
The fourth component involves model-to-data comparisons in the form of residuals
analyses, which can be used to estimate model bias and uncertainty. These procedures, and the
interpretation of results, will be presented in subsequent publications.
Database
The approach described in the prior section requires a large database with many
recordings for the second component (referred to here as Full Database). The database
requirements for this component match those for ground motion model development projects. A
subset of that database is used in components three and four (Database Subset for Site Response
Studies).
Full Database
The database used in this study draws from an expanded version of the NGA-West2
database (Ancheta et al., 2014), which is a global database for active tectonic regions. There is a
significant contribution of data from California to the NGA-West2 database (373 events, 1463
stations, 14231 recordings) over the time period 1938 to 2010. The site portion of the database
(Seyhan et al. 2014) was developed to provide the principal site parameters used in model
development ̶ VS30 and various depth parameters denoted as zx. As part of this project and other
complimentary projects, we converted the spreadsheet files that comprised the original NGAWest2 flatfile (pertaining to sources, sites, and ground motions) into tables within a relational
database, which is housed on a local server. Data modifications and additions are made within
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the relational database. The database is accessed using Python scripts within Jupyter notebooks
on DesignSafe (Rathje et al. 2017).
We have identified earthquakes and recordings since 2011 in California, which
significantly extend the NGA-West2 database. Figure 1 shows the locations of events sorted by
magnitude, most of which occur in five main regions: Bay Area, Eastern Sierra and Nevada,
central California, southern California, and Imperial Valley and northern Mexico. These five
zones incorporate most of the urban areas in the state, and contain a large fraction of the ground
motion stations. We focus here on the Bay Area and southern California regions. Moroever,
since difficulties can be encountered in the analysis of site terms using small magnitude data, we
only consider M >= 4.0 events (Stafford et al. 2017). The data from events within the Bay Area
and southern California regions in Figure 1 is derived from 25 earthquakes that have produced
about 9,300 three-component recordings within the distance cutoffs suggested by Boore et al.
(2014). These data are screened for magnitude (requiring M > 4), to remove duplicate recordings
(e.g., seismometers and accelerometers at the same location), and to remove recordings that
appear to be unreliable from instrument malfunctions or similar. This leaves about 5873 usable
three-component records. Figure 2 shows the locations of these events and of the 1185 recording
stations with recordings.

Figure 1. Locations of earthquakes in California and northern Mexico with M >= 4.0 since 2011
for which ground motion data has been compiled for addition to the NGA-West2 database
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Figure 2. Map of California showing locations of considered earthquakes with M >= 4.0 since
2011 and locations of stations that recorded the events (blue – new stations, red – stations in
NGA-West2 database)
Each of the three-component records has been processed according to standard protocols
developed during Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research center (PEER)-NGA projects, as
described in Ancheta et al. (2014). This processing provides a lowest usable frequency for each
ground motion component. Horizontal ground motion components are combined to mediancomponent (RotD50) as defined by Boore (2010) using the routines given in Wang et al. (2017).
We take the lowest useable frequency for RotD50 as the higher of the two as-recorded values.
Figure 3 shows the number of usable RotD50 horizontal-component ground motions as a
function of oscillator period. The fall-off begins at about 1.0 sec and the data is reduced by 50%
at 2.5 sec.
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Figure 3. Number of usable RotD50-component ground motions as a function of oscillator
period for the data added for the Bay Area and southern California regions.
Considering both the NGA-West2 data and new data, there are 1818 recording sites
shown in Figure 2. Of those, 1340 are sites that were included in the NGA-West2 site database.
Hence, there are 478 new sites that require assignment of site parameters. We use measured VS
profiles to compute VS30 when available, and in the absence of this data, we use proxies (slope
gradient – Wald and Allen (2007); terrain category – Yong et al., 2012 and Yong 2016; surface
geology – originally by Wills and Clahan (2006) and Kriging interpolated by Thompson et al
2014, and later updated by Wills et al. 2015 and Thompson 2018. We have evaluated
correlations among these proxies and used this information to develop model weights in a
manner similar to that described in Kwok et al. (2018). This work will be documented
subsequently, and resulted in the following weights:
•
•
•

Surface geology with local data adjustment: 0.665
Terrain categories: 0.323
Surface gradient: 0.012

Database Subset for Site Response Studies
A subset of the full database is applied for site response studies. The criteria used to
define this subset are: (1) a minimum number of recordings per site of 10 (applied to ensure
statistically robust estimates of site term, 𝜂𝑆 ); (2) availability of a VS profile for the site.
Figure 4 shows a histogram of the number of recordings at stations in the full database.
Of the 1818 sites in the full database, 366 meet the minimum recordings/site criterion.
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Figure 4. Histogram of number of recordings at stations in the full database. Ten is the minimum
number of records/station for sites considered in the present research.
We performed a search for VS profiles for each of the sites meeting the first criterion.
This was done using the shear wave velocity profile database compiled for California by Ahdi et
al. (2018). We find 149 sites with a VS profile within around 200 m of the strong motion site.
Many of these profiles are from Yong et al. (2013), which provides VS profiles from various
surface wave tests and H/V spectral ratios from microtremors. Of the 149 sites with VS profiles,
only 3 have a boring log that indicates stratrigraphic details and soil/rock layer descriptions. This
geotechnical data is needed to apply models for modulus reduction and damping as a function of
shear strain.
Most of the recordings used in this research involve low ground motion amplitudes.
Figure 5 shows a histogram of the ratio (strain index):
𝐼𝛾 =

𝑃𝐺𝑉
𝑉𝑆30

[2]

where PGV is from the surface recording and is taken from the RotD50 component. This ratio
provides an index related to shear strain (Idriss, 2011; Kim et al, 2016), and can be used to judge
the degree to which soil responses are likely to be affected by nonlinearity. As shown in Figure
5, 97% of ground motions in the subset have 𝐼𝛾 < 0.03%. We conclude that the soil responses are
predominantly in the linear range, meaning that modulus reduction is unity and damping is at the
minimum value. We refer to the minimum damping from geotechnical models (Darendeli 2001
𝐿
for soils with fines; Menq 2003 for granular soils) as 𝐷𝑚𝑖𝑛
. As a result, the primary need for
𝐿
stratigraphic and material description information is to define 𝐷𝑚𝑖𝑛
as a function of depth.
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Figure 5. Histogram of strain index number of recordings at stations in the full database.
To derive 𝐷𝑚𝑖𝑛 profiles for use in ground response analyses, the next two sections
𝐿
describe (1) how stratigraphy was inferred to enable estimates of 𝐷𝑚𝑖𝑛
(for sites without
borehole logs); and (2) how site spectral amplitude decay parameter () was measured from
recordings and then interpreted to constrain small-strain damping. As such, these sections
support the development of alternative damping profiles, each of which are being considered in
the validation analyses.
Inference of Unit Weight and Material Damping
Ground response analyses for linear conditions require shear wave velocity, unit weight,
and 𝐷𝑚𝑖𝑛 profiles. Shear wave velocity profiles are measured at each of the sites in the Database
Subset for Site Response Studies. In most forward applications, geotechnical site characterization
provides borehole logs that describe site stratigraphy and soil type information, which can be
𝐿
used to derive the input parameters used to predict unit weight and 𝐷𝑚𝑖𝑛
. As described above,
this is not the case for many of the sites considered in this research. This section describes how
we estimate unit weight and soil parameters used to estimate material damping.
Unit Weight
For soil units, we estimate unit weight using phase relationships, which relate unit weight
to void ratio, specific gravity, and saturation. Void ratio is taken from an empirical relationship
with VS shown in Figure 6 and given as (Rogers et al., 1985):
𝑉𝑆 = 42.9 + 94.1/𝑒 2
where VS is in units of m/s.
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Figure 6. Empirical relationships between void ratio, age, and shear-wave velocity for alluvial
sediments in southern California (Fumal and Tinsley 1985). Eq. [3] fits the combined data
(Rogers et al 1985)
Specific gravity is commonly taken as 𝐺𝑆 = 2.7. Saturation (S) is taken as 1.0 below the
first depth where VP exceeds 1500 m/s. Above that depth, or over the full depth where VP data is
absent, saturation is assumed as 50%. Total unit is then computed as:
𝛾=

𝐺𝑆 𝛾𝑤
𝑒𝑆
(1 + )
1+𝑒
𝐺𝑆

[4]

where w is the unit weight of water (10 kN/m3).
For rock units, we assigned unit weight based on VS as follows:
𝛾={

20 kN/m3, if 450 < 𝑉𝑆 < 700 m/s
22 kN/m3,
if 𝑉𝑆 > 700 m/s

Stratigraphy and Soil Type to Estimate 𝑫𝐦𝐢𝐧 in Soil Layers
Stratigraphic and soil type information is needed to apply the geotechnical model for
𝐷min estimation by Darendeli (2001), which is conditioned on plasticity index (PI), overconsolidation ratio (OCR), and mean effective stress. Effective stress can be calculated using
unit weights from the prior section and water table depth (as applicable). PI and OCR are
generally derived from laboratory tests on samples retrieved from the field.
We consider two types of available information as potentially useful to assign
stratigraphy and soil type information – the mapped surface geology and the VS profile. Surface
geology is used to estimate soil type near the ground surface. The VS profile is used in
combination with the surface unit assignment to estimate variations with depth.
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Surface geology is taken from state-wide geologic maps by Wills and Clahan (2006) and
Wills et al. (2015). We assume relationships between surface geological unit and PI/OCR, with
details indicated in Table 1. Considerations in the development of the relationships in Table 1
include:
•

•

•
•

Geologically young sediments (Holocene) are assumed to have low OCR, and older units
are assumed to have relatively high OCRs. The rationale is that young deposits have
relatively limited pseudo-overconsolidation from ageing and are unlikely to have
experienced significant unloading from natural geological processes.
Young sediments deposited in quiescent environments (e.g., bays, lakes, central/flat
portions of alluvial basins) are assumed to be relatively fines- and clay-rich, thus having
high PI. Young alluvial sediments deposited on steeper gradients are assumed to be
relatively granular (PI = 0).
Tertiary sedimentary bedrock units often carry information on rock type (e.g., shale,
sandstone, etc.). We assume the bedrock units are similar to corresponding soil units (i.e.,
shale and sandstone interpreted as clay and sand, respectively).
For pre-Quaternary units without information on material type or depositional
environment, there is no basis for relatively coarse- or fine-grained behavior. We assume
an intermediate condition in this case (roughly corresponding to low-plasticity silt).

Table 1 is organized in reference to 12 geological units that the stations in full database
encountered and recommended by Wills and Clahan (2006): Qal1, Qal2, and Qal3 are relatively
young alluvial sediments likely to be of Holocene age; Qoa is older alluvium of Pleistocene age;
QT describes sediments in the early Pleistocene to Pliocene periods, for which the method of
deposition is unknown; Tsh, Tss, and Tv comprise Tertiary age bedrock of consisting of shale,
sandstone, or volcanic origin-materials (typically basalt or rhyolite), respectively; serpentine is a
metamorphic rock of Tertiary age largely comprised of the clay mineral serpentinite; and Kss,
Kjf, and crystalline are hard rock, typically of Cretaceous age.
Before assigning one of the hard rock classes (Kss, Kjf, crystalline), we perform a visual
check of morphology using Google EarthTM. When this check indicates that the surface appears
to be soil, and if the velocity of the nearest-surface layer is compatible with soil, we assign a soil
surficial unit and assign rock at greater depths where velocities become fast.
The soil property assignments in Table 1 apply for ground surface layers. The assignment
of properties at depth is made in consideration of gradients in the VS profile. If the surface layer
consists of sediments or Tertiary rock, the soil index properties are not changed in successive
layers absent sudden changes in velocity with depth. Sudden changes can trigger soil type
changes – for example, when a granular layer is underlain by a much slower layer, the
underlying unit is taken as clay. Similarly, when a fine-grained surface layer is underlain by a
much stiffer layer, the underlying material is taken as granular. When a layer velocity exceeds
760 m/s, it is taken as rock. Figure 7 shows the flow chart used to assign soil type information as
a function of depth.
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Table 1. The list of 12 geological units and their corresponding PI and OCR. Ma indicates
million years.
Geological age

Holocene (< 0.011 Ma)

Geol. unit

Tertiary (2.6-66 Ma).

Quaternary Holocene alluvium with flat
gradients (< 0.5%).

PI = 30
OCR = 1.2

Qal2

Quaternary Holocene alluvium with moderate
gradients (0.5 - 2.0%).

PI = 10
OCR = 1.2

Qal3

Quaternary Holocene alluvium with steep
gradients (> 2%).

PI = 10
OCR = 1.2

Qoa

Quaternary Pleistocene alluvium. Soil
composition unknown.

QT

Quaternary to Tertiary deposits, including Saugus
Fm. in So. CA, Paso Robles Fm. in central Coast
Ranges, and Santa Clara Fm. in San Francisco Bay
area. Soil composition unknown.

PI = 10
OCR = 2.5

Tsh

Shale and siltstone units, such as the Repetto,
Fernando, Puente, and Modelo Fms in So. CA.

PI = 15
OCR = 3

Tss

Sandstone units, such as the Topanga Formation
in So. CA and Butano Formation in San Francisco
Bay area.

PI = 0
OCR = 3

Tv

Volcanic units including the Conejo Volcanics in
Santa Monica Mtns and the Leona Rhyolite in East
Bay Hills.

PI = 15
OCR = 3

Serpentine rock is clay-rich.

PI = 15
OCR = 3

Serpentine
Cretaceous

Estimated
Parameters

Qal1

Pleistocene (< 2.6 Ma)

Pliocene (2.6-5.3 Ma).
Young era within the
Tertiary.

Description

PI = 10
OCR = 2

Kss

Cretaceous sandstone of the Great Valley
Sequence

NA

Kjf

Franciscan complex rocks, including mélange,
sandstone, shale, chert, and greenstone.

NA
NA

crystalline

Crystalline rocks, including Cretaceous granitic
rocks, Jurassic metamorphic rocks, schist, and
Precambrian gneiss.
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𝑫𝐦𝐢𝐧 in Firm Rock Layers
The Darendeli (2001) model cannot be used for pre-Tertiary rock (units Kss, Kjf, crystalline).
Laboratory data on material damping for such materials is limited. A presumably judgementbased model was presented by Schnabel (1973) and has been widely used since that time. Choi
(2008) performed testing on welded Bandelier Tuff and Topopah Spring Tuff and developed
damping models. Models from these two sources are compared in Figure 8. The 𝐷𝑚𝑖𝑛 –
component from Topogah Spring Tuff is considered more representative of bedrock materials in
our study region based on its unit weight (Bandelier Tuff has low unit weights). The 𝐷𝑚𝑖𝑛 range
for this material is about 0.2 – 1.0% (average = 0.3%). We have used the Choi model for the
present work, but acknowledge that its use carries large uncertainty.

Figure 8. Comparison of rock damping model from Schnabel (1973) and range from Choi
(2008).
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Figure 7. Flow chart used to assign soil type information as function of depth
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𝜿-Informed Damping Model
Approach
Figure 9 shows Fourier amplitude spectra for ground motions at two examples sites in our
database. The spectra show a characteristic feature, which is decay of Fourier amplitudes with
increasing frequency for frequencies beyond the peak in the spectrum. This frequency-dependent
decay can be described as:
𝐷(𝑓) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝜋𝜅𝑓)

[6]

where f is frequency in Hz and 𝜅 is a decay parameter that can be established through fits to data
(e.g., Anderson and Hough, 1984).

Figure 9. Analysis of 𝜅 from recordings at two example sites (left: AZ.KNW, right: AZ.PFO)
The decay parameter arises from material damping and wave scattering that occurs on the
wave path from source-to-site, often including appreciable contributions from site response. The
path and site response contributions to 𝜅 combine as (adapted from Anderson 1991):
𝜅 = 𝜅0 + 𝜅 𝑅 𝑅

[7]

where R is site-to-source distance, 𝜅𝑅 is the slope by which 𝜅 increases with distance, and 𝜅0
represents the cumulative effect of damping and wave scattering through the soil column.
The relationship between 𝜅0 and profile attributes can be expressed as (Hough and
Anderson 1988; Chapman et al. 2003; Campbell 2009):
𝑧𝑠

𝜅0 = ∫
0

𝑑𝑧
𝑄𝑒𝑓 (𝑧)𝑉𝑆 (𝑧)

[8]

where 𝑧𝑠 is the site column thickness (depth to reference crustal rock) and 𝑄𝑒𝑓 (𝑧) is the depthdependent effective material quality factor, representing both the effects of frequency-dependent
wave scattering and frequency-independent soil damping. Qef can be converted to an effective
soil damping as follows (Campbell, 2009):
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𝐷𝑒𝑓 (%) =

100
2𝑄𝑒𝑓

[9]

Measurements of 𝜅 from recordings can, in principal, inform levels of damping applied
in ground response analyses as follows:
1. Measure 𝜅 for a set of sites from multiple earthquakes, as shown for example in Figure
9.
2. Develop a regionally appropriate model for 𝜅𝑅 .
3. Adjust each measured value of 𝜅, for each event recorded at a given site, to estimate 𝜅0
by re-arranging Eq. (7) as 𝜅0 = 𝜅 − 𝜅𝑅 𝑅.
4. Since the soil/rock column thickness analyzed in ground response analysis is typically
smaller than the full profile to reference crustal rock (VS  2.5-3 km/s), adjust 𝜅0 from
Step (3) as,
𝑧𝑝

Δ𝜅 = 𝜅0 − 𝜅0,𝑏 = ∫
0

2𝐷𝑒𝑓 (𝑧) 𝑑𝑧
100 𝑉𝑆 (𝑧)

[10]

where 𝜅0,𝑏 is the site decay parameter at the base of the profile and 𝑧𝑝 is the depth of the
analyzed soil column (𝑧𝑝 < 𝑧𝑠 ).
5. Modify the laboratory damping with a profile-specific adjustment factor FD to match ∆𝜅
from Step (5), which can be represented by re-writing Eq. (10) as:
𝑧𝑝

Δ𝜅 = ∫
0

𝐿 (𝑧)
2𝐷𝑚𝑖𝑛
× 𝐹𝐷 𝑑𝑧
100
𝑉𝑆 (𝑧)

[11]

The depth-invariant value of FD represents the means by which the field observations of
kappa inform the damping model. In some cases, FD may be unreasonably high. To
constrain FD so that it provides damping values within a realistic range, we have
enforcea maximum value of FD = 5. The approach maintains the scaling of damping
with soil type and depth in the laboratory models, while adjusting for other effects
encountered in field conditions (scattering).
Implementation of the above procedure requires several model components – distance
correction term 𝜅𝑅 and site decay parameter for the base of profile condition 𝜅0,𝑏 . The
following sub-sections describe the calculation of 𝜅 from recordings, models used for these
components, and example results.
Fitting of 𝜿 from Ground Motions
We apply the 𝜅-fitting procedures described in Afshari and Stewart (2019), which were
adapted from Cabas et al. (2017) and Xu et al. (2020). The fit occurs over a range of frequencies
from fe to fx (upper and lower bounds, respectively) that is selected for each record.
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Search ranges for 𝑓𝑒 and 𝑓𝑥 are taken as 10-18Hz and 22-28Hz, respectively, each with
0.5Hz increments. For each possible combination of 𝑓𝑒 and 𝑓𝑥 , 𝜅 is computed for combinations
of the two horizontal components rotated to various azimuths. The variability of 𝜅 with azimuth
is computed for each 𝑓𝑒 -𝑓𝑥 combination, which is expressed as a coefficient of variation (COV).
We seek the combination of 𝑓𝑒 and 𝑓𝑥 that minimizes the azimuthal variability, and then take 𝜅 as
the median. The Fourier amplitude spectra for two example sites shown in Figure 9 are for the
azimuths and frequency ranges identified using this process.
Analysis of Path- and Site Contributions to 𝜿
Rates of crustal attenuation vary spatially due to variations in geologic conditions.
Conditions producing relatively fast ground motion attenuation rates (i.e., low crustal quality
factor, Q) would be expected to increase 𝜅𝑅 . Insight into spatial variations of attenuation rates
are provided by maps of frequency-independent Q (denoted Qs) by Eberhart-Phillips (2016) for
Northern California and Hauksson and Shearer (2006) for Southern California. Figure 10 shows
maps of California indicating variations of Qs at a depth of 10 km from the two sources. There
are systematic differences between Qs, with southern California values being higher.

Figure 10. Spatial variation of frequency-independent quality factor (Qs) for California as
derived from two models at a depth of 10 km. Zones considered in mixed-effects analysis of path
 are shown.
Allowing for differences in Qs between the two sources, and considering both maps, we
have assigned six zones of approximately uniform Qs, with the intention of computing 𝜅𝑅
separately for each zone. If the value of 𝜅𝑅 for zone 𝑖 is taken as 𝜅𝑅,𝑖 , then the 𝜅𝑅 𝑅 term in Eq.
(7) is computed as:
𝜅𝑅 𝑅 = ∑ 𝜅𝑅,𝑖 𝑅𝑖
𝑖

[12]

where 𝑅𝑖 is the path length (between source and site) through zone i. Distance 𝑅𝑖 is zero if the
path does not go through the zone 𝑖.
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𝜅0,𝑗

We use mixed-effects regression (more specifically, random intercept model) to obtain
for each station 𝑗 and 𝜅𝑅,𝑖 for each zone 𝑖, by adapting Eq. (7) as follows:
𝑛

𝜅𝑘,𝑗 = 𝜅0,𝑗 + ∑ 𝜅𝑅,𝑖 𝑅𝑘,𝑖

[13]

𝑖=1

where 𝜅𝑘,𝑗 is the measured 𝜅 from recording 𝑘 at station 𝑗, 𝜅0,𝑗 is the site-specific decay
parameter at station 𝑗, 𝑛 is the number of zones in California, and 𝑅𝑘,𝑖 is the source-to-site path
length for recording 𝑘 that goes through zone 𝑖. Station terms 𝜅0,𝑗 are taken as random effects
and path terms 𝜅𝑅,𝑖 as fixed effects. Eq. (13) is solved using an equivalent matrix form.
Regressions are performed in R [packages nlme (Pinheiro et al. 2019) or lme4 (Bates et al.,
2015)] using the full database (i.e., NGA-West2 stations and records in California as augmented
here). The resulting 𝜅𝑅 values are shown for each zone in Figure 11, where they are plotted
against the Qs values from the two references. The error bars shown in the figure indicate the
estimation error for 𝜅𝑅 from the regressions and the within-zone ranges of Qs. Regressions
provided negative 𝜅𝑅 in Zone 2, which is plotted instead at zero.

Figure 11. Variation of 𝜅𝑅 with average Qs within the six zones shown in Figure 10. Average Qs

is taken from both Eberhart-Phillips (2016) for Northern California and Hauksson and Shearer
(2006) for Southern California
Base of Profile Site Decay Parameter, 𝜿𝟎,𝒃

The base of profile site decay parameter 𝜅0,𝑏 is needed to estimate the change in site
kappa over the profile depth (Δ𝜅) using Eq. (10). Because the sites considered in this research are
surface-only instruments, 𝜅0,𝑏 cannot be measured (i.e., from a downhole instrument) but instead
is estimated from models. Several such models were considered.
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Silva et al. (1998) used California data to relate 𝜅0 to VS30,
0.008 sec,
𝑉𝑆30 > 1500 m/s
𝜅0 = {0.020 sec, 760 < 𝑉𝑆30 < 1500 m/s
0.030 sec, 360 < 𝑉𝑆30 < 760 m/s

[14]

Van Houtte et al. (2011) and Xu et al. (2000) used larger databases from the KiK-net array in
Japan and NGA-West data to derive empirical relationships between 𝜅0 and VS30. Van Houtte et
al. (2011) proposed:
[15]

𝑙𝑛𝜅0 = 3.490 − 1.062𝑙𝑛𝑉𝑆30
Xu et al. (2020) proposed:
𝑘1 (𝑙𝑛𝑉1 )2 + 𝑘2 𝑙𝑛𝑉1 + 𝑘3 ,
𝑙𝑛𝜅0 = {𝑘1 (𝑙𝑛𝑉𝑆30 )2 + 𝑘2 𝑙𝑛𝑉𝑆30 + 𝑘3 ,
𝑘1 (𝑙𝑛𝑉2 )2 + 𝑘2 𝑙𝑛𝑉2 + 𝑘3 ,

100m/s < 𝑉𝑆30 < 𝑉1
𝑉1 < 𝑉𝑆30 < 𝑉2
𝑉2 < 𝑉𝑆30 < 3000m/s

[16]

where k1=0.18, k2=1.816, k3=-7.38, V1=155 m/s, and V2 = 2000 m/s. The units of 𝜅0 are sec in
both Eq. (15) and (16).
We apply the Van Houtte et al. (2011) relationship in the present work. To obtain 𝜅0,𝑏 ,
we estimate the VS30 corresponding the base of the soil column by projecting vertically (constant
velocity) the VS at the deepest portion of the profile. We then enter this value into Eq. [15] to
compute 𝜅0,𝑏 . Results of this process for the two example sites are shown in Table 2, as are
derived values of Δ𝜅 and FD using Eqs [10-11].
Table 2. Site kappa results for the AZ.KNW and AZ.PFO sites
Site
𝜿𝟎 (sec) 𝜿𝟎,𝒃 (sec) 𝚫𝜿 (sec)

FD

Keenwild Fire Station, Mountain
Center, CA (AZ.KNW)

0.059

0.009

0.050

5

Pinyon Flats Observatory, CA
(AZ.PFO)

0.050

0.006

0.044

5

Data-to-Model Comparisons for Example Sites
Figure 12 compares the data-derived site amplification (labelled as “true site amp.”) with
estimates derived from ground response analyses (“GRA”) and from an ergodic model (Seyhan
and Stewart 2014) for the AZ.KNW site. The ground response analysis results shown here use
laboratory-based damping models. The site exhibits a peak in the amplification at about 0.09 sec.
This occurs because AZ.KNW is a rock site with a shallow surficial soil layer. Ground response
analyses are able to capture this feature and provide a good representation of the frequencydependent shape of the site amplification. In contrast, the ergodic model significantly misfits the
observed site amplification. Figure 13 shows similar results for the AZ.PFO site, where ground
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response analyses misfit the data, but still arguably improve upon the predictions of an ergodic
model.
The effects of a 𝜅-informed damping model are modest for the two example sites
examined here. The impacts of alternate damping models is being explored by applying these
procedures to additional sites with thick soil columns.

Figure 12. Non-ergodic site response at the AZ.KNW site, compared with site response
predictions obtained with use of ground response analysis and an ergodic model. The maximum
period used in the plots is the median of the maximum usable periods from data processing. The
ground response model provides a good estimate of the shape of the amplification function in
this case.
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Figure 13. Non-ergodic site response at the AZ.PFO site, compared with site response
predictions obtained with use of ground response analysis and an ergodic model. The ground
response model provides a relatively poor estimate of the shape of the amplification function in
this case.
Conclusions
This research has the broad objective of investigating the effectiveness of ground
response analysis, and other methods of site response analysis, through comparisons to true site
response as established from analysis of recordings. Effectiveness is judged, in this context,
through bias and site-to-site uncertainty of predicted site response.
We describe a new approach using non-ergodic site responses derived from surface-only
instruments as the basis for validation studies. This paper has the main objective of describing
the methodology, particularly with regard to procedures that implement ground response
analyses given limited available information. We illustrate the approach using two sites with
shallow soil layers overlying firm rock materials. In these cases, ground response analyses
provide improved estimates relative to ergodic models. The work for this project is ongoing and
full results will be presented in a later report.
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IDENTIFICATION OF EARTHQUAKE INPUT EXCITATIONS FOR CSMIPINSTRUMENTED BUILDINGS
S. F. Ghahari, and E. Taciroglu
Department of Civil & Environmental Engineering
University of California, Los Angeles
Abstract
This paper presents the results of a study on the identification of earthquake input
excitations for CSMIP-Instrumented buildings. The true earthquake input motions exciting
buildings may not be available for various reasons. For example, when there is Soil-Structure
Interaction (SSI) effects, the recorded signal at the foundation level, which is commonly used as
input excitation, is a part of the building’s response. Also, the waves scattered from a vibrating
building can alter the wave field around the building, so the so-called recorded Free-Field
Motions (FFMs), another input motion candidate, could be polluted with these reflecting waves.
Moreover, if there is significant Kinematic SSI, what actually a building experiences as input
excitation is different from FFM and foundation response. These unmeasured motions are called
Foundation Input Motions (FIMs) and have to be identified from recorded building’s responses.
In this paper, we propose various methods to carry out this task along with their verification,
validation and real-life applications.
Introduction
Consideration of input excitations is an important ingredient of seismic design and
assessment of building structures under earthquake hazards. Ground motions recorded on the
ground surface—i.e., Free-Field Motions (FFMs)—have often been used as input excitations in
seismic response analyses of structures. Such recordings are sometimes not true FFMs, in that
they are polluted by waves scattered from nearby structures (see, e.g., [1]). More
problematically, even the true FFMs are inherently different from what the subject structure
experiences due to spatial variability as well as kinematic interaction effects (see, e.g., [2]). The
other common option in dynamic analyses is to use the motion recorded at the foundation level
as the input excitation. However, if there is an inertial interaction between the structure and the
surrounding soil, the signal recorded at the foundation is part of the system’s response [3], [4].
Such Soil-Structure Interaction (SSI) effects generally prevent the direct measurement of true
input excitations. These true input excications are often referred to as Foundation input Motions
(FIMs) [5]. The FIMs cannot be physically recorded unless there is a massless foundation
without any building superstructure. Figure 1 summarizes the aforementioned issues regarding
the usage of various types recordings as earthquake input excitations. It is worth noting that even
in the absence of SSI, for many real-life cases, the foundation responses are either at low Signalto-Noise Ratio (SNR) levels or not recorded at all [6].
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Figure 1. Available recording during an earthquake.

The back-calculation of FIMs from real-life data is a key capability for capturing actual
earthquake input excitations and for validating new or existing procedures for considering SSI
effects. The California Strong Motion Instrumentation Program (CSMIP) was established by
California Geological Survey, in collaboration with various other agencies such as USGS and
Caltrans in 1972 following the destructive 1971 San Fernando earthquake to obtain vital
earthquake data for the engineering and scientific communities through a statewide network of
strong motion instruments [7]. Through CSMIP, more than 900 stations were installed, including
650 ground-response stations, 170 buildings, 20 dams, and 60 bridges. A recent survey (Table 1)
by the authors indicates that, at the present time, there are ~236 buildings with available
instrumentation layouts and at least one earthquake dataset in the Center for Engineering Strong
Motion Data (CESMD) [8]. The ~70% of the buildings are instrumented and maintained by the
California Geological Survey (CGS) (Figure 2a) and this building inventory features various
structural types as shown in Figure 2b.
Table 1. Available building data in CESMD.
Item Description

Figure 2. Distribution of CSMIPinstrumented buildings

Number of total records
Number of buildings
Number of earthquakes
Number of earthquake sets
Number of buildings with at least one earthquake
Number of buildings with at least one available earthquake
Number of buildings with the available layout
Number of buildings with the available layout and at least
one recorded earthquake
Number of buildings with the available layout and at least
one available earthquake
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1643
377
254
1588
322
314
272
243
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Identification Methods
The response of a building structure to a base excitation can be written as a time
convolution as 𝑥𝑥(𝑡𝑡) = 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹(𝑡𝑡) ∗ ℎ(𝑡𝑡) where 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹(𝑡𝑡) and ℎ(𝑡𝑡) are FIM signal and building’s
Impulse Response Function (IRF), respectively, and ∗ denotes time convolution. According to
this relationship, an obvious way to recover FIM is through the deconvolution provided that
building’s IRF is known, while this is not the case for real problems because buildings are
complex and unknown systems. Note that even having a building’s IRF, the deconvolution
process is a challenging task because the inverse of the IRF could (and mostly will) be an
unstable filter which will be discussed later (see, e.g., [9]).
In a real-world scenario, the building is itself unknown and must be identified first or
along with the FIMs. One way is to estimate the system (i.e., building’s IRF) via numerical
modeling. Despite the existing knowledge and tools for numerical modeling of structural
systems, there are various sources of uncertainties (SSI, damping, non-structural, connections,
etc.), which makes accurate modeling highly difficult even for very simple structures. Therefore,
the building has to be identified. The simplest approach to identify building structures is through
Operational Modal Analysis (OMA) for which large number of techniques have been developed
in last few decades [10]–[14]. Yet, it is well accepted that the behavior of a structure during an
earthquake would be different from its behavior under operational conditions. Also, the ambient
data might be unavailable because the measurement system usually needs higher resolution and
sensitivity. On the other hand, the identification of buildings using data recorded during strong
seismic events without direct measurments of input excitations is challenging. This particular
situation—namely, outout-only identification under strong excitations—has been a main focus of
the authors in last decade.
The authors have developed a series of Blind 1 Modal Identification (BMID) methods for
the aforementioned type of problems [15]–[21]. However, these methods nominally need dense
instrumentation. Also, the level of uncertainty is not quantified because they are deterministic
solutions. Another workaround is to use model-based solutions in which a numerical model with
unknown parameter is assumed for the building under study. This model can be a simple
Timoshenko beam as used by the authors [22]–[25] or a coupled beam used by Lignos and
Miranda [6]. The problem with such solution is the potentially high level of modeling
uncertainties that are not quantified in the mentioned studies. Recently, a series of output-only
Bayesian Finite Element (FE) model updating methods have been proposed (see, e.g., [26]). In
the present study, we used this method to estimate FIMs from real-life data recorded at the
Millikan Library building [27]. While the results are promising, the computational cost is huge.
to resolve this limiting fact, we developed a new series of solutions based on the Cross-Relation
(CR) idea [28], [29]. The major idea behind this solution is to use response of several adjacent
buildings that experience same excitation and extract input motion as common part. After
presenting results of the Bayesian estimation of the Millikan Library, details of the proposed CR
methods will be presented. A series of verification, validation, and application studies were

1

Output-only
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conducted by using these new solutions which are presented in this paper. To see a summary of
the available FIM identification solutions discussed above Figure 3 is presented.

Figure 3. Available/developed solutions for FIM identification.

Output-Only Bayesian Estimation
The overall procedure of the output-only Bayesian estimation method is shown in Figure
4 [30]. In this method, we assume a prior normal distribution for the unknown parameter vector
𝛙𝛙 (collection of FE model’s uncertain parameters and inputs) and propagate this uncertainty
through the FE model. Based on the Bayes’ rule, the posterior distribution is obtained by
calculating the difference between the prediction and measurement (collected through sensors).
This process sequentially continues in time. The details of the method are presented in Appendix
A.

Figure 4. The output-only Bayesian estimation.
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The method is already verified in various publications [31]. Herein, the method is used to
estimate parameters of the FE model of the Millikan Library (Figure 5left) as well as
unmeasured FIMs using real-life response signals during the 2002 Yorba Linda earthquake [27].
Using the available structural drawings, a detailed FE model of the structural system is
developed [21]. We used the graphic-user-interface of SAP2000 software [32] to develop the
initial geometry of the model. The SAP2000 model was then transferred to OpenSees [33]. The
model uses linear-elastic beam-column elements to model beams and columns, and quadrilateral
shell elements with linear-elastic section to model shear walls and slabs. The kinematic
interaction of precast claddings installed on the north and south faces of the building with the
structural system is modeled using diagonal brace elements. The damping energy dissipation for
the time history analysis is defined using mass- and stiffness-proportional Rayleigh damping.
The Rayleigh damping parameters are treated as unknowns to be estimated. The 3D model of the
superstructure is shown in Figure 5right. Different colors in this figure present different material
properties.

Figure 5. Developed the FE model of the Millikan Library structure.

To include SSI effects, distributed linear soil springs and dashpots are added underneath
the foundation slab of the FE model as shown in Figure 6. As seen, the building has a two-level
foundation system consisting of a central pad and two north and south foundation strips. Six
unknown stiffness parameters, namely 𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥 , 𝑘𝑘𝑦𝑦1 , 𝑘𝑘𝑦𝑦2 , 𝑘𝑘𝑧𝑧1 , 𝑘𝑘𝑧𝑧2 , 𝑘𝑘𝑧𝑧3 are defined for different
foundation regions. Likewise, six (unknown) parameters, namely 𝑐𝑐𝑥𝑥 , 𝑐𝑐𝑦𝑦1 , 𝑐𝑐𝑦𝑦2 , 𝑐𝑐𝑧𝑧1 , 𝑐𝑐𝑧𝑧2 , 𝑐𝑐𝑧𝑧3 , are
used to define the damping.

The Bayesian estimation is carried out in two steps: In the first step, the foundation-level
motions are used as uniform base input excitations to estimate the model parameters
characterizing the structural model regardless of the soil subsystem. In this step, the torsional and
rocking components of the foundation-level motion are also assumed as unknown input motions
and estimated jointly with structural model parameters. In the second step, the identified
structural model parameters are fixed at their mean estimates obtained from the first step, and the
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three translational components of the FIM and parameters characterizing the soil-structure model
and overall Rayleigh damping are estimated jointly. The second step comprises an output-only
FE model updating.

Figure 6. Foundation plan of the Millikan Library with six unknown subgrade stiffness (left) and damping (right)
parameters.

Table 2 shows the initial and final estimate of the six model parameters along with their
final estimated coefficient of variation (COV) at the end of the first step. The small values of the
COVs denote that the identified values are reliable.
Table 2. Initial and final estimates of the model parameters along with the estimated coefficient of variation (COV).
Parameter ID

Description

Initial

Estimated

COV

1

Elastic modulus of brace elements (𝐸𝐸𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 )
Effective Elastic modulus of column/wall concrete at
basement and 1st story (𝐸𝐸𝑊𝑊&𝐶𝐶1 )
Effective Elastic modulus of column/wall concrete at 2nd
story to Roof (𝐸𝐸𝑊𝑊&𝐶𝐶2 )
Mass-proportional Rayleigh damping coefficient (𝑎𝑎)
Stiffness-proportional Rayleigh damping coefficient (𝑏𝑏)
Distributed floor mass on 1st to Roof floors (𝑚𝑚)

20 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺

16.7 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺

2.6%

2
3
4
5
6

17.3 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺

33.6 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺

1.0%

0.4
5.3 × 10−3
250 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘/𝑚𝑚2

0.36
1.4 × 10−3
278.5 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘/𝑚𝑚2

4.1%
1.9%
2.0%

17.3 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺

23.9 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺

0.8%

In the second step, we fix above mentioned six parameters in their identified values and
identify 12 soil subsystem’s parameters, the elastic modulus of the foundation (𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 ), and
three translational FIMs. However, the identifiability study showed that not all 12 parameters are
identifiable by using available instrumentation layout and stiffness and damping parameters in x
and y directions must be reduced to one [27]. Also, a new set of Rayleigh damping parameters
are identified, as those parameters identified in the first step represent a fixed-base system. The
identified parameters of the soil subsystem are shown in Table 3. To evaluate how well the
updated model prediction matches the measurement records, Figure 7 compares the measured
acceleration response time histories at the selected measurement channels with those estimated
using the final estimates of the model parameters and FIMs. This figure shows a remarkable
match between the estimated and measured acceleration responses.
Finally, Figure 8 shows the time history of the posterior mean and standard deviation
(SD) of the three components of the FIM.
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Table 3. Initial and final estimates of the soil-structure parameters along with estimated COVs. Stiffness and
damping parameters are in 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀/𝑚𝑚3 and 𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾/𝑚𝑚3 , respectively, and 𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 is in 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺.
Initial
Estimated
COV

𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥
65
158.7
5.4%

𝑘𝑘𝑦𝑦1
40
73.4
4.4%

𝑘𝑘𝑧𝑧1
20
139.0
1.0%

𝑘𝑘𝑧𝑧2
22.5
93.5
4.1%

𝑘𝑘𝑧𝑧3
37.5
111.9
2.9%

𝑐𝑐𝑥𝑥
700
685
16.8%

𝑐𝑐𝑦𝑦1
700
1748
3.3%

𝑐𝑐𝑧𝑧1
1000
4126
1.2%

a
0.36
0.01
55.4%

b
1.4 × 10-3
1.0 × 10-3
3.3%

𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹
7.5
32.5
3.6%

Figure 7. Comparison of the measured predicted responses. The right-hand-side plots magnify the response time
history between 1-7 sec.

Figure 8. Estimated FIMs (left) and their standard deviation (right).
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Cross-Relation Method
The model-based method presented in the previous section works very well and provides
us with promising results along with the estimation uncertainties. However, it needs an initial
numerical model free from modeling uncertainty, which may not available. Also, the method
needs relatively dense instrumentation, and more importantly it is computationally very
demanding because each time sample of the input motions is treated as an uncertain parameter.
The authors have recently proposed a data-driven solution ([28], [29]) for site effect
identification which works based on the Cross-Relation (CR) idea [34]. The method can be
adopted to solve the present output-only system identification and FIM estimation as follows.
Assume that two adjacent buildings are excited under a similar input acceleration 𝒔𝒔. The
response of Buildings 1 and 2 can be written as a linear convolution of this input motion and
each building’s IRF as
𝒙𝒙1 ≅ 𝒉𝒉1 ∗ 𝒔𝒔

(1)

𝒙𝒙2 ≅ 𝒉𝒉2 ∗ 𝒔𝒔

(2)

𝒙𝒙1 ∗ 𝒉𝒉2 − 𝒙𝒙2 ∗ 𝒉𝒉1 = 0

(3)

where 𝒉𝒉1 and 𝒉𝒉2 are buildings’ IRFs, respectively. Convolving both sides of Eqs. (1) and (2) by
𝒉𝒉2 and 𝒉𝒉1 , respectively, we have

As seen, the equation above is a system of 𝑁𝑁 equations (𝑁𝑁 is the total number of samples)
with at most 2𝐿𝐿 unknown where 𝐿𝐿 is the length of the longer IRF. So, provided that 𝑁𝑁 ≥ 2𝐿𝐿,
IRFs can be theoretically estimated. Once IRFs are estimated, unknown FIM can be
backcalculated through the deconvolution.
The CR solution is simple and practical for CSMIP instrumented buildings, as our survey
shows that even by imposing limiting criteria like distance less than 1 km (see, e.g., [35]) and
similarity of the soil types, there are 29 and 23 candidate sets in Southern and Northern
California, respectively, as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Potential candidate sets for CR application in Southern (left) and Northern California (right).
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While the CR method seems doable, there are some major challenges. The length of the
IRFs for typical structures is not short which makes the estimation problem severely illconditioned. Also, the length is not a priori known. The CR method work based on the
assumption that systems (here buildings) are dissimilar. So, if there is any similarity between
these two adjacent buildings cannot be identified. Specifically, systems are unidentifiable at
common zeros. To show this, let’s assume that z-Transform [36] of IRFs can be factorized as
�1 (𝑧𝑧) and 𝐻𝐻2 (𝑧𝑧) = (𝑧𝑧 − 𝑧𝑧0 )𝐻𝐻
�2 (𝑧𝑧). Then, Eq. (3) can be written as
𝐻𝐻1 (𝑧𝑧) = (𝑧𝑧 − 𝑧𝑧0 )𝐻𝐻
�2 (𝑧𝑧) − 𝑋𝑋2 (𝑧𝑧) ∗ (𝑧𝑧 − 𝑧𝑧0 )𝐻𝐻
�1 (𝑧𝑧) = 0
𝑋𝑋1 (𝑧𝑧)(𝑧𝑧 − 𝑧𝑧0 )𝐻𝐻

(4)

Obviously, systems are not identifiable at the common zero 𝑧𝑧0 . This issue is a critical
issue when we notice that the length of IRFs is long and zeros of random polynomials cluster
uniformly near the unit circles [37], which means lots of common zeros. In addition to these
major problems, some minor issues like measurement noise, input excitation spatial variability,
number of adjacent buildings, etc. must be addressed. In what follows, we propose various
versions of the CR method whose applications depend on the complexity of the problem and the
needed accuracy and reliability.
CR Method using Rational Transfer functions
Adding independent white Gaussian measurement noises 𝝂𝝂1 and 𝝂𝝂2 to Eqs. (1) and (2),
Eq. (3) is rewritten as
𝒙𝒙𝑖𝑖 ∗ 𝒉𝒉𝑗𝑗 − 𝒙𝒙𝑗𝑗 ∗ 𝒉𝒉𝑖𝑖 = 𝝂𝝂�𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗

(5)

where we used indices 𝑖𝑖 and 𝑗𝑗, respectively, instead of 1 and 2 to be able to extend the solution to
many buildings as will be discussed later. Also, 𝝂𝝂�𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝒉𝒉𝑗𝑗 ∗ 𝝂𝝂𝑖𝑖 − 𝒉𝒉𝑖𝑖 ∗ 𝝂𝝂𝑗𝑗 . Linear discrete-time
convolution of Eq. (5) can be converted to multiplication by using the z-Transform as in
𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 (𝑧𝑧 −1 ) 𝐻𝐻𝑗𝑗 (𝑧𝑧 −1 ) − 𝑋𝑋j (𝑧𝑧 −1 ) 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 (𝑧𝑧 −1 ) = 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗 (𝑧𝑧 −1 )

(6)

In Eq. (6), 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 and 𝐻𝐻𝑗𝑗 are z-Transforms of IRFs and are referred to as Transfer Functions
(TFs) or System Functions [38], while 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 , 𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗 , and 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 are the z-Transforms of 𝒙𝒙𝑖𝑖 , 𝒙𝒙𝑗𝑗 , and 𝝂𝝂�𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ,
respectively. Theoretically, the IRFs have infinite length, but they can be recast as Infinite
Impulse Response (IIR) filters by representing their corresponding TFs in the format of the ratio
of complex polynomials
𝐻𝐻(𝑧𝑧 −1 ) =

𝑏𝑏0 + 𝑏𝑏1 𝑧𝑧 −1 + ⋯ + 𝑏𝑏𝐹𝐹𝑏𝑏 𝑧𝑧 −𝐹𝐹𝑏𝑏
1 + 𝐺𝐺1 𝑧𝑧 −1 + ⋯ + 𝐺𝐺𝐹𝐹𝑎𝑎 𝑧𝑧 −𝐹𝐹𝑎𝑎

(7)

where the numerator 𝑁𝑁(𝑧𝑧 −1 ) = 𝑏𝑏0 + 𝑏𝑏1 𝑧𝑧 −1 + ⋯ + 𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏 𝑧𝑧 −𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏 is an 𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏 -order polynomial with
𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏 + 1 parameters 𝑏𝑏𝑘𝑘 (𝑘𝑘 = 0, … , 𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏 ) representing a Moving Average (MA) part, and the
denominator 𝐷𝐷(𝑧𝑧 −1 ) = 1 + 𝑎𝑎1 𝑧𝑧 −1 + ⋯ + 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎 𝑧𝑧 −𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎 is an 𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎 -order polynomial with 𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎
parameters 𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘 (𝑘𝑘 = 1, … , 𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎 ) representing an Autoregressive (AR) part. As seen, while the IRFs
in their original MA form are infinitely long, their IIR representations have a finite length in both
the numerator and the denominator. Using Eq. (7), the CR defined in Eq. (6) can be expressed as
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𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 𝑀𝑀𝑗𝑗 𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 − 𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 𝐷𝐷𝑗𝑗 = 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗 𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 𝐷𝐷𝑗𝑗 ,

(8)

where we dropped (𝑧𝑧 −1 ) for simplicity. Eq. (8) can be further restated in a simplified form as
𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗 − 𝑋𝑋j 𝐺𝐺𝑗𝑗𝑖𝑖 = 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗

(9)

where 𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝑁𝑁𝑗𝑗 𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 and 𝐺𝐺𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 = 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 𝐷𝐷𝑗𝑗 are two Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filters with orders
𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏𝑗𝑗 + 𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 and 𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎𝑗𝑗 + 𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖 , respectively, and 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 is the noise residual, which must be perfectly zero
in an ideal scenario.
If we now define 𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏𝑗𝑗 + 𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 + 1 and 𝐿𝐿𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 = 𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎𝑗𝑗 + 𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖 + 1, then it is trivial to show
that 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , for example, would be an (𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝑁𝑁 − 2)th-order polynomial in 𝑧𝑧 −1 . Using the zTransform definition, 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 can be calculated as
𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 [0]
0
⎡
⋮
⋯
⎢
⎢𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 �𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗 − 2� 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 �𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗 − 3�
⎢𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 �𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗 − 1� 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 �𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗 − 2�
⎢
𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 �𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗 − 1�
𝑥𝑥 �𝐿𝐿 �
𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗 = ⎢ 𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗
⋮
⋮
⎢
⎢ 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 [𝑀𝑀 − 1] 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 [𝑀𝑀 − 2]
⎢
0
𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 [𝑀𝑀 − 1]
⎢
⋮
⋯
⎢
⎣
0
⋯

⋯
⋯
⋯
⋯

⋯
⋱
⋯
⋯
⋱
0

0
⋮
0
𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 [0]

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 [1]
⎥
⋮
⎥
𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 �𝑀𝑀 − 𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗 � ⎥
⎥
𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 �𝑀𝑀 − 𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗 + 1�⎥
⋮
⎥
𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 [𝑀𝑀 − 1] ⎦

𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗 [0]
⎡
⎤
⎢ 𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗 [1] ⎥
⎢
⎥
⋮
⎢
⎥
⎣𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗 �𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗 − 1�⎦

(10)

where 𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (𝑧𝑧 −1 ) = 𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 [0] + 𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 [1]𝑧𝑧 −1 + ⋯ + 𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 �𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 1�𝑧𝑧 −(𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−1) . A similar matrix
representation can be written for 𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗 𝐺𝐺𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 as well. It is trivial to show that to satisfy Eq. (9), both
𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 and 𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗 𝐺𝐺𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 must have the same length. So, we can discard a few terms at the beginning and
the end of signals 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 and 𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗 𝐺𝐺𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 , and rewrite Eq. (9) as
[𝐗𝐗 𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗

where
𝐗𝐗 𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗
𝐗𝐗𝑗𝑗𝑖𝑖

𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗

−𝐗𝐗𝑗𝑗𝑖𝑖 ] �

𝑮𝑮𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗
� = 𝑬𝑬𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗
𝑮𝑮𝑗𝑗𝑖𝑖

𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗

(11)

𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗

𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 �𝐹𝐹0 �
𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 �𝐹𝐹0 − 1�
⋯
𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 �𝐹𝐹0 − 𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗 + 1�
=�
�
⋮
⋮
⋱
⋮
𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗
𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗
𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗
𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗
𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗
𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗
𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 �𝐹𝐹0 + 𝑊𝑊 − 1� 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 �𝐹𝐹0 + 𝑊𝑊 − 2� ⋯ 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 �𝐹𝐹0 + 𝑊𝑊 − 𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗 � 𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗
𝑊𝑊 ×𝐿𝐿
𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗

𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗

𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗

𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 �𝐹𝐹0 �
𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 �𝐹𝐹0 − 1�
⋯
𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 �𝐹𝐹0 − 𝐿𝐿𝑗𝑗𝑖𝑖 + 1�
=�
�
⋮
⋮
⋱
⋮
𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗
𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗
𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗
𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗
𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗
𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗
𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 �𝐹𝐹0 + 𝑊𝑊 − 1� 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 �𝐹𝐹0 + 𝑊𝑊 − 2� ⋯ 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 �𝐹𝐹0 + 𝑊𝑊 − 𝐿𝐿𝑗𝑗𝑖𝑖 � 𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗
𝑊𝑊 ×𝐿𝐿
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and 𝑮𝑮𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = [𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 [0] 𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 [1] ⋯ 𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 [𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 1]]𝑇𝑇 and 𝑮𝑮𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 = [𝐺𝐺𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 [0] 𝐺𝐺𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 [1] ⋯ 𝐺𝐺𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 [𝐿𝐿𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 − 1]]𝑇𝑇 .
𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗
The term 𝑬𝑬𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 is an (𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝐿𝐿𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 ) × 1 vector containing noise errors. Start time (𝑛𝑛0 ) and time
window (𝑊𝑊 𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 ) can be chosen any value greater than max(𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , 𝐿𝐿𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 ) and less than 𝑊𝑊 𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 ≤ 𝑁𝑁 − 1 −
𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗
𝑛𝑛0 , respectively.
Such CR expressions like Eq. (11) can be written between any pair of buildings. That is,
we have a total of 𝑛𝑛𝑝𝑝 = 𝑃𝑃(𝑃𝑃 − 1)/2 CRs that can be stated as

(14)

𝐗𝐗 𝑮𝑮 = 𝑬𝑬

where
𝐗𝐗
⎡ 12
𝐗𝐗 = ⎢
⎢
⎣

−𝐗𝐗 21

𝐗𝐗13

−𝐗𝐗 31

⋱

𝐗𝐗 (𝑃𝑃−1)𝑃𝑃

⎤
⎥
⎥
𝐗𝐗 𝑃𝑃(𝑃𝑃−1) ⎦

𝑮𝑮 = �𝑮𝑮12 𝑇𝑇 , 𝑮𝑮21 𝑇𝑇 , 𝑮𝑮13 𝑇𝑇 , 𝑮𝑮31 𝑇𝑇 , … , 𝑮𝑮(𝑃𝑃−1)𝑃𝑃 𝑇𝑇 , 𝑮𝑮𝑃𝑃(𝑃𝑃−1) 𝑇𝑇 �
𝑬𝑬 = �𝑬𝑬1,2 𝑇𝑇

𝑬𝑬1,3 𝑇𝑇

… 𝑬𝑬(𝑃𝑃−1),𝑃𝑃 𝑇𝑇 �

𝑇𝑇

𝑇𝑇

(15)
(16)
(17)

In Eq. (14), matrix 𝐗𝐗 is constructed by the building’s response signals available through
measurement, while vector 𝑮𝑮 is composed of 𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘 and 𝑏𝑏𝑘𝑘 coefficients of TFs of all buildings
which are unknown and are going to be identified. Vector 𝑬𝑬 is a noise vector. For simplicity, we
select an equal time-window length 𝑊𝑊 for all pairs, so matrix 𝐗𝐗 is an (𝑛𝑛𝑝𝑝 × 𝑊𝑊) ×
�∑𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖=1 ∑𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗=𝑖𝑖+1�𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝐿𝐿𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 �� and set the start time index equal to 𝑛𝑛0 = max�𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 � for 𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗 = 1: 𝑃𝑃 and
𝑖𝑖 ≠ 𝑗𝑗.
To solve the Eq. (14) we exactly use the Bayesian estimation introduced in Appendix A
in which the Eq. (14) plays the role of the observation equation and 𝜽𝜽 contains all unknown 𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘
and 𝑏𝑏𝑘𝑘 coefficients of TFs of all buildings.
Deconvolution

Once the buildings are identified, it may look trivial to recover input excitations through
deconvolution. That is,

and then

𝑆𝑆(𝑧𝑧 −1 ) =

𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 (𝑧𝑧 −1 )
𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 (𝑧𝑧 −1 )

𝑠𝑠 � 𝑆𝑆(𝑧𝑧 −1 ) 𝑧𝑧 𝐹𝐹−1 𝐹𝐹𝑧𝑧

(18)

(19)

where 𝑛𝑛 = 𝑡𝑡/∆𝑡𝑡 is discrete-time index and varies from 0 to 𝑁𝑁 − 1 with 𝑡𝑡 and ∆𝑡𝑡 denoting the
time and sampling time interval, respectively. However, this inversion problem is only possible
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if the system 1/𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 (𝑧𝑧 −1 ) is stable 2. To satisfy this condition, the system 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 (𝑧𝑧 −1 ) must not have
any zeros outside of the unit circle, or in other words, it must be minimum phase [38], while it is
most probably non-minimum phase.
A conventional way to calculate the inverse of a non-minimum phase system is through
the Least-Squares Error (LSE). According to Eq. (1), we need to design an inverse FIR
filter, 𝒈𝒈𝑖𝑖 𝑛𝑛 ×1, which satisfies
𝑔𝑔 𝑖𝑖

where 𝒅𝒅�𝑛𝑛

ℎ 𝑖𝑖 +𝑛𝑛𝑔𝑔 𝑖𝑖 −1�×1

= [1

0 ⋯

𝒅𝒅 = 𝒉𝒉𝑖𝑖 ∗ 𝒈𝒈𝑖𝑖

(20)

0]𝑇𝑇 . Convolving this filter with 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 [𝑛𝑛] results in recovering

input motion. The Eq. (20) can be expressed in a matrix form as

(21)

𝐇𝐇𝑖𝑖 𝒈𝒈𝑖𝑖 = 𝒅𝒅

with

𝐇𝐇𝑖𝑖 �𝐹𝐹

ℎ 𝑖𝑖 +𝐹𝐹𝑔𝑔 𝑖𝑖 −1�×𝐹𝐹𝑔𝑔 𝑖𝑖

ℎ𝑖𝑖 [0]
⎡
⎢ ℎ𝑖𝑖 [1]
⎢
= ⎢ℎ𝑖𝑖 �𝐹𝐹ℎ 𝑖𝑖 − 1�
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

ℎ𝑖𝑖 [0]
ℎ𝑖𝑖 [1]

ℎ𝑖𝑖 �𝐹𝐹ℎ 𝑖𝑖 − 1�

⋱
⋱

⎤
⎥
⎥
ℎ𝑖𝑖 [0] ⎥ ,
⎥
ℎ𝑖𝑖 [1]
⎥
⎥
ℎ𝑖𝑖 �𝐹𝐹ℎ 𝑖𝑖 − 1�⎦

(22)

As the number of the columns of the matrix 𝐇𝐇𝑖𝑖 is less than that of the rows, the
coefficients of the FIR filter are computed in an approximate LSE way as 𝒈𝒈𝑖𝑖 = 𝐇𝐇𝑖𝑖 † 𝒅𝒅 where † is
the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse operator. Therefore, it is impossible to realize the exact
inverse of a linear FIR system using this method. Moreover, because 𝒈𝒈𝑖𝑖 is non-minimum phase
the error energy (𝒅𝒅 − 𝐇𝐇𝑖𝑖 𝒈𝒈𝑖𝑖 )𝑇𝑇 (𝒅𝒅 − 𝐇𝐇𝑖𝑖 𝒈𝒈𝑖𝑖 ) does not converge to zero [39].
Fortunately, as the input excitation is measured by at least another building, there is a
possibility to exactly recover it. For example, if we can identify inverse filters 𝒈𝒈𝑖𝑖 and 𝒈𝒈𝑗𝑗
satisfying the following equation
𝒅𝒅 = 𝒉𝒉𝑖𝑖 ∗ 𝒈𝒈𝑖𝑖 + 𝒉𝒉𝑗𝑗 ∗ 𝒈𝒈𝑗𝑗

(23)

𝒔𝒔 = 𝒙𝒙𝑖𝑖 ∗ 𝒈𝒈𝑖𝑖 + 𝒙𝒙𝑗𝑗 ∗ 𝒈𝒈𝑗𝑗

(24)

we can recover common input excitation through

have

2

To identify these inverse filters, let’s set 𝑛𝑛𝑔𝑔 = 𝑛𝑛ℎ 𝑗𝑗 − 1 and 𝑛𝑛𝑔𝑔 = 𝑛𝑛ℎ 𝑖𝑖 − 1. Then, we
𝑖𝑖

Bounded-Input Bounded-Output (BIBO) condition.
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[𝐇𝐇𝑖𝑖

𝒈𝒈
𝐇𝐇𝑗𝑗 ] �𝒈𝒈 𝑖𝑖 � = 𝒅𝒅
𝑗𝑗

(25)

in which matrix [𝐇𝐇𝑖𝑖 𝐇𝐇𝑗𝑗 ] is square and the exact solution can be recovered through matrix
inversion [39]. However, the solution is only available if these two buildings do not share
common zeros, which is not the case in our problem as discussed before. Herein, we propose a
modification to the deconvolution to reduce the chance of having common zeros [40].
Time convolution of the Eq. (1) can be expressed in the time-frequency domain using
Short-Time-Fourier-Transform (STFT) as follows [41]
𝑁𝑁𝑤𝑤 −1 𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖 −1

𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 [𝑝𝑝, 𝑘𝑘] = � � 𝐾𝐾[𝑝𝑝 − 𝑝𝑝′ , 𝑘𝑘 ′ ] ℎ𝑖𝑖 [𝑝𝑝′ , 𝑘𝑘, 𝑘𝑘 ′ ]

(26)

𝑘𝑘 ′ =0 𝑝𝑝′ =0

where underbar represents STFT representation, 𝑁𝑁𝑤𝑤 is the number of frequencies, and 𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖 is the
length of IRF in STFT domain. The IRF in the STFT domain (ℎ𝑖𝑖 [𝑝𝑝′ , 𝑘𝑘, 𝑘𝑘 ′ ]) is called a cross-band
filter. Neglecting effects of the neighbor frequencies, we can approximate response at each
frequency using its band-to-band version (ℎ�𝑖𝑖 [𝑝𝑝′ , 𝑘𝑘]) which is Convolutive Transfer Function
(CTF) as
𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖 −1

𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 [𝑝𝑝, 𝑘𝑘] ≈ � 𝐾𝐾[𝑝𝑝 − 𝑝𝑝′ , 𝑘𝑘] ℎ�𝑖𝑖 [𝑝𝑝′ , 𝑘𝑘]

(27)

� 𝑖𝑖 ∗ 𝒔𝒔
𝒙𝒙𝑖𝑖 ≈ 𝒉𝒉

(28)

𝑝𝑝′ =0

which is a convolution at each frequency index of 𝑘𝑘 as

which is similar to the time convolution. So, we can follow the same approach described above
to recover 𝒔𝒔 at each frequency and then transform the solution to the time domain through
inverse STFT. That is, we are looking for 𝒈𝒈𝑖𝑖 s filters which satisfy the following relationship
𝐹𝐹𝐵𝐵

� 𝑖𝑖 ∗ 𝒈𝒈𝑖𝑖
𝒅𝒅 = � 𝒉𝒉

(29)

1

where 𝑛𝑛𝐵𝐵 is the number of buildings. Now a similar solution introduced in Eq. (25) can be used
to estimate inverse CTFs and consequently recover input excitation. Contrary to the time domain
solution, the CTFs have very short length and the chance of having common zero among the
buildings significantly reduces.
Verification
To verify the method, the response of four shear buildings with a various number of
stories from 3 to 7 are generated under Elcentro ground acceleration. Figure 10 shows the
recorded time histories and the exact Transfer Functions (green curves). We carried out the
proposed TF-based CR method by starting at those red initial TFs. The final results are shown in
blue and black. The blue curves show the TFs constructed by mean values of the coefficients,
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while the black curves are the means of the TFs. As seen, the estimated TFs (black and blues
curves) are perfectly matched to the exact TFs except very high-frequency region. Note that the
response signals are polluted with random noises with Root-Mean-Squares (RMS) equal to 5%
of the RMS of the noise-free signals. As the solution is obtained through a stochastic filtering
approach, the variance of the estimated results is also shown in Figure 10 through mean ±1
standard deviation. As seen, the estimated results are highly reliable. We then employed the
proposed STFT deconvolution solution to recover common input motion. A comparison between
the recovered one and the exact one is shown in Figure 11. As seen, the input motion is almost
identical to the exact time history.

Figure 10. Results of the verification study.
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Figure 11. Comparison between exact and recovered input motion.

Validation
To validate the method, data recorded on two neighboring buildings in downtown San
Francisco (CSMIP stations #58411 and #58412 are used (see Figure 12). Data recorded in the
East-West direction during the recent 2014 South Napa earthquake is studied here. Figure 13
displays a comparison between the recorded signals at the foundation levels of these two
buildings, both of which are assumed here to be input motions. As seen, these two signals are
quite similar and have a correlation coefficient [42] >76%, and as such, they satisfy the major
assumption of the proposed method.

Figure 12. Chosen buildings for the validation study.

Figure 13. 76% similarity between recorded signals at the foundations of two buildings.
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To carry out the identification process, we use signals recorded at the roof level—i.e.,
channel #29 for CSMIP58411, and the average of channels #11 and #12 for CSMIP58412, which
are located at the two opposing ends of roof floor. We only use 50 seconds of the intense portion
of the signals, because the level of vibration is too low during other times. Figure 14 shows
again the exact TFs in green which are empirically calculated using input and output signals, the
initial TFs in red, and the identified TFs in black and blue. As seen, the final results are quite
matched to the exact ones with a negligible variation.
Finally, we extracted common input excitation which is compared to the measured
foundation responses (assumed here as exact input motions) in Figure 15. It is quite interesting
to note that there is almost a 76% similarity between the recovered input motion and each of
these foundation responses, showing the method works very well.

Figure 14. Results of the validation study.

Figure 15. Comparison between recovered input motion and recorded foundation responses.
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Modal-Based CR Method
The initial guess in the proposed CR method is sometimes important because the problem
is not convex and could have various local solutions. To make the method more robust we
replaced the Transfer Function formula with an IRF constructed using superposition of analytical
modal IRFs as shown in the following equation
𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚

ℎ[𝑘𝑘∆𝑡𝑡] = ∆𝑡𝑡 �

𝑚𝑚=1

𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚 𝜑𝜑𝑟𝑟,𝑚𝑚 −𝜉𝜉 𝜔𝜔 𝑘𝑘∆𝑡𝑡
𝑒𝑒 𝑚𝑚 𝑛𝑛 𝑚𝑚 ��𝜔𝜔𝐶𝐶 𝑚𝑚 2 − 𝜉𝜉𝑚𝑚 2 𝜔𝜔𝐹𝐹 𝑚𝑚 2 � sin(𝜔𝜔𝐶𝐶 𝑚𝑚 𝑘𝑘∆𝑡𝑡)
𝜔𝜔𝐶𝐶 𝑚𝑚

(30)

+ 2𝜉𝜉𝑚𝑚 𝜔𝜔𝐹𝐹 𝑚𝑚 cos(𝜔𝜔𝐶𝐶 𝑚𝑚 𝑘𝑘∆𝑡𝑡)�

where 𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛 𝑚𝑚 , 𝜉𝜉𝑚𝑚 , 𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚 , and 𝜑𝜑𝑟𝑟,𝑚𝑚 are m-th mode natural frequency, damping ratio, contribution

factor, and modal deformation, respectively, and 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑 𝑚𝑚 = 𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛 𝑚𝑚 �1 − 𝜉𝜉𝑚𝑚 2 . By using this closed-

form solution, we now have parameters with physical meaning. So, we can set initial point more
accurately. More importantly, we can put constraints on the parameters. For example, we know
that natural frequencies and damping ratios are positive. Or natural frequencies must be
increasing values. Also, we can limit the frequency of interest according to the frequency content
of the recorded responses.
Verification
To verify the modal-based version of the CR method, we simulated the response of a 5story and a 3-story shear buildings whose modal properties are reported in Table 4. The
responses ate the roof were polluted with random noises to have signals with Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (SNR) of 40. Before carrying out the identification, signals were filtered by a low-pass
filter with cut-off frequency of 15 Hz, as there is no energy above this frequency in the 3-story
response.
Table 4. Analytical modal properties.
5-Story Building

3-Story Building

Modes

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛 (𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻)

2.22

5.12

8.09

11.33

16.27

3.17

8.88

12.83

5.00

4.18

5.00

6.26

8.42

5.00

4.21

5.00

1.41

-0.54

0.15

-0.02

0.0006

1.22

-0.28

0.06

𝜉𝜉𝑛𝑛 (%)
𝜑𝜑𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝛽𝛽𝑛𝑛

To see the accuracy of the identified modal properties or actually systems, simulated
responses are compared with the responses predicted by using exact input motion and identified
modal properties in Figure 16. As seen, both buildings are identified perfectly. The recovered
input motion is compared with the exact one in Figure 17 in the frequency domain. As observed,
the recovered input motion is highly accurate.
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Figure 16. Comparison between simulated responses with
predicted responses using identified modal properties and
exact input motion.

Figure 17. Comparison between exact and
recovered input motion in the frequency domain.

Validation
To validate the method, we used a new set of buildings not to be limited to a specific
case. Figure 18 shows these two buildings with less than 500 meters distance. They are oriented
in the same direction, so we can use our 2D modal-based CR approach. There are two nearby
free-field stations, but one of them is no longer working. We use data recorded in the NS
directions of these buildings at the roof level during July 5th 2019 Ridgecrest earthquake. In the
first step, we need to specify the frequency range of interest and the probable number of modes.
Figure 19 shows the Fourier spectra of the two signals. As seen, we may be able to recover input
motion up to 6 Hz. In this frequency range, the CSMIP24517 building seems to have 2 modes
while the other building could have up to 3 modes. Using two response signals, we carried out
the estimation and Figure 20 shows a comparison between the recovered FIM in time and
frequency domains with the recorded FFM. As seen, these two signals are very similar, which
validates the performance of the proposed method.

Figure 18. Buildings used for validation of the modal-based CR method.
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Figure 19. Fourier spectra of the response of two
buildings.

Figure 20. Comparison between identified input motion and
recorded FFM in (top) time and (bottom) frequency domain.

Application
As another example, Figure 21 shows two buildings with almost 500 meters distance.
We use their roof response in NS direction recorded in Alumrock 2007 earthquake. Based on the
Fourier spectra (not shown here), we consider frequencies below 10 Hz to make sure both signals
have enough energy. Five and four modes are considered for CSMIP57355 and CSMIP57356
buildings, respectively.

Figure 21. Buildings used for application study of the modal-based CR method.
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As no FFM is recorded, a comparison between identified input motion and recorded
foundation responses is shown in Figure 22 in time and frequency domains. The correlation
analysis shows that there is almost 80% similarity between foundation responses and this
identified input motion.

Figure 22. Comparison between recorded foundation responses (blue) and the identified input motion. Building 1 is
CSMIP57355 and Building 2 is CSMIP57356.

Model-Based CR Method
In real-life, there is no guarantee to have adjacent buildings aligned in the same direction.
So, the CR method should be extended to a more general 3D problem. While it is theoretically
possible to use the TF-based or modal-based CR solutions to the 3D cases, the number of
parameters to be estimated will be huge. In this section, a hybrid solution is proposed in which
model-based Bayesian estimation is combined with the original CR solution to take advantage of
benefits of each one [43].
Assume that two buildings are excited under similar bidirectional ground accelerations
𝒙𝒙̈ 𝑔𝑔 and 𝒚𝒚̈ 𝑔𝑔 . Assume that the buildings remain linear-elastic, do not exhibit lateral-torsional
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coupling, and are instrumented in their local principal directions 𝑥𝑥 and 𝑦𝑦 as shown in Figure 23.
The recorded absolute acceleration responses of Building 1 can be written as a linear discrete
convolution of the input motions and the building’s IRF as
(31)
(32)
𝑦𝑦

where 𝒉𝒉1𝑥𝑥 and 𝒉𝒉1 are the building’s IRFs in local 𝑥𝑥 and 𝑦𝑦 directions, respectively; and 𝝂𝝂1 and 𝒘𝒘1
represent the corresponding measurement noises, which are assumed to be zero-mean, spatially
uncorrelated Gaussian white signals.

Figure 23. Two adjacent instrumented buildings under a bidirectional seismic excitation.

It is straightforward to combine Eqs. (1) and (2) to come up with equations that contain
only a unidirectional earthquake excitation as follows
(33)
(34)
where

𝑦𝑦
𝒉𝒉1

𝑦𝑦

𝒉𝒉1 = 𝒉𝒉1𝑥𝑥 ∗ 𝒉𝒉1 ,

(35)
𝑦𝑦
𝒉𝒉1

�1 = 𝝂𝝂1 ∗
and 𝝂𝝂�1 = 𝝂𝝂1 ∗
sin 𝛼𝛼, 𝒘𝒘
� 1 = 𝒘𝒘1 ∗ 𝒉𝒉1𝑥𝑥 cos 𝛼𝛼, 𝒗𝒗
cos 𝛼𝛼 and 𝒘𝒘
� 1 = −𝒘𝒘1 ∗ 𝒉𝒉1𝑥𝑥 sin 𝛼𝛼 are
colored noises. Similar equations can be written for the other building by replacing the subscript
“1” with “2” and the orientation angle 𝛼𝛼 with 𝛽𝛽 as

(36)
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(37)
𝑦𝑦

𝑦𝑦

𝑦𝑦

�2 = 𝝂𝝂2 ∗ 𝒉𝒉2 cos 𝛽𝛽, and 𝒘𝒘
where 𝒉𝒉2 = 𝒉𝒉2𝑥𝑥 ∗ 𝒉𝒉2 , 𝝂𝝂�2 = 𝝂𝝂2 ∗ 𝒉𝒉2 sin 𝛽𝛽, 𝒘𝒘
� 2 = 𝒘𝒘2 ∗ 𝒉𝒉2𝑥𝑥 cos 𝛽𝛽, 𝒗𝒗
�2 =
𝑥𝑥
−𝒘𝒘2 ∗ 𝒉𝒉2 sin 𝛽𝛽. Following the CR method, we convolve both sides of Eqs. (33)/(34) and
(36)/(37), respectively, by 𝒉𝒉2 and 𝒉𝒉1 , to get
𝑦𝑦
𝑦𝑦
�𝒙𝒙̈ 1 ∗ 𝒉𝒉1 sin 𝛼𝛼 + 𝒚𝒚̈ 1 ∗ 𝒉𝒉1𝑥𝑥 cos 𝛼𝛼� ∗ 𝒉𝒉2 − �𝒙𝒙̈ 2 ∗ 𝒉𝒉2 sin 𝛽𝛽 + 𝒚𝒚̈ 2 ∗ 𝒉𝒉2𝑥𝑥 cos 𝛽𝛽� ∗ 𝒉𝒉1 = 𝒓𝒓�

(38)
(39)

where
� 1 + 𝒘𝒘
� 2 + 𝒘𝒘
� 1 ) − 𝒉𝒉1 ∗ (𝝂𝝂
� 2)
𝒓𝒓� = 𝒉𝒉2 ∗ (𝝂𝝂

(40)

�1 + 𝒘𝒘
�2 + 𝒘𝒘
� 1 ) − 𝒉𝒉1 ∗ (𝒗𝒗
� 2 ).
𝒓𝒓� = 𝒉𝒉2 ∗ (𝒗𝒗

(41)

{𝒚𝒚1 〈𝒙𝒙̈ 1 sin 𝛼𝛼 〉 + 𝒙𝒙1 〈𝒚𝒚̈ 1 cos 𝛼𝛼〉} ∗ 𝒉𝒉2 − {𝒚𝒚2 〈𝒙𝒙̈ 2 sin 𝛽𝛽〉 + 𝒙𝒙2 〈𝒚𝒚̈ 2 cos 𝛽𝛽〉} ∗ 𝒉𝒉1 = 𝒓𝒓�

(42)

In Eqs. (40) and (41), 𝒓𝒓� and 𝒓𝒓� are the remainders that represent the difference between
the ideal case of noiseless measurements and the realistic case of noisy measurements. We
assume that initial numerical models of the two buildings are available, and our objective is to
identify/update their corresponding model parameters. Based on this assumption, Eqs. (3) and
(39) can be rewritten as

{𝒚𝒚1 〈𝒙𝒙̈ 1 cos 𝛼𝛼 〉 + 𝒙𝒙1 〈−𝒚𝒚̈ 1 sin 𝛼𝛼〉} ∗ 𝒉𝒉2 − {𝒚𝒚2 〈𝒙𝒙̈ 2 cos 𝛽𝛽〉 + 𝒙𝒙2 〈𝒚𝒚̈ 2 sin 𝛽𝛽〉} ∗ 𝒉𝒉1 = 𝒓𝒓�,

(43)

where, for example, 𝒚𝒚1 〈𝒙𝒙̈ 1 sin 𝛼𝛼 〉 stands for the response of Building 1 in its 𝑦𝑦 direction under
the input excitation 𝒙𝒙̈ 1 sin 𝛼𝛼 . The components of Eqs. (42) and (13) can be derived easily. For
example, the first part of Eq. (42)—i.e., {𝒚𝒚1 〈𝒙𝒙̈ 1 sin 𝛼𝛼 〉 + 𝒙𝒙1 〈𝒚𝒚̈ 1 cos 𝛼𝛼〉} ∗ 𝒉𝒉2 —can be calculated
as follows: First, 𝒚𝒚1 〈𝒙𝒙̈ 1 sin 𝛼𝛼 〉 and 𝒙𝒙1 〈𝒚𝒚̈ 1 cos 𝛼𝛼〉 are estimated. Then, they are used as input
excitation in the 𝑥𝑥-direction of Building 2. The resulting response time history is then used as
𝑦𝑦
input excitation for Building 2 in the y-direction, since 𝒉𝒉2 = 𝒉𝒉2𝑥𝑥 ∗ 𝒉𝒉2 . The resulting response
time history of Building 2 in the y-direction represents the first part of the Eq. (42).

Eqs. (42) and (13) are used as the observation equation within the Bayesian estimation
framework where FE models are used to carry out all the predictions and the vector 𝜽𝜽 parameters
of the structural models. Through this hybrid solution, we avoid adding unknown input motions
to the updating parameters which substantially reduces computational cost. Also, the Fe models
provide the opportunity to reduce number of structural parameters to be estimated.
Deconvolution
Since the two buildings have been fully identified, the common ground motions, 𝒙𝒙̈ 𝑔𝑔 and
𝒚𝒚̈ 𝑔𝑔 , can be recovered from the buildings’ responses via deconvolution. Herein, we suggest
another deconvolution approach because we have two input motions. Let us assume a noise-free
version of the discrete-time convolution in Eq. (31) in the matrix form as
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with

𝐀𝐀𝑁𝑁×𝑁𝑁 𝒙𝒙𝑁𝑁×1 = 𝒃𝒃𝑁𝑁×1

(44)

𝒃𝒃 = [𝑥𝑥̈ 1 [0] ⋯ 𝑥𝑥̈ 1 [𝑀𝑀 − 1]]𝑇𝑇

(45)

𝒙𝒙 = [𝑥𝑥̈𝑔𝑔 [0] 𝑐𝑐𝐹𝐹𝐾𝐾 𝛼𝛼 + 𝑦𝑦𝑔𝑔̈ [0] 𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝐹𝐹 𝛼𝛼
ℎ1𝑥𝑥 [0]
ℎ1𝑥𝑥 [1]

⎡
ℎ1𝑥𝑥 [0]
⎢
⋮
⎢
𝐀𝐀 = ⎢ℎ1𝑥𝑥 [𝐿𝐿𝑥𝑥1 − 1] ℎ1𝑥𝑥 [𝐿𝐿𝑥𝑥1 − 2]
⎢
0
ℎ1𝑥𝑥 [𝐿𝐿𝑥𝑥1 − 1]
⎢
⋮
⎢
0
⋯
⎣

⋯ 𝑥𝑥̈𝑔𝑔 [𝑀𝑀 − 1] 𝑐𝑐𝐹𝐹𝐾𝐾 𝛼𝛼 + 𝑦𝑦𝑔𝑔̈ [𝑀𝑀 − 1] 𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝐹𝐹 𝛼𝛼]𝑇𝑇

⋱
⋯
⋱
0

ℎ1𝑥𝑥 [0]
⋯

ℎ1𝑥𝑥 [0]

ℎ1𝑥𝑥 [𝐿𝐿𝑥𝑥1 − 1] ℎ1𝑥𝑥 [𝐿𝐿𝑥𝑥1 − 2]

⋱

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥,
⎥
⎥
⎥
ℎ1𝑥𝑥 [0]⎦

(46)

(47)

wherein 𝐿𝐿𝑥𝑥1 is the effective length of the first building’s IRF in its local 𝑥𝑥-direction. The matrix 𝐀𝐀
can be ill-conditioned, which means that the vector 𝒙𝒙 cannot be recovered by a matrix inversion
[44]. To resolve the ill-conditioning problem of matrix 𝐀𝐀, we have to replace this matrix with its
closest well-conditioned approximation.
Matrix 𝐀𝐀 has a Toeplitz structure; that is, it has equal elements across the main diagonal
and the sub-diagonals parallel to the main diagonal (our systems are causal, so their matrices are
lower triangular). It has been shown [45] that for each Toeplitz matrix, a well-conditioned
circulant matrix can be found that is asymptotically equivalent to the Toeplitz matrix. To recover
the ground motions from each building’s response, we invert the asymptotically equivalent
circulant matrix corresponding to 𝐀𝐀. By constructing another similar matrix representation—as
Eq. (44) corresponds to Eq. (2)—, we can backcalculate the ground motion vectors 𝒙𝒙̈ 𝑔𝑔 and 𝒚𝒚̈ 𝑔𝑔 in
the global coordinate system as follows
(48)
where 𝐂𝐂1,𝑥𝑥 and 𝐂𝐂1,𝑦𝑦 are the circulant matrices constructed using matrix 𝐀𝐀 for the local 𝑥𝑥 and 𝑦𝑦
directions [45], respectively. Indeed, the ground motions can also be recovered from responses of
the second building, which must be identical in ideal conditions (noise-free and perfect
identification results).
Verification
To verify the proposed identification method, we created two three-dimensional building
models using SAP2000 [32] as shown in Figure 24. The details of these models can be found in
[43]. To simulate the seismic responses of the two buildings, we applied the East-West (EW) and
the North-South (NS) ground motions recorded at the El Centro station during the 1940 Imperial
Valley earthquake in the global X and Y directions, respectively. The roof absolute acceleration
response time histories in local 𝑥𝑥 and 𝑦𝑦 directions of the two buildings are used for the
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identification. Independent random noises with 0.005 𝑚𝑚2 /𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 4 variance (corresponding to
signals with 0.7%g root mean square amplitude) is added to the simulated time histories to
mimic in noisy measurements.
The proposed system identification is utilized to estimate the unknown parameters, which
consist of parameters characterizing the soil-foundation impedance functions and
superstructure’s parameters as
𝑇𝑇

1
1
2
2
𝜽𝜽 = �𝐾𝐾𝑥𝑥1 , 𝐾𝐾𝑦𝑦1 , 𝐾𝐾𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
, 𝐾𝐾𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦
, 𝐶𝐶𝑥𝑥1 , 𝐶𝐶𝑦𝑦1 , 𝑊𝑊𝑤𝑤1 , 𝛼𝛼1 , 𝛽𝛽1 , 𝐾𝐾𝑥𝑥2 , 𝐾𝐾𝑦𝑦2 , 𝐾𝐾𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
, 𝐾𝐾𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦
, 𝐶𝐶𝑥𝑥2 , 𝐶𝐶𝑦𝑦2 , 𝑊𝑊𝑤𝑤2 , 𝛼𝛼2 , 𝛽𝛽2 �

(49)

where 𝐾𝐾 and 𝐶𝐶 represent soil spring stiffness and soil dashpot viscosity, and superscripts and
subscripts denote the building number and the direction, respectively. 𝑊𝑊𝑤𝑤1 and 𝑊𝑊𝑤𝑤2 are the
equivalent widths of the infill walls in Buildings 1 and 2, respectively. Also, parameters 𝛼𝛼1 , 𝛽𝛽1,
and 𝛼𝛼2 , 𝛽𝛽2 are mass- and stiffness-proportional Rayleigh damping coefficients of Buildings 1
and 2, respectively. The “true” values of these parameters are provided in Table 5.
Table 5. Exact values of the updating parameter candidates.

Building No.
1
Building No.
2

1
𝐾𝐾𝑥𝑥
(GN/m)
3.33
10
𝐾𝐾𝑥𝑥
(GN/m)
1.93

2
𝐾𝐾𝑦𝑦
(GN/m)
3.44
11
𝐾𝐾𝑦𝑦
(GN/m)
2.05

3
𝐾𝐾𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
(GNm)
156
12
𝐾𝐾𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
(GNm)
25

4
𝐾𝐾𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦
(GNm)
283
13
𝐾𝐾𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦
(GNm)
69

5
𝐶𝐶𝑥𝑥
(MNs/m)
89
14
𝐶𝐶𝑥𝑥
(MNs/m)
30

6
𝐶𝐶𝑦𝑦
(MNs/m)
89
15
𝐶𝐶𝑦𝑦
(MNs/m)
30

7
𝑊𝑊𝑤𝑤
(m)
0.5
16
𝑊𝑊𝑤𝑤
(m)
0.5

8
𝛼𝛼
(1/s)
0.90
17
𝛼𝛼
(1/s)
0.83

9
𝛽𝛽
(1000s)
0.27
18
𝛽𝛽
(1000s)
0.26

Figure 24. Two adjacent buildings used for verification study.

After carrying out an extensive identifiability study, which is another specific benefit of
the proposed method and can be found in the original reference [43], the list of updating
1
2
parameters was reduced to 𝜽𝜽 = [𝐾𝐾𝑥𝑥1 , 𝐾𝐾𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
, 𝑊𝑊𝑤𝑤1 , 𝛼𝛼1 , 𝐾𝐾𝑥𝑥2 , 𝐾𝐾𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
, 𝑊𝑊𝑤𝑤2 , 𝛼𝛼2 ]𝑇𝑇 and other parameters fixed at
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their true values. Table 6 shows the results of the identification along with the estimation
Coefficient of Variation (COV). As seen, all unknown parameters, except 𝐾𝐾𝑥𝑥2 , are identified
with small final errors and near-zero COVs. 𝐾𝐾𝑥𝑥2 is the parameter that we added to our updating
parameters list despite the fact that it had a relatively strong dependence on 𝑊𝑊𝑤𝑤2 . As seen in
Table 6, this dependency results in an inaccurate estimation of 𝑊𝑊𝑤𝑤2 as well. The estimated COVs
can be used to assess the estimation uncertainties, the higher the COV, the less reliable the
estimation is. Table 6 shows that the COV of 𝐾𝐾𝑥𝑥2 is approximately 3 times larger than other
parameters, which means that the identified parameter value for 𝐾𝐾𝑥𝑥2 is relatively less reliable than
other parameters.
Table 6. Identified mean errors and COVs through.

ID No.
Parameters
Final Error (%)
Final COV (%)

1
𝐾𝐾𝑥𝑥1
0.96
0.96

3
1
𝐾𝐾𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥

−0.57
0.55

7
𝑊𝑊𝑤𝑤1

−0.15
0.51

8
𝛼𝛼1
3.08
1.04

10

12

16

𝐾𝐾𝑥𝑥2
23.29
3.90

2
𝐾𝐾𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥

𝑊𝑊𝑤𝑤2

−2.07
0.57

−5.25
0.99

17
𝛼𝛼2
1.49
0.92

To evaluate the accuracy of the identification results and the effects of estimation errors,
the response of buildings are generated using the identified parameters and using exact ground
motions. The responses are compared with the noise-free measured (simulated using exact
parameter values) responses in Figure 25. As can be seen, the predicted responses match the
exact responses. This means that the combined effects of 23% error in 𝐾𝐾𝑥𝑥2 and 5% error in 𝑊𝑊𝑤𝑤2 do
not significantly affect the response of Building 2 in its 𝑥𝑥-direction.

Finally, having identified the FE models of the buildings, we recover the input ground
motions in global directions using the deconvolution approach. The input motions backcalculated
using each building’s recoded responses are shown in Figure 26. As seen, the recovered ground
motions from both buildings’ responses match the exact input motions.
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Figure 25. Comparison of the predicted and exact
building responses.

Figure 26. Comparison of the recovered and exact
input motions.

Conclusions
Earthquake input excitation to the building structures may be unavailable in various
conditions. Soil-Structure Interaction (SSI) effects may prevent measuring true input excitation
through both inertial and kinematic effects. Also, input excitation may be lost due to sensor
malfunctioning or recorded with low resolution. The present study proposed various methods to
be able to extract input excitation from responses recorded by instrumented buildings like
CSMIP buildings. The proposed methods range from sophisticated and computationally
demanding model-based output-only Bayesian estimation to simple but practical data-driven
Cross-Relation (CR) method in which needed additional information is taken from response of
the adjacent buildings. We successfully verified and validated all these methods using simulated
and real-life data, respectively. A hybrid method was also proposed by a combination of these
two mentioned methods to take advantage of benefits of either method to solve more complex
3D problems. We also developed two deconvolution techniques to fix the stability problems
commonly observed in recovering input motions.
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Appendix A: Output-Only Bayesian Estimation
The response of the Finite Element (FE) model of a building at each time step to a multidirectional earthquake excitation can be expressed as a (nonlinear) function of the model
𝑔𝑔
parameter vector, 𝜽𝜽, and the time history of the base input motions, 𝒖𝒖̈ 1:𝑖𝑖 , i.e.,
𝑔𝑔
�𝑖𝑖 = ℎ𝑖𝑖 �𝜽𝜽, 𝒖𝒖̈ 1:𝑖𝑖
𝒚𝒚
�,

(A1)

where ℎ𝑖𝑖 (. ) is the nonlinear response function of the FE model at time step 𝑖𝑖, encapsulating all
the dynamics of the model from time step 1 to 𝑖𝑖. The measured response vector of the structure,
�𝑖𝑖 , as
𝒚𝒚𝑖𝑖 , is related to the FE predicted response, 𝒚𝒚
𝑔𝑔

𝑔𝑔

�𝑖𝑖 �𝜽𝜽, 𝒖𝒖̈ 1:𝑖𝑖 �,
𝒗𝒗𝑖𝑖 �𝜽𝜽, 𝒖𝒖̈ 1:𝑖𝑖 � = 𝒚𝒚𝑖𝑖 − 𝒚𝒚

(A2)

in which 𝒗𝒗𝑖𝑖 ∈ R𝑛𝑛𝒚𝒚 ×1 is the simulation error vector and accounts for the misfit between the
measured and FE predicted response of the structure. The simulation error is ideally modeled as
a zero-mean Gaussian white noise vector (i.e., 𝒗𝒗𝑖𝑖 ~𝑁𝑁(𝟎𝟎, 𝐑𝐑)) by neglecting the effects of
modeling error [46]. The objective of the estimation problem is to find the estimates of the
𝑇𝑇
𝑔𝑔 𝑇𝑇

unknown parameter vector, i.e., 𝝍𝝍𝑖𝑖 = �𝜽𝜽𝑇𝑇 , 𝒖𝒖̈ 1:𝑖𝑖 � , for which the discrepancies between the
measured and FE predicted responses are minimized in a probabilistic sense. Since the
estimation problem is highly nonlinear, a sequential estimation approach is used in this study to
improve estimation efficiency. In this approach, the time domain is divided into successive
overlapping time windows, referred to as the estimation windows. The estimation problem is
solved at each estimation window to estimate the unknown parameter vector. Assume that the
𝑚𝑚-th estimation window spans from time step 𝑡𝑡1𝑚𝑚 to time step 𝑡𝑡2𝑚𝑚 . Therefore, the unknown
𝑔𝑔,𝑚𝑚

𝑇𝑇 𝑇𝑇

parameter vector at this estimation window is defined as 𝝍𝝍𝑚𝑚 = �𝜽𝜽𝑇𝑇 , 𝒖𝒖̈ 𝑡𝑡 𝑚𝑚 :𝑡𝑡 𝑚𝑚 � , where 𝝍𝝍𝑚𝑚 ∈
1

2

R�𝑛𝑛𝜽𝜽+𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙×𝑛𝑛𝒖𝒖̈ 𝑔𝑔 �×1 , in which 𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙 = 𝑡𝑡2𝑚𝑚 − 𝑡𝑡1𝑚𝑚 is the estimation window length, and 𝑛𝑛𝒖𝒖̈ 𝑔𝑔 is the number
of unknown components of the base input motions. The unknown parameter vector, 𝝍𝝍𝑚𝑚 , is
estimated using a parameter-only Kalman filtering method. To this end, the unknown parameter
vector is modeled as a random vector, the evolution of which is characterized by a Gaussian
Markov process – also known as a random walk. Then, a state-space model is set up, in which
the state equation governs the evolution of the random parameter vector and the measurement
equation corresponds to the discrepancies between the measured and FE predicted structural
responses [47], i.e.,
𝝍𝝍𝑚𝑚,𝑘𝑘+1 = 𝝍𝝍𝑚𝑚,𝑘𝑘 + 𝜸𝜸𝑚𝑚,𝑘𝑘 ,

�𝑡𝑡1𝑚𝑚:𝑡𝑡2𝑚𝑚,𝑘𝑘+1 �𝝍𝝍𝑚𝑚,𝑘𝑘+1 � + 𝒗𝒗𝑡𝑡1𝑚𝑚:𝑡𝑡2𝑚𝑚,𝑘𝑘+1 ,
𝒚𝒚𝑡𝑡1𝑚𝑚:𝑡𝑡2𝑚𝑚 = 𝒚𝒚

(A3)
(A4)

� ), where 𝐑𝐑
� ∈ R�𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙×𝑛𝑛𝒚𝒚 �×�𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙×𝑛𝑛𝒚𝒚 � is a block diagonal
in which 𝜸𝜸𝑚𝑚,𝑘𝑘 ~𝑁𝑁(𝟎𝟎, 𝐐𝐐), 𝒗𝒗𝑡𝑡1𝑚𝑚 :𝑡𝑡2𝑚𝑚 ,𝑘𝑘+1 ~𝑁𝑁(𝟎𝟎, 𝐑𝐑
matrix, whose block diagonals are the simulation error covariance matrix 𝐑𝐑. In Eqs. (A3) and
(A4), 𝑘𝑘 denotes the iteration number. As can be observed, the estimation process at each
estimation window is iterative, i.e., the mean vector and covariance matrix of the unknown
parameter vector is iteratively updated based on the discrepancies between the time histories of
the measured and estimated responses.
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An Unscented Kalman Filtering (UKF) method is used to update the unknown parameter
vector at each iteration. In this method, the nonlinear FE model is evaluated separately at a set of
deterministically selected realizations of the unknown parameter vector, which are referred to as
the sigma points (SPs) denoted by 𝝑𝝑𝑗𝑗 . The sigma points are selected around the prior mean
� − . In this study, a scaled Unscented Transformation (UT) based on 2𝑛𝑛𝝍𝝍 + 1 sigma
estimate 𝝍𝝍
points (i.e., 𝑗𝑗 = 1,2, … ,2𝑛𝑛𝝍𝝍 + 1) is used, where 𝑛𝑛𝝍𝝍 denotes the size of the extended parameter
vector. The mean and covariance matrix of the FE predicted structural responses, and the crosscovariance matrix of 𝝍𝝍 and 𝒚𝒚 are respectively computed using a weighted sampling method as
2𝐹𝐹𝝍𝝍 +1

� = � 𝑊𝑊𝑚𝑚𝑗𝑗 𝒚𝒚
�𝑖𝑖 �𝝑𝝑𝑗𝑗 �,
𝒚𝒚

(A5)

𝑇𝑇
�𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚 = � 𝑊𝑊𝑒𝑒𝑗𝑗 �𝒚𝒚
�𝑖𝑖 �𝝑𝝑𝑗𝑗 � − 𝒚𝒚
���𝒚𝒚
�𝑖𝑖 �𝝑𝝑𝑗𝑗 � − 𝒚𝒚
�� + 𝐑𝐑,
𝐏𝐏

(A6)

𝑇𝑇
� − ��𝒚𝒚
�𝝍𝝍𝒚𝒚 = � 𝑊𝑊𝑒𝑒𝑗𝑗 �𝝑𝝑𝑗𝑗 − 𝝍𝝍
�𝑖𝑖 �𝝑𝝑𝑗𝑗 � − 𝒚𝒚
�� ,
𝐏𝐏

(A7)

2𝐹𝐹𝝍𝝍 +1

𝑗𝑗=1

𝑗𝑗=1
2𝐹𝐹𝝍𝝍 +1

𝑗𝑗

𝑗𝑗

𝑗𝑗=1

where 𝑊𝑊𝑚𝑚 and 𝑊𝑊𝑒𝑒 denote weighting coefficients [48]. Now, the UKF prediction-correction
�+
procedure can be employed to estimate the posterior parameter mean vector 𝝍𝝍
and
𝑚𝑚,𝑘𝑘+1
+
�𝝍𝝍,𝑚𝑚,𝑘𝑘+1
covariance matrix 𝐏𝐏
at each iteration. The identification algorithm is summarized in
Table A1.

Table A1. Identification algorithm for joint estimation of the model parameters and the FIM time history.
1. Set the estimation window length 𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙 , and the start and end points of each estimation window.
2. Set the initial mean vector and covariance matrix of the unknown parameter vector as
�.
3. Define the process noise covariance matrix 𝐐𝐐 and the simulation error covariance matrix 𝐑𝐑. Set up matrix 𝐑𝐑
4. For the 𝑚𝑚-th estimation window:
4.1. Retrieve the posterior estimates of the mean vector and covariance matrix of the unknown
+
+
�+
�+
parameter vector from the last estimation window (i.e., 𝝍𝝍
, and 𝐏𝐏𝝍𝝍,𝑚𝑚−1
). Set up 𝝍𝝍
and 𝐏𝐏𝝍𝝍,𝑚𝑚,0
𝑚𝑚−1
𝑚𝑚,0
+
ˆ +m −1 and 𝐏𝐏𝝍𝝍,𝑚𝑚−1
based on ψ
.
4.2. Iterate (𝑘𝑘 = 1, 2, …):
−
+
�−
� + , 𝐏𝐏𝝍𝝍,𝑚𝑚,𝑘𝑘+1
a. Set 𝝍𝝍
= 𝝍𝝍
= 𝐏𝐏𝝍𝝍,𝑚𝑚,𝑘𝑘
+ 𝐐𝐐.
𝑚𝑚,k+1
𝑚𝑚,k
�𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚 , and 𝐏𝐏
�𝝍𝝍𝝍𝝍
�, 𝐏𝐏
b. Generate sigma points. Run the FE model for (2𝑛𝑛𝝍𝝍 + 1) sigma points. Derive 𝒚𝒚
using Eqs. (A5)-(A7).
�𝝍𝝍𝝍𝝍 �𝐏𝐏
�𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚 �−1 .
c. Compute the Kalman gain matrix: 𝐊𝐊 = 𝐏𝐏
d. Find the corrected estimates of the mean vector and covariance matrix of the unknown parameter
vector:
+
−
�+
�−
�𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚 + 𝐑𝐑
� �𝐊𝐊 𝑇𝑇 .
��, 𝐏𝐏𝝍𝝍,𝑚𝑚,𝑘𝑘+1
𝝍𝝍
= 𝝍𝝍
+ 𝐊𝐊 �𝒚𝒚𝑡𝑡1𝑚𝑚:𝑡𝑡2𝑚𝑚 − 𝒚𝒚
= 𝐏𝐏𝝍𝝍,𝑚𝑚,𝑘𝑘+1
− 𝐊𝐊�𝐏𝐏
𝑚𝑚,k+1
𝑚𝑚,k+1
�+
� + � < 0.02 × 𝝍𝝍
�+
e. Check for convergence: if �𝝍𝝍
− 𝝍𝝍
or 𝑘𝑘 + 1 > 10, then move to
𝑚𝑚,𝑘𝑘+1

𝑚𝑚,𝑘𝑘

𝑚𝑚,𝑘𝑘−1

the next estimation window (𝑚𝑚 = 𝑚𝑚 + 1, go to step 4); otherwise, iterate again at the current
estimation window (𝑘𝑘 = 𝑘𝑘 + 1, go to step 4.2).
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GEOLOGIC OBSERVATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH THE
JULY 2019 Mw 6.4 AND Mw 7.1 RIDGECREST EARTHQUAKE SEQUENCE
Janis L. Hernandez
Department of Conservation, California Geological Survey
Los Angeles, California
Extended Abstract
The Ridgecrest Earthquake Sequence began on July 4, 2019 with a Mw 6.4 earthquake at
10:33 am PDT at a depth of 8.7 km. The epicenter was located about 18 km east-northeast of the
City of Ridgecrest within the Naval Weapons Station China Lake (NWSCL) property. This
event was preceded by several small foreshocks a few days prior to the event. Surface rupture
from this event was expressed as a zone of surface faulting over 17 km long, consisting of
several strands with en-echelon stepovers, striking northeast-southwest with left-lateral
displacement of the ground surface. Rupture appears to have propagated from the epicenter
toward the southwest.

Mw 6.4 epicenter

Figure 1 – Seismicity pattern from Ridgecrest July 4, 2019 Mw 6.4 earthquake (SCEDC, 2013). Epicenter
location (green star) and aftershocks, including M4.9 (orange star) prior to Mw7.1 event. Geologic map shows
the area is underlain by granitic bedrock (pink polygons) surrounded by younger alluvial valley deposits in
yellow. Bright yellow polygons surrounding faults are Alquist-Priolo fault zone boundaries for Holocene faults.
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Aftershock patterns following the Mw 6.4 event followed the northeast-southwest trend,
however a perpendicular northwest-southeast L-shaped pattern developed near the epicenter at
the north end of the fault zone (Figure 1).
This northwest-southeast aftershock pattern appeared to be weakly coincident with a
discontinuous zone of northwest striking, previously mapped Holocene-active faults. The pattern
of faulting and seismicity hinted at the possibility of cross-fault triggering, similar to what was
observed in other earthquake sequences such as the 1987 Elmore Ranch - Superstition Hills
earthquake sequence (Hudnut and others, 1989).
About 34 hours after the Mw 6.4 event and numerous aftershocks, some of which were
M5+, the Mw 7.1 mainshock event occurred at 8:19pm PDT. The epicenter of this mainshock
was located approximately 10 km northwest of the Mw 6.4 epicenter, at a depth of 10 km (Figure
2). Surface rupture from this event occurred along a northwest-southeast striking fault zone,
roughly coincident with the northwest -southeast seismicity observed north of the M 6.4 rupture
prior to the mainshock. Displacement was right-lateral and extended bilaterally away from the
epicenter over a distance of ~50 km.

Mw 7.1 epicenter

Mw 6.4 epicenter

Figure 2 – Seismicity pattern from post-Mw 6.4 and 1-week post-Mw 7.1 earthquake events (SCEDC, 2013).
Surface rupture from both large earthquake events occurred on faults that were either not previously mapped,
or on faults with discontinuous mapped traces.

The Ridgecrest Earthquake Sequence is located within the Eastern California Shear Zone,
which is dominated primarily by active, steeply-dipping, right-lateral, strike-slip and oblique-slip
faults that are overall part of the system of the San Andreas Fault and North American plate
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boundary. The Ridgecrest area and the greater Indian Wells Valley have experienced numerous
historic earthquake swarms.
Previous events that produced surface rupture include: Indian Wells Valley M 5.2
earthquake event on October 1, 1982, (Roquemore, and Zellmer, 1983), and the Ridgecrest ML
5.8 earthquake on September 20, 1995 (Hauksson and others, 1995). Surface rupture from these
two events occurred on the Little Lake and Airport Lake Faults, where they exhibited minor
right-lateral and vertical displacements. Observations from the 1982 event included 4mm of
separation, distributed along en-echelon fault segments over a distance of ~10km. The 1995
event generated about 1cm of right oblique slip on a fault segment about 3km long. These fault
traces were subsequently zoned by the State as part of the Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault
Zoning program.
Field observations of surface rupture were made starting on July 4, 2019 immediately
after the M 6.4 event by the Ridgecrest Rupture Mapping Group (Kendrick and others, 2019).
Methods of collecting data included; helicopter overflights, field mapping, UAV (drone)
imagery, ground-based lidar, and review of digital satellite imagery, much of which was
available within a few days after the first earthquake event. Social media postings were also
helpful in documenting surface rupture, in some cases prior to road repairs were made on public
right of ways. Much of the surface rupture documentation was done on iPad tablets using
ArcCollector application, and later compiling data into ArcGIS platform.
Documented surface rupture from the Mw 6.4 event extended a distance of ~ 17 km, with
up to 1.5 m of left-lateral displacement, and about 15 cm of vertical displacement. At the
southwest termination of the M 6.4 rupture, distributed faulting is present on multiple strands.
Left-lateral displacements on these distributed faults are typically less than 5 cm, and increase to
tens of cms as the fault zone integrates into a single strand about 1 km northeast of Randsburg
Wash Road.
Surface rupture from the Mw7.1 event extended a distance of ~50 km with up to 5 m of
right-lateral displacement, and about 1.5m of vertical displacement. Maximum displacements
were noted within China Lake playa, near the epicenter. The principle surface rupture is variably
expressed as a single fault with knife-edge vertical scarps and narrow fault zone, to multiple
strand, left-stepping en-echelon ruptures with conjugate faults that splayed away from the main
strand, continuing over a significant distance.
Analysis of the surface ruptures and fault geometry is ongoing. There are multiple
sources of high precision data that are currently being analyzed, and field mapping that is
continuing to be performed in areas where complexities occur and digital analysis methods need
to be field verified. Lidar was flown in early August by the National Center for Airborne Laser
Mapping (NCALM) and was funded by the National Science Foundation, the U.S. Geological
Survey, with support from the Southern California Earthquake Center. The lidar data is expected
to be released in late 2019, after processing by NCALM and a review by the U.S. Navy.
In conclusion, the Ridgecrest Earthquake Sequence is one of the most complex modern
set of earthquakes to date, and it produced extensive surface rupture in a fairly remote area of
southern California. Having the benefit of advanced technology and rapid assessment by a team
of geologists, we anticipate learning much from these earthquake events.
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RIDGECREST EARTHQUAKE SEQUENCE: STRONG MOTION DATA AND
GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING IMPACTS
Jonathan P. Stewart, Ph.D., P.E.
Geotechnical Extreme Events Reconnaissance Association
See GEER Report for full list of contributors
Abstract
The Ridgecrest Earthquake sequence included a foreshock event on July 4 2019 (M6.4)
and a M7.1 mainshock event on July 5 2019. These events occurred in the Eastern California
Shear Zone, near Indian Wells Valley, south of China Lake and west of Searles Valley. GEER
partnered with several organizations to collect perishable data and document the important
impacts of these events, including the US Geological Survey, the California Geological Survey,
the US Navy, the Southern California Earthquake Center, and local utilities. Critical geotechnical
features of this event are extensive left-lateral (M6.4 event) and right-lateral (M7.1 event)
surface ruptures over fault segments of variable complexity and width as well as across
extensional and compressive step-over zones. We also document lifeline performance at fault
crossings (gas, water, electrical), mainshock slip and afterslip, liquefaction and lateral spreading
features, and liquefaction effects on structures. These effects are documented using field
(ground) mapping and aerial imagery that will support subsequent development of highresolution digital elevation models. Over 1200 ground motions were recorded from the foreshock
and mainshock alone, with many additional aftershock records. The data demonstrate significant
impacts of site response and rupture directivity on ground motion attributes.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF THE AMPLIFICATION OF FORCES TO
NONSTRUCTURAL COMPONENTS USING RECORDED EARTHQUAKE DATA
Xiang Wang and Tara Hutchinson
Department of Structural Engineering
University of California, San Diego
Abstract
The overall scope of this study is to evaluate the acceleration amplification effects of
nonstructural components using recorded earthquake responses of buildings and nonstructural
components. Specifically, two separate, yet complementary efforts are undertaken, namely: 1)
characterizing nonstructural component amplification effects using a large set of building
earthquake responses that are available in the CESMD strong motion database, and 2) identifying
the dynamic characteristics of instrumented nonstructural components integrated within a fullscale building shake table test program. Findings from this study are intended to supplement
current seismic design provisions of nonstructural systems with evidence obtained from recorded
data.
Introduction
Nonstructural components and systems account for 70-80% of the overall investment to a
building and are critical to their post-earthquake functionality and survivability (Taghavi and
Miranda, 2003; FEMA E-74, 2012). In this regard, seismic design recommendations for
nonstructural systems have evolved substantially over the past few decades (e.g. ATC 1978,
BSSC 1995; BSSC 1998; CEN, 2004; NZS1170.5, 2004). In US practice, design of NCSs is
subdivided into acceleration and displacement sensitive systems (ASCE 7, 2016). Design of the
former currently relies on a set of simplified equations to determine the seismic design force
demand to the NCS, denoted as Fp. The force Fp is primarily a function of the design spectral
acceleration, location of the NCS (building height) and component amplification effects bounded
within two limit values (Drake and Bachman, 2006):
0.4ap SDSWp (1+ 2 z )
h
Rp / I p
Fp ≤ 1.6SDSWp I p
Fp ≥ 0.3SDSWp I p
Fp =

ASCE 7-16 Equation 13.3-1
ASCE 7-16 Equation 13.3-2
ASCE 7-16 Equation 13.3-3

where Wp is the component operating weight; SDS is the short period spectral acceleration; z is
the height in structure of attachment point; h is the total height of structure; ap is the component
amplification factor taken as 1.0 for rigid components and 2.5 for flexible components; Ip and Rp
are component importance factor and response modification factor, respectively. It is noted that
the supporting structures’ acceleration amplification factor is empirically defined as 1+2z/h. This
represents a linear (first mode assumed) distribution of the acceleration amplification over the
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height of the building (from 1 at the ground level to 3 at the top of the building), irrespective of
the height and lateral force resisting system of individual buildings.
With the objective of assessing the robustness of current code equations (ASCE-7, 2016),
the Applied Technology Council recently initiated a multi-phased project, with the second phase
particularly focused on undertaking a comprehensive study to investigate the influence of a wide
variety of parameters that may affect the estimation of seismic forces to nonstructural
components (e.g., building lateral force system, building ductility, component damping,
component ductility, and etc.). The project, ATC-120, led to a proposal for an improved equation
(NIST, 2018; Lizundia, 2019):

ATC-120 Equation 4-2
(NIST, 2018)

The above equation assumes that the design force demand to a nonstructural component
is determined by two separate amplification effects: a) amplification of the peak ground
acceleration (PGA) induced by the supporting structure (terms in the first bracket), and b)
amplification of the peak floor acceleration (PFA) induced by the nonstructural component
(terms in the second bracket). Major improvements offered by this equation relative to the
existing code equation (ASCE-7, 2016) are summarized as follows:
•
•
•

The PFA/PGA distribution adopts a nonlinear equation as proposed by Alonzo-Rodrigues
and Miranda (2016) to address the linear distribution simplification that is generally
considered to be conservative (Fathali and Lizundia, 2011).
Building ductility Rubldg is explicitly considered in the equation to account for the reduced
building acceleration responses induced by building ductility (Kazantzi et al., 2018).
The component amplification factor (denoted as PCA/PFA) incorporates the effects of
component inherent damping and component ductility. The PCA/PFA ratio ranges between
1.4 for high-ductility components and 4.0 for elastic components with an assumed damping
ratio of 5%.

Complementing the research initiative on the nonstructural seismic design force
evaluation led by the ATC-120 project (NIST, 2017 and 2018), the overall scope of the present
study aims at exploring the acceleration amplification effects of nonstructural components using
recorded earthquake responses of buildings and nonstructural components. This study involves
two separate yet complementary efforts are undertaken, namely: 1) characterizing nonstructural
component amplification effects using a large set of building earthquake responses that are
available in the CESMD strong motion database1, and 2) identifying the dynamic characteristics
of instrumented nonstructural components integrated within a full-scale building shake table test
program (Hutchinson et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2016; Pantoli et al., 2016). Findings from the

1

https://www.strongmotioncenter.org
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analysis of these recorded datasets are intended to provide evidence and guidance to current
nonstructural seismic design provisions.
Recorded Building Response Analysis
The metadata of all instrumented buildings and the associated earthquake records from
the CESMD strong motion database1 were analyzed to guide the selection of buildings and
earthquake records of interest. This database included 581 records for reinforced concrete (RC)
buildings and 655 records for steel buildings (as of 6/12/18). The instrumented buildings under
each category were further classified based on their story numbers and lateral resisting systems.
Using these selection criteria, this study focused on four representative building groups, namely:
RC shear wall, RC moment frame, steel moment frame, and steel braced frame groups.
Moreover, earthquake events with a PGA less than 0.05 g in at least one horizontal direction
were excluded due to their very low amplitude. Details of the proposed building groups and the
resulting number of associated earthquake records are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Summary of building groups and the associated earthquake record per group.
Building lateral system & Low-rise
Mid-rise
High-rise
Total
Earthquake records
(1-4)
(5-8)
(>=9)
Number
RC shear wall
11
6
10
27
# of earthquake records
22
17
24
63
RC moment frame
2
6
3
11
# of earthquake records
4
14
8
26
Steel moment frame
13
7
10
30
# of earthquake records
17
13
14
44
Steel braced frame
3
3
4
10
# of earthquake records
10
4
7
21
Individual Building Analysis Procedures
Figure 1 summarizes the analysis procedures for assessing the component amplification
effects of individual buildings using recorded floor acceleration responses. The floor response
spectra characteristics serve as critical indicators for the evaluation of the seismic demands of
nonstructural components. In Step 1, we employ the deterministic-stochastic identification
method (Van Overschee and De Moor, 1996) using the recorded acceleration responses of
individual buildings to estimate the modal parameters of the buildings (i.e., periods, damping
ratios, and mode shapes). In this step, the system input and output involve the building responses
at the two horizontal directions. These estimated periods are used to initiate the structural
dynamic parameters optimization (in Step 2). In Step 2, we follow the optimization method
proposed by Cruz and Miranda (2016 and 2019) to update the building periods and damping
ratios associated with individual earthquake events. The proposed modal inclusion criteria allow
for enhanced reliability estimation regarding the identified modal parameters of the buildings,
particularly the damping ratios. Step 3 involves evaluating the building floor response spectra
1

https://www.strongmotioncenter.org
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using the recorded floor accelerations as well as component amplification factors (denoted as ap
= PCA/PFA), which are obtained by normalizing the floor response spectra against the
associated peak floor accelerations. It is noted that the building responses in the two orthogonal
horizontal directions are investigated separately, and therefore the building torsional effects are
not explicitly considered within the scope of the present study. An example of the resulting
component amplification factors of a 5-story hospital building (CSMIP Station #: 23634) and the
associated modal characteristics obtained using the proposed analysis procedures are presented
in Figure 2.

-

-

Step 2: Modal Parameters
Optimization

Step 1: DeterministicStochastic Identification

Input & output involve building
responses in the two
horizontal directions (allows
for torsional vibration
identification)
Extract building periods &
damping ratios (initial values
for optimization in step 2)

-

-

Optimize building periods &
damping ratios using the
method proposed in Cruz &
Miranda (2016 and 2019)
Modal inclusion criteria:
spectra ratio, modal
contribution, reliability
intervals

-

Step 3: Floor Response
Spectra Characterization
Evaluate floor response
spectra & component
amplification
Extract spectral peaks
associated with the building
vibration modes

Figure 1. Data analysis procedures for individual buildings.
Floor Response
Spectra

T1

5-story Hospital Building
(CSMIP #23634)

T2

Component
Amplification
T2=0.20 sec
ξ2=4.6%

Component Amplification Factor
– floor response spectra normalized
by peak floor acceleration

T1=0.47 sec
ξ1=8.3%

– denoted as ap (= PCA / PFA)

Figure 2. Floor response spectra and component amplification factors ap of a 5-story hospital
building (photograph on left courtesy of CSMIP, Station #: 23634). The floor response spectra
represent elastic acceleration spectra with a 5% damping ratio.
Component Amplification of Steel Moment Frame Buildings
The results presented in this section focus on the steel moment frame buildings (see Table
1), whereas those of the remaining building groups will be included in the final project report.
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The steel moment frame building group includes a total of 30 buildings subjected to 44
earthquake records with PGA>0.05 g in at least one horizontal direction. With the aim of
statistically analyzing the component amplification effects of this building group, the following
criteria are adopted in the statistical assessment:
•
•
•
•

The analysis of the building responses is decoupled along the two orthogonal directions with
no account of the building torsional effects.
The analysis focuses on the first two building vibration modes (sufficient for low- and midrise buildings).
An upper bound component period is assumed as 0.75 seconds per OSHPD datasets (Watkins
et al., 2010). This assumption excludes the fundamental modes of high-rise buildings that are
considered unlikely to be tuned with the periods of most nonstructural components.
The component inherent component damping is assumed to range between 2% ~ 5%
(consistent with the range considered by ATC-120).

Following these criteria, the steel moment frame building dataset involves 41 data points
for the first modal peaks and 43 data points for the second mode. The component amplification
factor (denoted as ap=PCA/PFA) vs normalized period curves of the roof level associated with
the two modes are shown in Figure 3. It is noted that the normalized period represents the ratio
of the component period over that of a specific building vibration mode. The component period
normalization allows for extraction of the peak component amplification factor associated with
individual building vibration modes (within an assumed window of 0.9 ~ 1.1 times the
normalized period). Figure 4 presents the relationship between the peak component amplification
factors associated with the first and second vibration modes and the identified structural damping
ratios related to the corresponding modes. The resulting highly dispersed data points in the plots
indicate that the component amplification factors associated with each of the two modes are not
well correlated with the damping ratios of the supporting structures. When the assumed
component damping ratio reduces from 5% to 2%, comparison of the mean values of the peak
component amplification factors reveals that these amplification factors increase by about 50% ~
60% for both the first and second modes. In addition, the mean peak component amplification
factor of the first mode is about 50% larger than that of the second mode.
Figure 5 presents the peak component amplification factors along the height of the
buildings. Each data point represents the peak at a specific vertical location (represented by
relative height) of an individual building. The color code indicates the building with different
stories. It is noted the first mode peaks solely consist of the contribution from the low- and midrise buildings. This is due to the fact that all the first mode periods of the high-rise buildings
(with 9 stories or more) exceed the upper bound component period of 0.75 second. To facilitate
the interpretation of the component amplification distribution along the building height, these
data points are grouped into 4 evenly spaced bins according to their relative heights (the center of
the representative bins are defined as 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1). Although the bin numbers may not
be sufficient for capturing the actual shape associated with the higher modes of mid-rise
buildings, a refined binning strategy may not be feasible due to the relative data scarcity in the
relative height range between 0.6 and 0.9 (particularly for mid- and high-rise buildings).
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1st Mode (41 records)

2nd Mode (43 records)

βcomp=5%
0.9T1

βcomp=5%

1.1T1

0.9T2

βcomp=2%

1.1T2

βcomp=2%

Figure 3. Roof level component amplification factor ap vs normalized period for: first mode
(left), and second mode (right). Upper plots assume a component damping β = 5%, while the
lower pair of plots assume β = 2%.
1st Mode
βcomp=5%

appeak
μ = 3.87
σ = 1.48

2nd Mode

appeak
μ = 2.62
σ = 0.87

2nd Mode

appeak
μ = 3.97
σ = 1.51

βcomp=5%

ap = 2.5

1st Mode

appeak
μ = 6.27
σ = 2.65

βcomp=2%

βcomp=2%

Figure 4. Roof level peak component amplification factor vs structural damping ratio: first mode
(left column), and second mode (right column). Upper plots assume a component damping β =
5%, while the lower pair of plots assume β = 2%.
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Green: 1~4 stories, Blue: 5~8 stories, Red >=9 stories (βcomp=5%)
1st Mode

2nd Mode

Bin #4

Bin #3

Bin #2

Bin #1
Four z/h bins
over height
Figure 5. Peak component amplification factor distribution along the height of the buildings
(steel moment frame dataset only): first mode (left), and second mode (right).
Green: 1~4 stories (low rise), Blue: 5~8 stories (mid-rise), error bar: μ ± σ

βcomp=5%

βcomp=2%

ap = 2.5

1st Mode

2nd Mode

Figure 6. Peak component amplification factor distribution along the height of the buildings: first
mode (left), and second mode (right).
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Figure 6 summarizes the statistics (i.e., mean and standard deviation) of the vertical
distributions of the peak component amplification factors of the low- and mid-rise buildings
obtained using the clustered data points. The first mode amplification factors of the low- and
mid-rise buildings both increase monotonically and attain the largest values at the roof level. The
dispersion of the amplification factors appears comparable at different vertical locations, since
the coefficient of variation is 0.5 ~ 0.6 along the height. In contrast, the vertical distribution of
the component amplification factors associated with the second mode differs significantly from
that of the first mode. For the low-rise buildings, the mean amplification factor reaches the
smallest value at the three-quarter building height (z/h = 0.75), which corresponds to the nodal
point of the vibration modal shape of the second mode. The differences of the vertical
distribution profiles associated with the two modes clearly demonstrate that the component
amplification factor is also a function of the specific building mode shape and the relative height.
Recorded Nonstructural Component Response Analysis
Investigating component amplification effects using recorded building responses relies on
the evaluation of floor response spectra, which a priori defines nonstructural components as
generic linear oscillators given the building floor accelerations. However, the dynamic
characteristics (i.e., period and damping ratio) of nonstructural components remains largely
unexplored due to the scarcity of measurements during earthquakes, either simulated in the
laboratory or obtained in the field (NIST, 2017 and 2018). In a recent experimental program,
system-level building shake table tests were conducted at the University of California, San Diego
(Chen et al., 2016; Pantoli et al., 2016). These tests provided a unique set of recorded responses
of the test building as well as a broad variety of nonstructural components installed within the
building (Hutchinson et al., 2014). In this section, the recorded nonstructural seismic responses
are analyzed to expand understanding of the dynamic characteristics and the amplification effects
of the nonstructural components utilized in this test program under simulated earthquake loading
scenarios.
Shake Table Test Program
The test structure was a full-scale five-story reinforced concrete building outfitted with a
variety of nonstructural components and systems, including two operable egress systems
(elevator and steel stairs), a complete exterior façade system, a broad array of architectural
layouts, as well as simulated medical compartments at the upper two floors of the building
(Figure 7). In the experimental program, the test building was subjected to a sequence of
earthquake tests in two test phases: (i) the building was first tested in base isolated (BI)
configuration with seven earthquake tests, and (ii) subsequently in fixed base (FB) configuration
with six earthquake tests. It is noted that the earthquake input motions were all applied along the
longitudinal axis of the test building using the single-axis shake table.
In the FB test phase, the six earthquake motions were applied with increasing intensity to
progressively damage the structure. The first two tests (FB-1 and FB-2) were serviceability
earthquake events that the seismic demands of the test structure were sufficiently low (roof peak
floor acceleration ~0.4 g). Seismic demands increased moderately in tests FB-3 and FB-4, as the
peak acceleration reached ~0.7 g at the roof level. It is noted that test FB-5 is considered as
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design event for the test building with the attainment of a peak story drift of ~2.8% at level 2 and
a peak floor acceleration of ~1.0 g at the roof, whereas the final test (FB-6) represented a well
above design event scenario as the achieved PIDR was as much as 6%. Additional details of the
shake table test program, testing protocol, and test results may be found in the technical report
series (Chen et al., 2013; Pantoli et al., 2013).

Figure 7. Shake table tests of a five-story reinforced concrete building outfitted with a variety of
nonstructural components: test building (left), cooling tower and penthouse of the roof level (top
middle left), medical ultrasound imagers of level 4 (bottom middle left), medical equipment of
level 4 (top middle right), medical equipment of level 5 (bottom middle right), and computer
server at level 3 (right).
Table 2. Description of floor-mounted nonstructural components in the shake table test program.
Geometry Operating
LxWxH1
weight
(in)
(lb)

Nonstructural
component

Attachment
location

Computer server #1
(strong axis shaking)

Floor 3

50 x 30 x 80

Computer server #2
(weak axis shaking)

Floor 3

30 x 50 x 80

Ultrasound
imager #1
Ultrasound
imager #2

Attachment
details

Physical
observation

3000

(8) M16-25
heavy duty anchors

No damage

3000

Incipient screw
(8) M16-25
popping during
heavy duty anchors
test FB-4

(4) 1/2" x 3-1/4"
No damage
expansion anchors
(4) 1/2" x 3-1/4"
Floor 4
No damage
~300
28 x 22 x 58
expansion anchors
(3) 1/2" x 3-1/4"
No damage
550
Medical freezer
Floor 5
30 x 36 x 80
expansion anchors
(4) snubber
6300
Water splashing
Cooling tower 2
Roof
88 x 108 x 128
spring bearings
Air handling
(10) 1/2" x 3-1/4"
Roof
No damage
1500
100 x 58 x 68
unit
expansion anchors
1
H = height, L = length (along shaking direction), W = width (transverse to shaking direction);
2
Operating weight of the cooling tower consisted of its net weight of 3500 lbs and ~2800 lbs of water
during the shake table tests.
Floor 4

28 x 22 x 58
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Among the nonstructural components and systems installed within the test building,
seven pieces of floor-mounted equipment are of interest in this study, since they represented
typical acceleration-sensitive components that can be properly simulated as linear oscillators
subjected to single-support floor excitations. Detailed descriptions of individual nonstructural
components (e.g., geometry, weight, mounting location, attachment details, and etc.) are
summarized in Table 2. It is noted that the attachment (or anchor) design of these components
conformed to the ASCE-7 (2010 edition) code provisions (ASCE-7, 2010).
Identification of Dynamic Characteristics
The natural periods (or frequencies) and damping ratios of the nonstructural components
are identified using the time-domain optimization method with the assumption that they behave
as single degree-of-freedom linear oscillators in response to floor excitations. In the optimization
algorithm, the objective function is defined as the root mean square error between the simulated
response of the oscillator given the measured floor acceleration and the measured response of the
nonstructural component (normally at the top of the component). The optimized natural period
and damping ratio are obtained by minimizing the objective function (errors between simulated
and measured responses). It is noted that the identified damping ratio obtained using this method
may be interpreted as an equivalent damping ratio that lumps all possible energy dissipative
sources (e.g., friction, contact, yielding). However, the nonstructural components selected for
this study did not attain substantial damage during the shake table test sequence, and therefore
the hysteretic energy dissipation is not likely to contribute heavily to the damping effects of the
components considered in this study.
To demonstrate the effect of nonstructural dynamic characteristics, the two computer
servers (see Figure 7 – image on the right) floor-mounted on the slab at level 3 are discussed and
compared in detail. Figure 8 shows the time histories of the recorded floor acceleration and the
component accelerations of individual units during the first fixed-base test. It is noted that the
two servers were identical units but placed in different orientations with respect to the direction
of shaking. Whereas Server 1 (strong-axis shaking unit) was oriented with its longitudinal axis
was in parallel with the direction of shaking, Server 2 (weak-axis shaking unit) was oriented with
its transverse axis in parallel with the direction of shaking (see floor plan layout in Figure 8).
Comparison of the acceleration histories indicates that Server 2 underwent substantial
amplification relative to the floor excitation, whereas the response of Server 1 remained nearly
identical to the floor excitation. In fact, their sharply different dynamic behavior given the
identical earthquake excitation results from the distinction of their natural frequencies (or
periods) in the direction of shaking. The transfer functions clearly demonstrate that Server 1 was
much stiffer than Server 2, since the natural frequency was ~20 Hz for Server 1 and <5 Hz for
Server 2.
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N

Shaking Direction

Floor Input

Floor
Slab

Floor Slab

Blue: Server 1 Red: Server 2

Server 1

40

(strong-axis shaking)

(weak-axis shaking)

Server-1
Server-2

30

Mag. (dB)

Server 2

Transfer Function

20
10
0
-10
-20

5

10

15

20

Frequency (Hz)

25

30

Figure 8. Acceleration time histories of floor 3 and the top of computer servers during the first
fixed-base test (left); floor plan layout of level 3 and computer server locations (top right); and
the associated transfer functions (bottom right).
The estimated frequencies obtained from the transfer functions provide the initial values
for the optimization algorithm. Figure 9 provides the comparison of the recorded and measured
component acceleration responses as well as the sensitivity of the identified parameters with
respect to the objective function (root mean square error between the measured and simulated
responses). Since the minima of the sensitivity curves represent the optimal parameters for the
corresponding server unit, the frequency and damping ratio obtained using the optimization
method are 25.2 Hz and 9.8% for Server 1 (strong axis shaking) and 4.5 Hz and 6.2% for Server
2 (weak axis shaking). However, it is important to note that both the frequency and damping
ratio sensitivity curves for Server 1 appear rather flat in the vicinity of the minima, indicating
that the objective function (error) becomes insensitive to the dynamic parameters. In other
words, the dynamic parameters obtained from the optimization become less reliable in the case
of insignificant component amplification effect. Under such scenarios, the natural frequency of
the nonstructural component is determined from the spectral peak of the associated transfer
function, whereas its damping ratio is considered as unidentifiable.
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Figure 9. Time-domain dynamic characteristics optimization: measured and simulated
component acceleration responses (top); frequency sensitivity curves (middle); and damping
ratio sensitivity curves (bottom).
Table 3 summarizes the dynamic characteristics (frequencies and damping ratios) of all
nonstructural components considered in this study, as well as the amplification factors as
observed from the measured responses during the fixed-base test phase up to design event (FB-1
to FB-5). Results from final test FB-6 are excluded since it represents an extreme event that is
normally not considered by the nonstructural design provisions. Among the seven nonstructural
components considered in this study, computer server #1 and the air handling unit were rigid
components (natural frequencies >20 Hz). The remaining five components were non-rigid
components with their natural frequencies range between 4 and 9 Hz. It is noted that the
identified damping ratios of these components were between 4.5 and 11, which is larger than the
range of 2% and 5% as typically considered in the prior studies (NIST, 2018). Consistent with
the ASCE 7 code provisions (ASCE, 2016), the two rigid components (computer server #1 and
air handling unit) underwent only very limited acceleration amplification (1.3 as the maximum).
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Of the five non-rigid components (with their natural frequencies less than 15 Hz), the measured
amplification factors of the computer server #2 and the cooling tower (between 2 and 3) were
larger than those of the remaining three components, with values less than 2. The differences in
the amplification effects may be attributed to the following two aspects associated with their
dynamic characteristics: (1) the natural frequencies of the computer server #2 and the cooling
tower were closer to the second mode frequency of the building (~5 Hz during FB-1 but varied at
different stages of the test sequence as a result of accumulated structural damage), and (2) the
identified damping ratios of the computer server #2 and the cooling tower were moderately
smaller than the remaining components.
Table 3. Dynamic characteristics and the component amplification factors of the nonstructural
components achieved during the fixed-base tests.
Nonstructural
component
Computer server #1
(strong axis shaking)
Computer server #2
(weak axis shaking)
Ultrasound imager #1
Ultrasound imager #2
Medical freezer
Cooling tower
Air handling unit

Frequency
(Hz)

Damping ratio
(%)

PCA/PFA

22~25

unidentifiable

1.0~1.3

4.1~4.6

6.2~7.5

2.0~3.2

5.6~7.2
6.5~8.0
7.7~9.1
4.8~5.6
20~22

8.5~11.3
7.3~10.8
7.1~10.5
4.5~5.8
unidentifiable

1.1~1.6
1.2~1.8
1.2~1.5
1.9~2.8
1.0

Conclusions and Future Work
With the overall scope of exploring the acceleration amplification effects of nonstructural
components using recorded earthquake responses of buildings and nonstructural components.
this study focuses on two separate yet complementary tasks: a) characterizing the component
amplification effects using a large set of building earthquake responses that are available in the
CESMD strong motion database and b) identifying the dynamic characteristics and the
amplification effects of nonstructural components during a full-scale building shake table test
program. Key findings from this study thus far are summarized as follows:
1. Component amplification effects are not well correlated with the damping ratios of their
supporting structures.
2. The vertical distribution profiles of the peak component amplification factors of the first and
second modes clearly demonstrate that the component amplification factor is a function of
the specific building mode shape and the relative height. This observation corroborates a
number of prior studies.
3. According to a limited set of recorded nonstructural seismic responses (five non-rigid
components), it appears too conservative to assume an equivalent damping ratio of 2% for
nonstructural components during earthquake loads, and in fact in the present study a damping
ratio of 5% may be considered as the lower bound value, although some components may
attain values as large as 10%.
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4. The component amplification effects are highly dependent on the dynamic characteristics of
the nonstructural components. The nonstructural components that underwent the largest
amplification effects were those with their natural frequencies close to that of a building
vibration mode and with smaller damping ratios. The measured amplification factors of these
components ranged between 2 and 3 during the earthquake tests.
It is noted that the recorded building responses data analysis currently focuses on the steel
moment frame buildings. Investigation of the recorded earthquake responses of the remaining
building groups (reinforced concrete shear wall, reinforced concrete moment frame, braced steel
frame) is ongoing. The effects of different lateral structural systems on the component
amplification effects will be discussed in detail and the results will be included in the final
project report.
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Abstract
The overarching goal of this research is to derive innovative methodologies for analyzing
diverse sensing streams to yield actionable information that directly support post-earthquake
response, emergency management, and disaster recovery. As a step towards this goal, the
objective of this study is to use data collected from the California Strong Motion Instrumentation
Program (CSMIP) to demonstrate that a particular class of system identification (SI) techniques
– namely, subspace identification (SI) or recursive subspace identification (RSI) – is especially
suitable for rapid, post-disaster, structural health assessment. The advantage of SI/RSI is that it is
an input-output and data-driven method, where only structural response records (e.g.,
acceleration records) are needed for extracting dynamic properties of the structure. In this paper,
both SI and RSI were be applied to assess CSMIP-instrumented buildings with acceleration
records from past ground motion events. The result verified that building dynamic characteristics
(i.e., natural frequencies and mode shapes) could be clearly identified using all the recorded data
simultaneously. In addition, the RSI algorithm was also employed for analyzing data recorded
from the Northridge earthquake event. Time-varying modal properties of the building were also
examined.
Introduction
Strong motion data acquired from structures during seismic events can play a vital role in
gaining insights into the behavior of these systems if a systematic procedure is adopted in
analyzing the acquired data. This process, known as system identification (ID), is an inverse
problem in structural dynamics that involves the determination of mathematical models and the
estimation of structural parameters based on measured responses under known excitations.
Several methods, from the simple transfer function to the more sophisticated output error
methods, have been devised [1]. In general, two different approaches have been used to assess
the behavior of structures (i.e., most commonly bridges) from their recorded data. The first
approach is to develop a finite element model (FEM) and to modify the FEM parameters to
match the measured response. This approach looks very attractive but has a major pitfall, since
the FEM parameters have to be updated by a trial-and-error process. The second approach is to
identify the modal parameters of the system and to study the changes in the structural dynamic
characteristics. In this study, the inverse problem (i.e., identification of the system state) will be
used.
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Many offline system identification algorithms that can be implemented for time-invariant
systems with constant modal parameters were developed in the past (e.g., the Kalman filter
technique, Eigensystem realization algorithm (ERA) [2], and autoregressive exogenous (ARX)
model [3]). Over the past few years, various system ID algorithms have been successfully
applied, many of which uses both input and output data [4-7]. Several well-known offline system
ID algorithms, including canonical variable analysis (CVA), numerical algorithms for subspace
state space system identification (N4SID), multivariable output-error state space algorithm
(MOESP), and Instrumental Variable-subspace state space system identification (IV-4SID) [810], have been developed.
Traditional system ID algorithms for analyzing building seismic response data and
extracting system dynamic characteristics have predominantly been based on multi-input multioutput (MIMO) ARX models. However, they do suffer from several disadvantages:
• It is difficult to determine the model order of multivariate ARX model, and further
optimization of parameters needs to be performed.
• There are too many unknown parameters to be estimated, where convergence in
optimization may take time and require significant computational effort.
• While it is easy to estimate the frequency response function (FRF) between each pair of
response measurements, but it is difficult to estimate the system mode shapes and natural
frequencies.
Therefore, in this study, the subspace identification (SI) algorithm was used to analyze
the seismic response data of two buildings, namely, the seven-story Van Nuys building and the
13-story Sherman Oaks building. The objective was to examine the dynamic characteristics of
these buildings when they were subjected to different earthquake excitations. Furthermore, the
recursive subspace identification (RSI) algorithm was also applied to the data collected from
these two buildings during the Northridge earthquake. Unlike conventional system ID, SI has the
following advantages:
• A good initial model can be quickly obtained with subspace methods, since the linear
state space model is employed.
• SI provides simple parametrization for MIMO systems as well as robust noniterative
numerical solutions.
• The reliable numerical tool-based methods, such as LQ decomposotion and singular
value decomposition (SVD), are employed in the algorithm.
• SI provides rapid adoption in application through the use of stabilization diagrams to
reliably estimate system dynamic characteristics.
Subspace Identification using Both Input and Output Measurements
In this section, data-driven subspace identification (SI-DATA) was used to extract the
system dynamic characteristics seismic response data of the structure. First, consider a discrete
time, state-space, dynamic system with n degree-of-freedoms (DOF). The system equation can
be represented as [9]:
𝐗 k+1 = 𝐀d 𝐗 k + 𝐁d 𝐮k + 𝐰k
(1a)
𝐲k = 𝐂c 𝐗 k + 𝐃c 𝐮k + 𝐯k
(1b)
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with 𝐀d = expm(𝐀c ∆t) ∈ ℝ2n×2n , 𝐁d = (𝐀d − 𝐈2n )𝐀 c −1 𝐁c ∈ ℝ2n×m . 𝐀d is called the
discrete-time state matrix, 𝐁d is the discrete-time input matrix, 𝐗 k = 𝐗(k∆t) is the discrete-time
state vector, ∆t is the sample time, and k ∈ ℕ. Here, 𝐰k ∈ ℝ2n×1 is the process noise due to
disturbances or modeling error, and 𝐯k ∈ ℝl×1 is the measurement noise due to disturbances or
malfunction of the sensing nodes. Equation 1 is also known as a discrete-time combined
deterministic-stochastic system, because it is a combination of a deterministic system and a
stochastic system by combining the state 𝐗 k and output 𝐲k individually. For subspace
identification, the input and output measurements should be arranged into the format of a “data
Hankel matrix”. If the modal properties (i.e., natural frequency, damping ratio, and mode shape)
of the structure are needed, the Multivariable Output-Error State Space algorithm (MOESP) can
be employed to extract the column space of the extended observability matrix from the LQ
decomposition of the Hankel matrix [10].
Implementation of the Stabilization Diagram for SI
When applying SI-DATA for structural system identification, the method does not yield
exact values for the parameters but only estimates with uncertainties. These uncertainties are
responsible for the appearance of spurious modes. One of the important challenges is to remove
these spurious modes. For this purpose, the stabilization diagram is used. The stabilization
diagram has frequencies plotted in the horizontal axis and model orders plotted in the vertical
axis. The quality of the stabilization diagram depends on the values of the input parameters of
the algorithm and the noise ratio of the time series under analysis. In order to present a better
visualization using stabilization diagram, certain criteria to remove the spurious modes need to
be defined. In this study, four criteria were used and are described next.
First, the duration of the recorded data was selected. Since the seismic response data
collected from the structure may contain pre-event memory data as well as the coda wave,
therefore, the criterion to select the duration of data for SI must be defined. The initial time from
the recorded data can be determined from the concept of a P-wave picker by using the following
equation for calculating the Arias Intensity Criterion (AIC) [12]:
AIC (t ) = t log(var( a[1: t ])) + ( N − t + 1) log(var( a[t + 1: N ]))
(2)
where t is the time moving window length, and N is entire time length. In addition, var(a[1:t]) is
the variance of the data a(t). The initial starting time can be determined from the time when the
rate of slope of AIC values change dramatically, as is shown in Figure 1 and corresponding to
when t is 15.0 s. Besides, the end point of the data can be determined from the plot of Arias
Intensity when it reaches 99.5% (also shown in Figure 1 and when t is 56.5 s).
Second, depending on the quality of the data, a low-pass filter may be applied. Here, a
Butterworth filter with order 10 was employed to filter out the high frequency signals so as to
enhance the quality of the stabilization diagram. Third, for each model order, the identified mode
shapes of the structure was identified. To ensure that these were the correct mode shapes, the
modal assurance criterion (MAC) was applied between two different model orders:
MAC ( * j  i ) =

 * j  i

2

( * j  j )( *i  i )

 MAC

The value of 𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝛷∗𝑗 ∙ 𝛷𝑖 ) is a user-defined value (e.g., by setting the threshold to 95%).
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Figure 1. Plot of AIC and normalized Arias intensity to identify the strong motion duration
Last, the modal phase collinearity (MPC) could be calculated. For each particular
identified mode, it was necessary to check the phase collinearity among each measurement node.
The phase vector 𝛹𝑘 of a kth mode from l measurement nodes is shown as:
(4)
To ensure that it is the correctly identified mode, the phase difference among each measurement
node should be either in-phase or out-of-phase:
(5)
Figure 2 shows an example of a stabilization diagram that compares different criteria applied.
For all cases, a low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 50 Hz was implemented. In general, it
can be observed that the consideration of both criteria (i.e., MAC of 0.95 and MPC of 0.90)
resulted in clear modes being identified (i.e., green circles in Figure 2). Besides, with increasing
model order, more noise modes can be observed.

Figure 2. Example of a stabilization diagram with different criteria applied to remove spurious
modes.
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Figure 3. Layout of strong motion instrumentation in the 7-story Van Nuys building.
Table 1: List of earthquake event from Van Nuys building for analysis.

Building Seismic Response Analysis using SI-DATA
Analysis of the 7-Story Van Nuys Building
The Van Nuys building was instrumented with 16 accelerometers in 1980 and by CSMIP.
Figure 3 shows the instrument layout in the building with 16 accelerometers distributed across
five levels. The building was repaired and strengthened with concrete shear walls after the 1994
Northridge earthquake. Among all the seismic event recorded from the building, four seismic
events (as shown in Table 1) were selected for the analysis conducted in this study. Prior to SI
analysis, the time-frequency analysis on the roof response data of the building was generated.
The modified complex Morlet wavelet with variable central frequency was used to generate the
spectrogram [14]. Figure 4a shows the spectrograms calculated using Channels 9 and 3 of the
Northridge earthquake data, while Figure 4b shows the spectrograms for the Encino earthquake
data; all these channels corresponded to the roof response data. A comparison between these two
sets of event data shows a significant change in the fundamental dominant frequency from about
0.5 Hz to 2.0 Hz. This result is expected and is consistent with the retrofit performed after the
Nothridge earthquake, which would increase the stiffness of the structure and hence its dominant
frequency.
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Figure 4. Spectrograms of Channels 3 and 9 of the Van Nuys building corresponding to two
seismic events: (top) Northridge earthquake and (bottom) Encino earthquake
Before using SI to determine the dynamic characteristics of the Van Nuys building, the
sensitivity of model order according to the stabilization diagrams was examined. Figure 5 shows
two stabilization diagrams computed using two different model orders (i.e., based on cl values
120 and 160) corresponding to the Northridge earthquake data. Since a larger model order would
include more data in each column of the data Hankel matrix, more noisy modes would appear.
However, at the same time, a larger model order also means that some extra modes could be
identified. For the case of the Northridge earthquake dataset, one could identify the torsional
mode at frequency of 0.697 Hz. This mode can not be observed for the case when the cl value
was set to 120. Using the spectrogram corresponding to a cl value of 160, three fundamental
modes from the Northridge earthquake record was constructed, as is shown in Figure 6. The first
mode is the longitudinal mode, the second mode is a combination of longitudinal and transverse
modes, and the third mode is the torsional mode.

Figure 5. Comparison of stabilization diagrams using two different cl values.
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Figure 6. The three fundamental modes of the Van Nuys building was identified using SI
(corresponding to data from the Northridge earthquake).
A similar approach was also employed for the other three earthquake events selected for
this study. Figure 7 shows the stabilization diagrams from the other three small earthquake event
datasets. It can be observed that the identified dominant frequencies are quite consistent among
these events. Table 2 shows the comparison of the three identified fundamental frequencies of
the building. Furthermore, the differences of these modal frequencies with respect to the result
from Northridge earthquake is significant. As mentioned earlier, this result is expected and is due
to the influence of retrofitting the building after the Northridge earthquake. The identified mode
shapes from the Chino Hills earthquake is shown in Figure 8. The major difference observed
between the Northridge and Chino Hills event is the second mode. For the small earthquake
event, one can identify the transverse mode, while, for the larger Northridge earthquake, the
second mode appears to be a combination of longitudinal and transverse motions.

Figure 7. Stabilization diagrams from three earthquake events, namely, the
Borrego Spring, Chino Hills, and Encino earthquakes
Table 2. Identified modal frequencies of the Van Nuys building
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Figure 8. The identified three fundamental modes using data from the Chino Hills earthquake
Analysis of the 13-Story Sherman Oaks Building
In 1977, the 13-story Sherman Oaks building was instrumented with 15 accelerometers
across five different levels. This building was also retrofitted with friction dampers after the
1994 Northridge Earthquake. Figure 9 shows the instrument layout in the building. Among all
the recorded earthquake events from this building, five event datasets were selected for this
study. SI analysis was performed using the same procedure as was described in the previous
section and, specifically, for identifying the system natural frequencies.
Figure 10 shows the comparison of the stabilization diagrams corresponding to three
different seismic events. It can be observed that the differences among these three stabilization
diagrams are quite significant. First, the change in modal frequencies among these three dataset
are obvious. One reason is because both the Whittier and Northridge earthquakes induced
significant structural response, and this could have caused the structural system to undergo
inelastic deformation. Second, the other reason is because the building was retrofitted with
friction dampers after the 1994 Northridge earthquake.

Figure 9. Strong motion instrumentation layout in the 13-story Sherman Oaks building
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Figure 10. Stabilization diagrams corresponding to three different seismic events (i.e., the
Whittier, Northridge, and Chino Hills earthquakes).
Table 3 summarizes the identified natural frequencies of the Sherman Oaks building
when SI was performed using five different earthquake datasets. In addition, the identified mode
shapes from Whittier, Northridge, and Chino Hills earthquakes are shown in Figure 11. The
mode shapes extracted from the two large earthquake excitations are significantly different than
the mode shapes identified from the other smaller event datasets.
Table 3. Identified modal frequencies of the Sherman Oaks 13-story building.
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Figure 11. The identified modes shapes of the 13-story Sherman Oaks building using three
earthquake event datasets (i.e., Whittier, Northridge, and Chino Hills earthquakes).
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Figure 12. Concept of the moving window used in recursive subspace identification
Recursive Subspace Identification (RSI) with BonaFide LQ Renewing Algorithm
Despite the advantages of the SI-DATA algorithm, a disadvantage is that it is an offline
identification technique and that it can only estimate the time-varying state of a structure. In
order to track the time-varying modal properties of the system during strong earthquake
excitations, recursive (or online) subspace identification needs to be used. The concept of
recursive subspace identification is similar to moving time window system ID, as is illustrated in
Figure 12. The analysis of the initial time window is the same as that of the SI-DATA algorithm
(as was described in the previous section). When a new set of input and output data are
appended, the RSI-BonaFide is applied. Furthermore, the RSI-BonaFide-Oblique algorithm is a
projection matrix renewing method based on an oblique projection accomplished by LQ
decomposition performed on the data Hankel matrix. One of the most significant points about the
RSI-BonaFide-Oblique method is that it utilizes a fixed-length moving window technique that
keeps the analyzed length of input and output data as a constant; therefore, there is no forgetting
factor used in this particular algorithm [15].
Building Response Seismic Analysis using RSI
Since the peak ground acceleration and the peak acceleration response recorded from the
7-story Van Nuys building during Northridge earthquake excitation were 0.47 g and 0.59 g,
respectively, it was believed that the building was most likely experienced inelastic response.
Thus, the RSI-BonaFide method was used to investigate the time-varying modal parameters of
the building. In order to simplify the analysis, instead of using all of the recorded data from the
building, only the basement and roof acceleration records in longitudinal and transverse
directions were used. The window length was selected and fixed as 4 s, and the duration of the
window shift was set as 0.5 s. Figure 13 shows the identified time-varying modal frequencies in
the longitudinal and transverse directions. It should be clarified that the result only provides the
natural frequencies and their change with respect to time, and there it is not possible to detect the
change of stiffness in the structure.
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Figure 13. The identified time-varying modal frequencies of the Van Nuys building during the
Northridge earthquake as determined using RSI-BonaFide algorithm
According to Caicedo et al. [16], a least squares optimization was developed to estimate
the inter-story stiffness of each DOF using the identified modal parameters, such as by using the
modal frequencies and mode shapes. Consider an n-story shear-type structure with one
translational DOF on each floor (i.e., 1 DOF per floor). The method was derived from the eigenequation of this n-DOF system (where n = 1xN). At each time instant t = k s, one can define the
eigen-equation of the rth mode according to Equation 6:
2
K𝑆𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 Φ𝑟,(𝑡=𝑘) = 𝜔𝑟,(𝑡=𝑘)
M𝑆𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 Φ𝑟,(𝑡=𝑘)
(6)
where r = 1, 2, 3, …, s, and s is the number of the identified modes (s ≤ n) from RSI. By
assuming that the structural model is a lumped-mass system, the mass and stiffness matrices can
be expressed as:
M𝑆𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚

𝑚1
0
=[
0
0

0
𝑚2
0
0

0
0
⋱
0

0
0
]
0
𝑚𝑛

(7)

𝑘1 + 𝑘2
−𝑘2
0
0
−𝑘2
𝑘2 + 𝑘3
⋱
0
K𝑆𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 = [
]
(8)
0
⋱
⋱
−𝑘𝑛
0
0
−𝑘𝑛 𝑘𝑛
It is assumed that the system mass matrix is known a priori. Then, the only unknown
variables become the inter-story stiffness of each floor, namely 𝑘1 , 𝑘2 , … 𝑘𝑛 . At each time
instant “k”, the equation can be re-organized as shown in Equation (9).
𝑘1
Δ1
Λ1
𝑘2
Δ
Λ
[ 2]
× 𝑘3
= [ 2]
(9)
⋮
⋮
⋮
Δs (𝑠×𝑛)×𝑛
Λs (𝑠×𝑛)×1
[ 𝑘𝑛 ](𝑛×1)
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The identified mode shapes can then be allocated into a matrix. Δ(t=k) is allocated with the
identified mode shapes with a dimension of (s × n) × n. The multiplication of modal frequency,
mode shape, and floor mass also needs to form a single vector, namely Λ (t=k) , with a dimension
of (s × n) × 1. It should be mentioned that the number of identified modes is usually less than
the number of exact modes in the structural system (i.e., s ≤ n). Nevertheless, the inter-story
stiffness can then be estimated. In general, the result can provide a first stage safety assessment
of the building by using the identified time-varying inter-story stiffnesses. Besides, to update the
mass and stiffness matrices and make them compatible with both the measured eigenvalues and
eigenvectors computed at each time instant, a model updating technique called efficient model
correction method (EMCM), proposed by Yuen [17], can be applied.
For detecting the time-varying stiffness of the 7-story Van Nuys during an earthquake, a
simplified lumped mass model needs to be assumed. This assumption needs to incorporate the
distribution of the instrumented earthquake monitoring system. For simplicity, this building was
assumed to be a 2-DOF system with mass m1 = 4M and m2 = 3M, as is shown in Figure 14. The
identified time-varying stiffness (stiffness index) of this 2-DOF simplified model is also shown
in Figure 14. It should be mentioned that the variation of the stiffness index with respect to time
does not indicate the dramatic change of stiffness at every instant of time during the earthquake
excitation. As described earlier, this is the result of an equivalent linear stiffness index (secant
stiffness) within the preselected and designated time window. For safety assessment of the
structure, one should first apply the same approach to assess the time-varying stiffness of the
structure using datasets corresponding to smaller seismic events, where the structure performed
linearly. In doing so, the dynamic characteristics of the system can be acquired in a more stable
fashion to build up a correct nominal model (i.e., corresponding to the undamaged case). This
approach was also applied to the 13-story Sherman Oaks building, and the result is shown in
Figure 15.

Figure 14. The identified time-varying stiffness index from the simplified model of the 7-story
Van Nuys building
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Figure 15. The identified time-varying stiffness index from the simplified model of the 13-story
Sherman Oaks building
Conclusions
In this study, both subspace identification and recursive subspace identification with
BonaFide LQ renewing algorithm (i.e., incorporating a moving window technique) were utilized
to identify the modal parameters (namely the natural frequencies and mode shapes) of two
buildings during strong earthquake excitations. For SI, the stabilization diagram played an
important role for extracting the real structural modes while removing the spurious modes. For
RSI, based on strong seismic response datasets collected from the two buildings (i.e., 7-story
Van Nuys and 13-story Sherman Oaks buildings), one could identify their time-varying modal
frequencies during these events. The least squares stiffness method was used to estimate the
system stiffness matrix using simplified models of these structures. In general, the conclusion
was that SI could provide a convenient and systematic multivariate system identification method
for estimating the dynamic characteristics of these buildings. By combining the result from RSI
(corresponding to when the structure was subjected to strong motion) and by developing a
nominal model (corresponding to the undamaged case), one can potentially conduct damage
assessment.
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Abstract

The rotational fixity of column base connections in Steel Moment Resisting Frames
(SMRFs) strongly influences their seismic response. However, approaches for estimating base
fixity have been validated only against laboratory test data. In the present study these approaches
are examined based on strong motion recordings from two instrumented SMRF buildings in
California. Three-dimensional simulation models are constructed for these buildings, including
the gravity framing and nonstructural stiffness. For each building, the base fixities are
parametrically varied. These include pinned and fixed bases, as well as intermediate fixities
determined from previously developed models that are appropriate to simulate the specific types
of base connections used in the buildings. The simulated response of these buildings is compared
to strong motion recordings to inform optimal approaches for simulating column bases.
Introduction
Steel Moment Resisting Frames (SMRFs) are popular lateral load resisting systems in
seismically active regions, due to their ductility and the architectural versatility offered by
unbraced bays. Consequently, research studies pertaining to SMRFs are very extensive –
addressing member, connection, as well as system response. These studies have resulted in wellestablished design procedures for SMRFs, including for overall system design and member
selection (AISC 341-16 [1]), beam-to-column connections (AISC 358-16 [2]), and column base
connections (AISC Design Guide One – Fisher and Kloiber [3]). Despite these advances, one
area (in the context of SMRFs) where the guidance is relatively less developed is the simulation
of column base connections. This is because research on column base connections has lagged
other SMRF connections (e.g., beam-column connections), such that the focus in the context of
base connections has been on developing strength models (AISC Design Guide One – Fisher and
Kloiber [3]) rather than stiffness or load-deformation response. The lack of research has been
further fueled by the presumption that base connections respond either as fixed (if capacity
designed to be stronger than the attached column) or as pinned (if designed otherwise).
Following this presumption, base connections are simulated as either fixed or pinned in current
design and performance assessment practice (Zareian and Kanvinde [4]). Recent research has
shown this practice to be highly problematic for two reasons. First, experiments on various types
of column base connections (shown in Figures 1a-c) ranging from exposed base plate
connections (Gomez et al. [5]), slab-overtopped base plate connections (Barnwell [6]) and
embedded base connections (Grilli et al. [7]) indicate that base connections exhibit partial fixity,
which contravenes both the fixed and pinned assumptions. Second, the erroneous
characterization of fixity (as either fixed or pinned) has significant implications for structural
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response. For both these reasons, structural response is sensitive to estimates of base fixity,
underscoring the need for its accurate characterization. Motivated by this, base fixity models
have been proposed for various base connection details, including for exposed (Grilli et al. [7]),
slab-overtopped (Tryon [8]), and embedded (Torres-Rodas [9]). Each of these models has been
developed using (and validated against) a limited set of laboratory test data, typically associated
with the research group that developed the models. Consequently, results from each model
provide excellent agreement with laboratory data it is developed from (and moderately good
agreement against other sets of data – see Torres-Rodas [9]). However, applying these models
with confidence to simulate the rotational fixity of as-built field details is challenging for the
following reasons: (1) the laboratory specimens investigate only a limited set of configuration
details, i.e., anchor rod configurations, base plate shape and aspect ratio, surrounding
reinforcement, such that extrapolation of the models to field details that are different has not
been verified, (2) all laboratory specimens are loaded laterally under a constant axial load,
whereas in the field, the axial load varies due to seismic motions – this is an important effect
because axial load has a strong effect on the fixity of exposed base plate connections –
Kanvinde et al. [10], (3) in practice, base connections are loaded under biaxial bending, whereas
none of the models or tests have interrogated the effect of biaxial bending on rotational fixity,
and (4) the laboratory specimens are anchored to a strong floor, such that the effect of soil
deformations is not reflected in the test data.
Against this backdrop, this paper seeks to inform best practices for simulation of column
base fixity in SMRFs using recorded time history data from two buildings instrumented as part
of the California Strong Motion Instrumentation Program (Naeim et al. [11]). Sophisticated 3dimensional frame models of these buildings are constructed, and various options (including the
previously published models introduced above) for simulating column bases are evaluated by
comparing the simulated response of these buildings to the recorded response under the recorded
seismic excitations. To maximize confidence in the findings, the paper relies on objective error
measures to compare the recordings with simulations, and highly detailed structural simulations
including a process to independently evaluate the stiffness of nonstructural components.
Types of Column Base Connections and Flexibility Models
Referring to Figure 1 shown below, SMRF column base connections in seismically active
regions of the US take numerous forms, depending on the loading, soil type, system design and
architectural considerations, and local economies. Broadly, these may be categorized into
exposed base plate connections, or embedded connections, with detailing variations (e.g.,
placement of anchor rods) within each form. The following subsections describe these
connections, outlining the physical mechanisms by which they deform and resist loads, along
with the models proposed to estimate their flexibility.
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Figure 1. Common types of column base connections: (a) exposed base plate, (b) slab-overtopped
exposed connections (c) embedded column base.
Exposed Base Plate Connections
Figure 1a shown previously schematically illustrates an exposed base plate connection in
which the column is welded to a base plate, which is anchored to a footing using anchor rods, or
post installed anchors (Gomez et al. [5]). The connection resists applied axial forces and
moments through a combination of upward bearing on the compressive side of the connection
and tensile forces in the anchor rods. In modern construction, usually a minimum of four anchor
rods (near the corners of the connection) are provided to maintain erection stability as per OSHA
[12]; these provide some degree of fixity even if the connection is not designed to carry
significant moment. Additional anchor rods are often provided for supplemental strength. The
connection itself is designed for the limit states of flexural yielding of the base plate, bearing
failure in the footing, or anchor rode failure – by yielding, pullout or breakout (Steel Design
Guide One [3]). Kanvinde et al. [10] presented a model to estimate the rotational flexibility of
𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚
laboratory specimens with good accuracy (average test-predicted ratio 𝑘𝑘𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏
/𝑘𝑘𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏
= 0.89).
Subsequent research by Trautner [13] corroborates the validity of this model for other laboratory
test data. Exposed base plate type connections are preferred for low- to mid-rise (less than 3-4
stories) SMRFs because it is economically unfeasible to transfer larger base moments through
anchor rods; in such cases embedded base connections are typically specified.
Sometimes, exposed base connections are overtopped with a slab on grade (see Figure
1b); this is often the case in residential or commercial (as opposed to industrial) construction.
The slab-on-grade is usually not considered in design, assuming that the connections respond in
a manner similar to exposed base plate connections. However, studies by Barnwell [6] indicate
that although the primary mechanism of load resistance is similar to the exposed base plate
connections, the slab on grade (which is typically in the range of 150-200mm) increases the
rotational fixity and provides additional strength as well. Tryon [8] proposed a model to estimate
the rotational fixity of slab-overtopped connections. This model this model does not incorporate
the effect of axial load since none of the laboratory specimens used for validation featured axial
load.
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Embedded Base Plate Connections
In contrast to slab-overtopped exposed base plate connections (Figure 1b) where in the
embedment due to the slab is incidental, columns are often embedded in the footing by design
(Figure 1c), to provide resistance through concrete bearing when exposed base plate connections
with anchor rods become economically unfeasible. These connections are typically specified in
mid- to high-rise buildings in which the moment demands are high. Referring to Figure 1c which
shows such a connection, the load is resisted through a combination of horizontal bearing of the
footing against the column flange, and vertical bearing against the embedded base plate. These
mechanisms (identified by Grilli et al. [7] based on full-scale experiments) are the basis for a
fixity model proposed by Torres-Rodas et al. [9] Although this model is able to characterize the
stiffness of the experimental specimens with good accuracy (average test-predicted ratio
𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚
/𝑘𝑘𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏
=1.15), the experimental data set itself is relatively small (5 tests) and represents
𝑘𝑘𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏
only one type of detail – similar to the one shown in Figure 1c. Variants of this configuration (for
example using anchor rods in the embedded plates, or welded reinforcement attached to the
column) are also prevalent. No test data exists for these, and consequently the efficacy of fixity
models (Torres-Rodas et. al. [9]) is unknown as well.
Finally, none of these models (for any type of base connections) explicitly address the
rotation of the footing itself, considering this to be a geotechnical/soil-structure interaction issue.
This is because various footing designs (e.g., pedestal, raft, pile-cap) and soil types may be
present along with features such as grade beams that connect the footings. Zareian and Kanvinde
[4] proposed some recommendations for addressing these situations. Collectively, these models
represent the state of the art for estimating base fixity in SMRFs. As described in a subsequent
section, these models are used within frame models to examine their efficacy in reproducing
recorded building motions.
Table 1. Building and CSMIP data characteristics.
Bldg

Location
(all in CA)

CSMIP
station

Stories

Square
footage

1

Richmond

58506

3

37500
ft2

2

Burbank

24370

6

86500
ft2

Period
(NS, EW,
Estimate)
0.60s,
0.76s,
0.59s
1.29s,
1.33s,
0.96s

Base and foundation type
Exposed base plates with
overtopping slabs concrete
pile caps and grade beams
Embedded column bases
connected to concrete pile
caps and grade beams

Sensors
12
13

Number of records and
intensities
(Sa(T1)/SaDBE)
8
(0.162; 0.033; 0.017; 0.011;
0.008; 0.006; 0.005; 0.005)
7
(0.109; 0.085; 0.034; 0.011;
0.011; 0.003; 0.002)

Characteristics of Instrumented Buildings and Motions
Two SMRF buildings instrumented as part of the CSMIP were selected for analysis in
this study. Table 1 shown above summarizes key characteristics of these buildings as well as the
base connections used in these frames. Figures 2a-b illustrate these frames – each row of tiles
within the figure represents one building (as indicated in the figure), whereas the columns show
the photographs and structural models (first column), the moment frames (second column), and
the gravity frames and the nonstructural components represented as braces (third column). Table
1 also indicates the normalized value of the geometric mean spectral acceleration for each of the
10/50
records used in this study 𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 /𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏
. This spectral acceleration is normalized by the design
spectral acceleration (corresponding to a 10% probability of exceedance in 50 years) to provide a
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sense of the intensity of the ground motions relative to building strength/design characteristics.
Referring to these values, the intensity of ground motions is well below the design level,
suggesting that that inelastic response is highly unlikely; this is later verified through the time
history simulations. In each of the buildings, multiple accelerometers (oriented in orthogonal
directions) are located on most story levels as well as at the ground level, enabling monitoring of
effects such as torsion or unsymmetric response. In addition to the accelerograms recovered from
these sensors, the CSMIP database also includes baseline corrected displacement time histories.
The next section describes the frame models constructed to simulate these buildings.
Bracing to represent
nonstructural stiffness

(a)

(b)

NS

NS

Figure 2. Selected buildings: (a) Building 1, (b) Building 2. Photograph and ETABS models
(left column), Steel Moment Frames (middle column), and nonstructural bracing locations (right
column).
Building Simulation Models
The main objective of the building simulations is to inform modeling practice for the
column base connections, by varying column base fixity and examining the agreement between
simulated and recorded response. To this end, it is especially important to minimize inaccuracies
in the simulated frame/building response simulated by the building model such that the effect of
base fixity may be evaluated with greater confidence. The building simulations are based on
building drawings obtained from CSMIP; these drawings contain information regarding
structural as well as nonstructural components, foundations, as well as connection details,
including column base connections.
General Modeling Assumptions and Considerations
Three dimensional simulation models were constructed for all buildings using the
software program ETABS [14]. In addition to the moment frames, the models included the
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gravity frames, nonstructural components (i.e., partition and exterior walls) as well as
diaphragms.
• All frames were simulated using 3-d elastic beam-column elements. The absence of
inelastic response in all simulations was confirmed by performing post facto yielding
checks in all members.
• Although inelastic response was not simulated, geometric nonlinearity was simulated to
appropriately reflect P-∆ effects (due to the leaning effect of gravity frames) and the
associated period elongation.
• Diaphragms were simulated as semirigid, accounting for the actual properties of the
diaphragm including the steel decking and concrete.
• In the moment frames (indicated in Figure 2, second column), the beam-column
connections were simulated as rigid, whereas in the gravity frames (Figure 2, third
column), the beam-column connections were simulated as pinned; in both cases the
columns were simulated as continuous through the height of the building.
• Finite joint size was modeled, along with panel zone flexibility.
• Seismic masses were assigned at each story level based on estimated dead loads as
determined from the structural and nonstructural building drawings, as well as
descriptions of finishes, as well as attached equipment and other masses that would
contribute to seismic response. Over each story, the mass was uniformly distributed over
the area of the diaphragm.
• The applied gravity loads reflect best estimates of both the dead and live loads. The total
gravity loads are pertinent for accurate simulation of: (1) the leaning column or P-∆
effects, and (2) simulation of column base flexibility, especially for Building #1 with
exposed column base plates whose fixity is sensitive to axial forces.
350

Figure 3. Process used for estimation of nonstructural stiffness.
Estimation of Nonstructural Stiffness
Nonstructural components (i.e., partition walls, cladding) contribute significantly (up to
40%) to the elastic stiffness of the building (NIST GCR 917 44 [15]), significantly affecting
dynamic response. Thus, accurate characterization of nonstructural component stiffness is
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essential for effective simulation of building response. The nonstructural stiffness within each
story of the building may be estimated based on configuration of partition/external walls and
cladding, based on test data (e.g., McMullin and Merrick [16]) and stiffness models (e.g.,
Kanvinde and Deierlein [17]) for similar types of nonstructural components. The stiffness of
nonstructural wall and cladding details is sensitive to their geometry, the presence of doorways,
captive ends, as well as construction details, e.g., type of studs (cold formed or wood), nail/screw
patterns, sill plates (Kanvinde and Deierlein [17]; Jampole et al. [18]). As a result, literaturebased estimates of nonstructural stiffness are approximate at best. Consequently, a direct
approach for estimation of nonstructural stiffness was developed in this study, whose
components are schematically illustrated in Figure 3.
Referring to this figure, this approach is based on the following observations and
assumptions:
• During any ground motion, the instantaneous horizontal components of the story shear
𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
(𝑡𝑡) in which the subscript (Roman) I represents the Ith
may be represented as 𝑉𝑉𝐼𝐼
𝑥𝑥,𝑠𝑠
•

story, located directly below the ith floor (see Figure 3). The subscripts x and y represent
the two horizontal directions.
This instantaneous story shear may be decomposed into into three components, which
must equilibrate the inertial forces of all the floors above story I:
(1)

In the above equation, the terms 𝑉𝑉𝐼𝐼𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 𝑥𝑥,𝑠𝑠 (𝑡𝑡) and 𝑉𝑉𝐼𝐼𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 𝑥𝑥,𝑠𝑠 (𝑡𝑡) represent the instantaneous
story shears (in the x and y directions) carried by the nonstructural and structural (i.e., SMRF and
𝑚𝑚𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
gravity frames) elements, respectively, whereas 𝐶𝐶𝐼𝐼
∙ 𝑢𝑢̇ 𝑥𝑥,𝑠𝑠 (𝑡𝑡) is the instantaneous
𝑥𝑥,𝑠𝑠
damping force in which the term 𝑢𝑢̇ 𝑥𝑥,𝑠𝑠 (𝑡𝑡) represents the instantaneous interstory velocities in the
x and y directions. The term on the right hand side represents the inertial forces of all the floors
above story I, in which 𝑢𝑢̈ 𝑑𝑑,𝑥𝑥,𝑠𝑠 (𝑡𝑡) represents the instantaneous accelerations of these floors.
Following the observations above, the instantaneous force carried by the nonstructural
elements 𝑉𝑉𝐼𝐼𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 𝑥𝑥,𝑠𝑠 (𝑡𝑡) may be determined if the remaining quantities in Equation 1 are estimated.
To accomplish this, the following process is implemented for each building:
1. For a given story and direction within the building (e.g., the top story and x-direction),
recorded time histories of interstory deformation (i.e., 𝑢𝑢𝐼𝐼,𝑥𝑥,𝑠𝑠 (𝑡𝑡), interstory velocity
𝑢𝑢̇ 𝐼𝐼,𝑥𝑥,𝑠𝑠 (𝑡𝑡), and acceleration for all floors above the story (i.e., 𝑢𝑢̈ 𝑑𝑑,𝑥𝑥,𝑠𝑠 (𝑡𝑡)) are obtained. This
process is conducted for multiple ground motions.
2. From these time histories, time instants at which the interstory velocity 𝑢𝑢̇ 𝐼𝐼,𝑥𝑥,𝑠𝑠 (𝑡𝑡), equals
zero (or is negligible) are selected. At these instants, the damping force within the story is
zero. Consequently, at each of these instants, the sum of the story shears carried by the
structural frames and the nonstructural components must equal the inertial forces induced
by stories above. This leads to the following equation:
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(2)
3. The term 𝑉𝑉𝐼𝐼𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 𝑥𝑥,𝑠𝑠 (𝑡𝑡) on the right-hand side denotes the shear force carried in the
structural frames in story I. This shear force may be determined as follows. For the time
instants selected above in Step 1, instantaneous values of the floor lateral displacements
(i.e., 𝑢𝑢𝐼𝐼,𝑥𝑥,𝑠𝑠 (𝑡𝑡)) represent the deformations of the structural (i.e., SMRF and gravity
frames) as well. Consequently, the story shear carried by these frames may be suitably
estimated by applying these displacements in a static manner to the simulation model of
the building (described earlier). In this context, it is important to note that the shear
carried by the structural frames depends on lateral displacements as well as rotations of
the joints at each story. For all joints except at the base, this may be addressed by
allowing the joints to rotate freely following physical response (i.e., a statically
condensed situation). However, the rotation of the base joint is not known; recall that
examining base fixity is the main objective of this paper. This is problematic because
from a theoretical standpoint, the base rotation influences the deformed shape of the
entire structure, affecting the relationship between the story shears and the applied
displacements. Nonetheless, from a practical standpoint only the story shears in the first
story are sensitive to the base rotational flexibility. This is verified through a parametric
study in which the base flexibility is varied from pinned to fixed, with the resulting
variation in story shears being less than 5% (for all stories except for the first story).
Given this observation the shears in the upper stories may be directly determined as
𝑉𝑉𝐼𝐼𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 𝑥𝑥,𝑠𝑠 (𝑡𝑡).
4. Once all the terms in Equation 2 are estimated as above, for each selected instant within
each ground motion, the force in the nonstructural elements 𝑉𝑉𝐼𝐼𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 𝑥𝑥,𝑠𝑠 (𝑡𝑡) may be computed,
and plotted against the corresponding interstory deformation 𝑢𝑢𝐼𝐼,𝑥𝑥,𝑠𝑠 (𝑡𝑡) at that instant
within the same ground motion. Figure 3 illustrates such a plot (for the top story of
Building #1). The plot includes data from 8 ground motions, and a total of 60 data points,
each corresponding to a time instant when velocity 𝑢𝑢̇ 𝐼𝐼,𝑥𝑥,𝑠𝑠 (𝑡𝑡) equals zero (or is negligible).

Referring to the scatter plot in Figure 3, two observations may be made: (1) a strong
linear correlation is apparent between the interstory deformation 𝑢𝑢𝐼𝐼,𝑥𝑥,𝑠𝑠 (𝑡𝑡) and the force carried by
the nonstructural components, suggesting that the nonstructural elements may be appropriately
represented as linear elastic elements within the building simulation, (2) the figure overlays data
points from 8 ground motions – it is encouraging to note that the relationship has minimal
variability between ground motions. These observations are consistent across all buildings and
ground motions. Consequently, the nonstructural stiffness for each story within each building is
determined through regression fitting of this data (in all cases, the R2 value is not less than 0.98
indicating a strong linear trend). As an additional point of reference, the nonstructural stiffnesses
determined in this study are similar to those for similarly sized buildings as reported in literature
(Davies et al. [19]). Once determined in this way, the nonstructural stiffness is applied in the
form of equivalent bracing members (see Figure 2, third column). These bracing members
(whose cumulative stiffness equals the estimated story nonstructural stiffness) are inserted into
bays where nonstructural elements (e.g., partition walls) are present. The process outlined in this
section maximizes the accuracy of the building model itself, such that it may be used to
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effectively interrogate the effect of column base flexibility. This is the subject of the next
section.
Results and Discussion
Once the building models have been developed as described in the previous section, they
are used to examine the effect of base fixity on seismic response. For this purpose, a parametric
study is conducted; this includes the following:
1. For each of the buildings, column base connections are represented in five alternate ways.
These include pinned (denoted k0 to indicate zero fixity), fixed (denoted k∞ to indicate
infinite fixity) and three intermediate values. These values denoted kmodel, 0.5kmodel, and
1.5kmodel represent the model-based estimates of base fixity. Of these, the first kmodel is the
best-estimate of base fixity estimated using the appropriate model for each base detail
within each building (referring to Table 1). Specifically, the model by Kanvinde et al.
[10] is used to estimate the fixity of exposed base plate details (in Building #1), whereas
the model by Torres-Rodas et al. [9] is used to estimate the fixity of embedded base
connections (in Building #2). The estimates 0.5kmodel, and 1.5kmodel (in which the base
fixity is set to ±50% of the best estimate) are also queried to examine the sensitivity of
frame response to uncertainty in base fixity estimates. Zero-length rotational springs with
properties corresponding to each of these stiffness estimates are provided at the column
bases. Two such springs are provided at each base, to represent the flexibility in either
direction; these springs are calibrated to reflect the dimensions/anchor rod placement in
each direction. Interaction between the two directions is not simulated.
2. The parametrization outlined above results in 10 building simulation models; five of
these models (with k0, k∞, kmodel, 0.5kmodel, and 1.5kmodel) correspond to each of the two
buildings. All 10 models are subjected to all ground motions (see Table 1) available for
the corresponding building.
3. Each of the 75 NLTHA runs (obtained from two buildings) produces acceleration time
histories (at each story and in both directions) that may be directly compared to
recordings from the instrumented buildings. Depending on the number of stories and
density of instrumentation (e.g., not all stories are instrumented in all buildings), each of
the buildings has a different number of acceleration time histories. As an illustrative
example, Figure 4 shows graphical comparisons of recorded and simulated acceleration
histories for Building #1.
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Figure 4. Sample recorded and simulated acceleration time histories for Building #1.
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Each column overlays the simulated acceleration history corresponding to one
representation of base fixity. Specifically, the recorded time histories in Figures 4a-c are
identical, and correspond to the an accelerometer on the 3rd floor in the NS direction, whereas the
simulated histories in each are different, corresponding to the k0, kmodel, and k∞ base fixities.
Significant torsional response was not noted in any of the buildings, such that the peak torsional
rotation (in all cases/ground motions) was less than 2×10-4 rad.
Referring to Figure 4, it is observed that simulations with the fixed base k∞ and the model
based best-estimate kmodel cases appear to track the recorded most closely, whereas simulations
with the pinned base, i.e., k0 show greater error. Although such visual assessment are
informative, an objective error measure is needed to quantify agreement between simulated and
recorded time histories, and to examine trends across various buildings or base details, and
inform modeling practices in general. Naeim et al. [11] provide best practices for such
quantification, in the specific context of utilizing CSMIP data; consequently, these practices are
selected for this study. Specifically, the error between any pair of recorded and simulated time
histories may be expressed as follows:
(3)

In the above equation, 𝑢𝑢̈ 𝑑𝑑,𝑥𝑥,𝑠𝑠,𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚 and 𝑢𝑢̈ 𝑑𝑑,𝑥𝑥,𝑠𝑠,𝑏𝑏𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚 refer to the recorded and simulated
accelerations, respectively, at the ith story (in two orthogonal directions, i.e. N-S and E-W) at a
given time instant j, whereas dt represents the time step. The error ε𝑑𝑑,𝑥𝑥,𝑠𝑠 is determined
numerically. The error ε𝑑𝑑,𝑥𝑥,𝑠𝑠 calculated in this manner for the recorded and simulated time history
pairs in Figures 4a-c is also shown on the corresponding figures. This provides a visual
interpretation of the numerical value of the error as defined by Equation 3. The error measure
ε𝑑𝑑,𝑥𝑥,𝑠𝑠 defined as above, is computed for all acceleration time history pairs arising from the 75
simulations and 15 recordings (obtained from two buildings). Figures 5a-b plot this error for all
buildings versus the five levels of base fixity. Each of these figures contains two graphs. One
represents the error (calculated as per Equation 3 above) from the acceleration time histories
averaged over all instruments within the building – see graph denoted etotal. The second graph,
denoted e10% represents the error calculated by considering only the strong motion portion of
each time history. Specifically, Equation 3 above is applied to all the time histories for only those
values of acceleration that exceed 10% of the maximum acceleration within a time history. This
provides a possibly more refined estimate, by discounting the error accumulated over low
accelerations.
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Figure 5. Error between simulated and recorded acceleration time histories.
Referring to Figures 5a-b, the following observations may be made:
• The pinned base assumption results in the greatest value of error. This suggests that
simulating bases as pinned is grossly inaccurate. In fact, this error is quite large, i.e., both
etotal and e10% are greater than 0.5 even for Building #1 which includes only exposed type
base connections. This suggests that the practice of simulating exposed base connection
as pinned is not well-founded, and that the connection has significant rotational fixity,
which is possibly enhanced by various factors including the presence of axial force as
well as the overtopping slab.
• For Building #1 (i.e., Figure 5a), which features exposed base plate connections, the
lowest error corresponds to kmodel, such that the error increases as the fixity is increased
beyond this value. Specifically, the simulations with k∞ result in roughly 2.5% more
error (for both etotal and e10%) as compared to the simulations with kmodel. This is
unsurprising, given the higher flexibility of exposed base plate connections and suggests
that for these connections, simulating the bases with model-based estimates of stiffness is
appropriate.
• For Building #2 (i.e., Figure 5b), the errors (both etotal and e10%) decrease substantially as
the base fixity is increased, and saturate around the fixity corresponding to kmodel – such
that increasing the stiffness to infinity (i.e., a fixed base) results in essentially the same
response. Referring to Table 1, Building #2 has embedded base connections. This
suggests that embedded base connections may be suitably represented either based on the
appropriate model (i.e., Torres-Rodas et al. [9]) or even as fixed, especially since the
former requires more effort and familiarity with the model.
• The lowest errors for Building #1 with the exposed bases are in the range of etotal 0.374,
and e10% 0.231; these are obtained using kmodel. The lowest errors obtained for Building
#2 with the embedded bases are etotal 0.366, and e10% 0.27; as noted above, these are
obtained for base stiffness between kmodel and k∞. In absolute terms these errors may be
considered low/acceptable, considering the following: (1) Previous work, e.g., Naeim et
al. [11] used genetic algorithms to tune building properties to minimize errors between
CSMIP recordings and simulations – these algorithms resulted in errors (defined
similarly) not significantly lower than the ones reported in Figures 5a-b. The simulations
in this study were not optimized in this manner, and used best estimates of structural
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properties, to provide a realistic assessment of expected errors in building simulation.
From this standpoint, the error values noted above are encouraging, and (2) Referring to
Figure 4b, the error corresponding to values in this range represents good visual
agreement between the recordings and simulations.
In all cases, the sensitivity of error to the base flexibility in the neighborhood of kmodel is
modest (as illustrated by the errors for the 0.5kmodel, and 1.5kmodel simulations).
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Figure 6. Error between simulated and recorded displacement time histories.
Figures 6a-b are similar to Figures 6a-b, except that they indicate errors for the recorded
displacement time histories at each sensor. Such displacement time histories are provided by
CSMIP and are based on integration as of the acceleration time histories as well as baseline
corrections (Naeim et al. [11]). Both qualitatively and quantitatively, errors as well as the trends
with respect to base fixity are similar between the acceleration and displacement time histories.
This is not surprising, since the displacement time histories are derived from the acceleration
time histories, but is informative nonetheless, since design and performance assessment require
estimation of both the displacement as well as acceleration.
The observations from Figures 5-6 and associated discussion may be interpreted to
provide guidance for the modeling of column base connections in steel moment frames. The key
takeaways are:
• Simulating column bases as pinned, even when they are constructed as exposed base
plates results in gross mischaracterization of frame response
• For exposed base plate connections, simulating the bases using model-based estimates is
advisable, since it results in the best agreement (minimum errors) between the recorded
and simulated time histories for both acceleration and displacement.
• For embedded base connections, simulating the bases as fixed or with the model based
estimates result in the lowest error. This suggests that from a standpoint of elastic
building response estimation, it is reasonable to simulate the bases as fixed, given the
higher effort and expertise required for model-based estimation.
• Since the response appears to be relatively insensitive to the flexibility in a ±50%
neighborhood of the model based estimates, explicit consideration of soil or footing
flexibility may not be critical, since previous studies (Zareian and Kanvinde [4]) indicate
that these effects do not alter the stiffness by more than 50%.
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Summary and Conclusions
This paper uses earthquake recordings from the instrumented buildings to examine the
efficacy of various assumptions and practices for modeling column base connections in steel
moment frame buildings. Two moment frame buildings instrumented as part of the California
Strong Motion Instrumentation Program (CSMIP) were selected for this study. The first building
featured exposed base plate type connections, whereas the second one featured embedded
column base connections. The methodology of the research involved constructing accurate
simulation models for the superstructure, and then trialing a range of base flexibilities with this
superstructure to examine the effect on agreement between the simulated and recorded time
histories. To this end, simulation models were constructed for each of these buildings using the
software ETABS; these models included numerous aspects of response, including geometric
nonlinearity, finite joint size, and the simulation of all gravity frames. A sophisticated process
was devised to estimate the stiffness associated with the nonstructural components. Each of these
models was fitted with base rotational springs reflecting five alternate estimates of base fixity,
ranging from pinned to fixed with intermediate values corresponding to model-based estimates.
For each of these, the acceleration time histories resulting from the simulations were compared
to their recorded counterparts. The agreement between these time history pairs (an indicator of
the efficacy of the selected base flexibility) was quantified through an integrated error measure.
This dependence of this error measure on numerous factors, pertaining to building/base
configuration is studied with the objective of providing guidance regarding appropriate practices
for simulating base connections.
The main findings include the following: (1) modeling the bases as pinned results in high
error and is not recommended, even when the connection is of an exposed base plate type, (2)
simulating bases with the appropriate model-based stiffness estimate (depending on whether they
are embedded or exposed) generally results in low error (3) notwithstanding the previous point,
in the case of embedded bases, modeling the bases as fixed provides a reasonably good
agreement with recorded data and (4) the response is not highly sensitive to the estimated base
flexibility, in the neighborhood of the model-based estimate.
Although this study provides the first field-recording based examination of column base
fixity, it has limitations, which must be considered while interpreting or applying its
recommendations. First, it is important to note that even the best overall agreement between
simulated and recorded time histories is not ideal (errors on the order of 30% for the integrated
measure), indicating that the representation of the base connections is only one source of error.
Nonetheless, the lowest errors noted in this study are comparable to or better than those noted in
other comparisons between recorded and high-fidelity simulations. The implications are the
following: (1) although the remaining error may be reduced further by making some adjustments
to the structural models, e.g., providing irregular strength, stiffness or damping values over
various parts of the building, such adjustments are arbitrary with respect to the nominal or bestestimates of these properties, (2) as a result, the remaining error is challenging to minimize
further, since it may be attributed to inherent uncertainty in these properties, and (3) the
recommendations for simulating base fixity presented herein are justifiable within this overall
context. Second, for the buildings studied in this paper, the ground motions were of relatively
low intensity, selected to not induce inelastic actions in the structure. This has two additional
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implications. First, the rotational response of base connections is nonlinear even in the pre-yield
stage. This may be attributed to the following factors: (1) the nonlinearity of concrete, (2)
gapping and contact between the steel and concrete components of the connection, and (3) for
exposed base plate connections, the change in axial load during seismic loading, which results in
a change in stiffness. This must be considered in extrapolating results of this study to buildings
subjected to stronger shaking. Second, the results of this study indicate that the error between
recorded and simulated time histories does not vary significantly for base fixities between kmodel
and k∞. This appears to contradict previous findings by Zareian and Kanvinde [4] that indicate
higher sensitivity of building response to base fixity. To explain this, it is noted that the Zareian
and Kanvinde [4] examine inelastic collapse response of SMRFs. This response is controlled by
soft-story formation, which in turn is greatly sensitive to base fixity. Thus, while the Zareian and
Kanvinde [4] study underscores the importance of simulating base fixity, a similar degree of
sensitivity is not observed in this study, whose objective is to provide insights regarding base
flexibility using elastic simulations, rather than to simulate inelastic building response under
stronger motions. Notwithstanding these limitations, the analyses presented in this paper are
encouraging because they provide the first field-recording based guidance for simulating column
base connections in Steel Moment Frames.
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Abstract
The research objective is to study whether results of FEMA P58 loss assessment
methodology are consistent with damage observations from real earthquakes and to develop
automated software routines for projecting losses using the FEMA P58 methodology and
instrumental recordings from building responses. To this purpose, a direct loss analysis approach
is developed in which instrumental recordings from the California Strong Motion
Instrumentation Program are used to define Engineering Demand Parameters (EDPs) for input to
the FEMA P58 methodology, which is then used to estimate damage and losses. A subset of
instrumented buildings that suffered earthquake damage are selected for the study. Calculated
and observed damage are compared to evaluate the reasonableness of the procedures. The study
is part of a larger study that will also compare results of the direct loss analysis approach with
results obtained by a full implementation of the FEMA P58 methodology.
Introduction
Rapid developments in performance-based seismic design procedures in the United States
occurred in the 1980s and 1990s in response to societal reactions to the nearly annual occurrence
of damaging earthquakes in the Western United States during this period. These earthquakes did
not cause collapse or life safety endangerment in many cases, but they amply demonstrated that
the building code provisions permitted extensive damage and economic loss and could readily
impair the functionality of important facilities. Interest by owners and tenants to understand
performance of new buildings or of seismic upgrades spurred the development of performancebased standards and guidelines and, ultimately, the development of a new engineering
methodology implemented in FEMA P58 [6] to calculate expected performance of buildings.
The methodology offers the capability to express earthquake losses in probabilistic terms for
individual buildings, considering metrics such as capital repair costs, downtime, and casualties.
The FEMA P58 methodology is based on the PEER (Pacific Earthquake Engineering
Research Center) PBEE (Performance-Based Earthquake Engineering) framework [14]. The
PEER PBEE methodology seeks to treat the seismic risk assessment problem in a
probabilistically consistent manner, from expected hazard and building performance, to expected
losses, downtime, and casualties. Figure 1 illustrates the various steps in the process. The
uncertainties of these steps (hazard analysis, structural analysis, damage analysis, and loss
analysis) are explicitly accounted for to create probability distributions for performance
measures of interest. In the usual application, the seismic hazard representation is developed
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through a probabilistic seismic hazard analysis, representative earthquake ground motions are
developed, these are input into a numerical model of the building, engineering demand
parameters are calculated, and then these are used to quantify Decision Variables including
expected capital losses, downtime, and casualties.

Fig.1: Direct Loss Analysis and FEMA P58 methodology flowcharts

To test the reasonableness of the FEMA P58 calculation of the Decision Variables, we
have implemented a direct loss analysis approach that uses CSMIP instrumental recordings for
loss estimation of buildings that have been shaken in past earthquakes. Because strong motion
instruments are placed sparsely in most instrumented buildings, it is necessary to develop a
procedure to reconstruct motions at locations where instruments are absent. For this purpose, an
archetype building study is performed to test interpolation techniques and to infer statistical
parameters that can be used to characterize approximation uncertainty for the different
interpolation methods.
Three CSMIP instrumented buildings that suffered earthquake damage are selected as
case-study structures. Results of calculated damage and losses are compared with postearthquake damage surveys. This initial phase of the study is part of a larger study that will also
apply the full FEMA P58 methodology to some of the buildings.
Direct Loss Analysis
Method overview
The direct loss analysis aims to provide an estimation of damage of instrumented
buildings by using the instrumental recordings as direct input for loss assessment. As shown in
Figure 1, the direct loss analysis process circumvents two steps of the FEMA P58 methodology,
namely, the seismic hazard analysis and the structural analysis. Instead, recorded ground and
floor motions are used directly to recreate EDPs in terms of peak floor accelerations (PFA) and
peak story drift ratios (SDR), which are then used as input for damage and loss analysis using the
fragility and consequence functions of FEMA P58.
Common instrumentation layouts for buildings do not include accelerometers at each
building floor. The absence of instrumental recording at each level requires a reconstruction
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technique for unrecorded floor motions. The direct loss analysis aims to reconstruct missing floor
responses through simple interpolation techniques. Then, depending on the chosen interpolation
method, an interpolation uncertainty is assigned to the predicted quantity, which then is used
through a Monte Carlo simulation to define a probability distribution of the unrecorded EDPs.
In FEMA P58 terms, the direct loss analysis intent is to provide a scenario-based loss
estimation, where ground motion uncertainty is negligible due to instrumental data and the only
sources of uncertainties are coming from prediction error of the interpolation techniques used to
reconstruct unrecorded floor motions and from uncertainties in building contents and their
fragilities.
Reconstruction of EDPs
Direct loss analysis aims to reconstruct unrecorded motions and EDPs through simple
interpolation techniques, such as: 1) linear interpolation; 2) cubic spline with not-a-knot end
conditions; and 3) shape-preserving piecewise cubic interpolation. These interpolation methods
represent usual schemes adopted in seismic response reconstruction [4, 10, 12] and their
formulations are described in detail by [3, 7]. These techniques can be used to reconstruct
missing data either at each time step or exclusively with respect to maximum recorded response.
Through the chosen interpolation technique, missing data are reconstructed and EDPs are
defined in terms of peak floor acceleration and peak story drift:
𝑃𝐹𝐴𝑗 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥|𝑎𝑗 |
𝑚𝑎𝑥|Δ𝑗 − Δ𝑗−1 |
ℎ𝑗
where aj and j are the acceleration and displacement at floor j and hj is the height of story j. A
general MATLAB routine, called CSMIPDataInterpreter, that elaborates CSMIP instrumental
data to define EDPs was developed for the study and will be adopted to explore the feasibility of
an automatic loss assessment procedure.
𝑆𝐷𝑅𝑗 =

Multiple SDR input vector for torsional response
To account for building torsional response and better represent building damage, multiple
story drift ratio (SDR) vectors at different building locations can be calculated from recorded and
reconstructed motions and used as input for damage and loss analysis. Calculation of each set of
story drift EDPs is performed by identification of displacements at any point of the floors, under
the assumption of rigid diaphragm, as described by Naeim et al. [12] and shown in Figure 2:
𝑦𝑐 − 𝑦3
𝑥2 − 𝑥1
𝐴𝑥
𝑥2 − 𝑥𝑐
[𝐴𝑦 ] = 𝑥 − 𝑥
2
1
𝜃
1
−
[ 𝑥2 − 𝑥1
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where A1, A2 and A3 are the recorded motions; (x1, y1), (x2, y2), and (x3, y3) are the coordinates
of the sensors; and (xc, yc) is the coordinate of the point of interest.

Fig.2: Displacement time-series transformation, after Naeim et al. [12]

By being able to calculate story drift ratios at any location of the floor plan and in any
direction, it is feasible to assign location-specific story drift EDPs for each structural and nonstructural assembly. Inputting more than one SDR vector into the damage and loss analysis
framework is allowed by a second Matlab routine developed for this study, called IBLA
(Instrumented Building Loss Analyzer).
Uncertainty quantification
The direct loss analysis differs from FEMA P58 in that the analysis does not need to
consider the following types of uncertainty: modeling epistemic uncertainty m; ground motion
uncertainty gm; and drift and acceleration record-to-record variability (a and aa). Other
uncertainties, however, need to be considered for direct loss analysis, specifically:
instrumentation recording uncertainty r; and the uncertainty of unrecorded floor motion
prediction through interpolation methods i. It is assumed that instrumentation recording
uncertainty is negligible and that only the uncertainty introduced by interpolation methods needs
to be evaluated here.
For each investigated interpolation method, uncertainty in prediction of EDPs is going to
be tested through an archetypes database that is described in a later section. Results from this
study will concur to define dispersion for reconstructed peak floor acceleration PFA (𝛽𝑃𝐹𝐴 ) and
peak story drift ratio SDR (𝛽𝑆𝐷 ), that are:
2

𝛽𝑆𝐷𝑅 = √(𝛽𝑖,𝑆𝐷𝑅 ) + 𝛽𝑚,𝐷 2
2

𝛽𝑃𝐹𝐴 = √(𝛽𝑖,𝑃𝐹𝐴 ) + 𝛽𝑚,𝐷 2
where 𝛽𝑖,𝑆𝐷 and 𝛽𝑖,𝑃𝐹𝐴 are the uncertainties in approximation of SDR and PFA through different
interpolation techniques and 𝛽𝑚,𝐷 is the epistemic uncertainty related to modeling of the
archetype buildings.
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Use of FEMA P58 fragility and consequence functions
For the loss analysis, we need to define the structural and non-structural components. The
structural components are determined through specific knowledge of the gravity and lateral
resisting system of the building as obtained from the structural drawings. In the absence of more
detailed knowledge, building content population is defined through the FEMA “Normative
Quantitative Estimation Tool” for generic non-structural components. Then, given EDPs and
their distribution, likelihood of damage and losses is calculated through uniform random number
generation using fragility and consequence functions for each structural and non-structural
component. The database of more than 700 fragility and consequence functions, developed for
the FEMA P58 project, is adopted for loss calculation here.
Archetypes Study to Test Interpolation Techniques
An archetype buildings database is currently being developed with the intent to test
different interpolation techniques for approximating building response at locations within
instrumented buildings where there are no instrumental recordings. Of interest are methods for
interpolating the peak floor accelerations (PFA) and peak story drift ratios (SDR), including
information on bias and uncertainty for each interpolation method. The archetype models are
representative of non-ductile reinforced concrete frames designed and constructed in California
during 1960s. The archetypes are designed according to the 1961 Uniform Building Code.

Fig.3: Archetype structural configuration – SeismoStruct by Seismosoft

Preliminary results of this investigation are presented for a set of archetype models that
are representative of the first case-study building, a 7-story hotel. The range of design parameters
for the archetype models is described in Table 1. The current set of analyses, for five archetype
configurations, comprises a total of 200 nonlinear response history analyses that are consistent
with the seismic intensity experienced by the 7-story Hotel during 1994 Northridge event.

Table.1: Archetypes modeling and design parameters
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Structural models for each archetype configuration consist of a two-dimensional
representation of the building lateral resisting system; for the first set of architypes presented
herein, the two-dimensional representation is characterized by three bays and seven stories
(Figure 3). Nonlinear material response is modeled through distributed plasticity elements with
force-based formulation; geometric non-linearities are explicitly considered. For several
archetype performance groups, shear strength during the analysis is continuously calculated
according to ASCE 41-17 equation (10-3) and ACI 318-11 equations (11-5; 11-27; and 11-28)
and if demand exceeds capacity, the latter is reduced to a residual value equal to 20%. The twodimensional structural models include a leaning column that is modeled to represent vertical
loads carried by the internal gravity framing system and their effect on system stiffness and
stability.
Tested Interpolation methods
The interpolation techniques currently being tested are: 1) linear interpolation; 2) cubic
spline with not-a-knot end conditions; and 3) shape-preserving piecewise cubic interpolation.
Acceleration response histories are interpolated either at each time step (later referred as @ti) or
with respect to maximum recorded response (later referred as @tmax). Regarding the latter, it is
important to underline that for the purpose of the study it is enough to characterize absolute
maximum response since loss assessment only requires peak floor acceleration as input. Instead,
to characterize absolute maximum story drift, interpolation is preferably performed at each time
step.
Instrumentation configurations
The ability of the interpolation techniques to correctly predict response at not
instrumented floors is evaluated considering different instrumentation layouts. Four
instrumentation configurations are considered (referred as C1, C2, C3 and C4) and are shown in
the following figure:

Fig.4: Tested instrumentation configurations

Error measures
The following metric is defined to characterize the interpolation error for the
reconstruction of EDPs:
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𝐸𝑡 =

𝑥𝑝 − 𝑥̃
𝑥̃

where 𝑥𝑝 represents the interpolation prediction of story drift ratio (SDR) and peak floor
acceleration (PFA), and 𝑥̃ is the actual value from the nonlinear dynamic structural analysis. It is
to be underlined that regardless of how interpolation is done (at each time step or at maximum
recorded response), the error is calculated only in terms of absolute maximum SDR and PFA,
since these are the only quantities of interest for loss assessment. For each instrumentation
configuration, the error is calculated at each “non-instrumented” floor, as shown in the next
figure:

Fig.5: Different interpolation techniques for one NLRHA – Configuration C1

An analysis of multiple nonlinear response history analyses shows that there is little
variation of interpolation prediction error over the archetype model height, which allows to
aggregate the error data for all the floors. The next figures present the interpolation prediction
error for different techniques for PFA and peak SDR, considering instrumentation configuration
C1:
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Fig.6: Interpolation error for PFA – Configuration C1

Fig.7: Interpolation error for peak SDR – Configuration C1

The aggregated data of prediction error for PFA and peak SDR, in their preliminary form,
allows to define prediction error statistics for the different interpolation techniques:
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Fig.8: Et frequency distribution for PFA – Configuration C1

Fig.9: Et frequency distribution for peak SDR – Configuration C1

The prediction error for the different interpolation methods is calculated also for the other
investigated instrumentation configurations, namely C2, C3 and C4. The following figure
summarizes findings for each interpolation technique and instrumentation layout:
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Fig.10: Interpolation error for PFA – Configuration C1, C2, C3, C4

Fig.11: Interpolation error for peak SDR – Configuration C1, C2, C3, C4

Once completed in later stages of this study, the archetypes study results will be used to
infer dispersion for interpolation prediction error that will then be adopted to determine a
probability distribution for unrecorded EDPs.
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First Case-Study Building: 7-story Hotel
Building description
The first building selected for the study is a 7-story hotel [CSMIP Station #24386],
shown in Figure 12. The building has a seven-story reinforced concrete structure with a floor
plan of approximately 150 by 62 feet. The building was designed in 1965 according to the
Uniform Building Code (UBC 1961) and constructed in 1966. It is characterized by a lateralforce-resisting system made of non-ductile perimeter moment resisting frames and an internal
gravity system comprising a two-way flat slab supported by square columns. The construction
cost of the building was $1.3 million in 1966 dollars as reported by John A. Blume & Associates
(1973). The 1966 construction cost is equivalent to $6.7 million in 1994 dollars, the year of the
1994 Northridge earthquake, which is assumed as a reference for the following analyses.

Fig.12: 7-story hotel

The building was instrumented prior to 1971 and its response to major earthquakes was
studied extensively [2, 5, 13, 17, 18], including after the 1994 Northridge earthquake that caused
severe structural damage, as shown in Figure 13.

Fig.13: Structural damage during Northridge earthquake

During the Northridge earthquake the building suffered also some light non-structural
damage, shown in the next figure:
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Fig.14: Non-structural damage during Northridge earthquake

Outline of the analyses
The hotel response is studied through direct loss analysis first for the Northridge
earthquake and then for the Landers and Big Bear earthquakes. For the Northridge event, three
different types of analyses are performed in terms of input story drift: 1) As Is analysis (As Is),
where story drift ratio (SDR) is calculated at the instrument locations; 2) geometric center
analysis (GC), where SDR is calculated at the geometric center of the building floors; and 3)
single frame analysis (SF), where SDR is calculated at the location and in the direction of each
perimeter moment frame, to better account for building torsion. All direct loss analyses are
performed in a simplified form in that uncertainties for unrecorded EDPs is not considered.
Reconstruction on of EDPs
The hotel is characterized by an instrumentation layout that is consistent with the
investigated configuration C1 (Figure 4). Floor motions and EDPs are reconstructed for all the
analyses adopting a not-a-knot cubic spline interpolation technique at each time step. As shown
in previous sections, this method is characterized by minimum prediction errors for story drift
ratio (SDR) reconstruction, which is the most important input given the severe structural damage
that was observed after the Northridge earthquake. Peak story drift is evaluated, as explained in
the outline, at different locations (Figure 15), which are: 1) instruments locations; 2) building
geometric center; and 3) center of each perimeter moment frame.

Fig.15: peak SDR location for the different direct loss analysis, a) As Is; b) GC; and c) SF
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Figure 16 presents EDPs calculated for the three analyses. It can be appreciated that
transposing the displacement to the building geometric center has no effect on East-West
direction response. This is because instruments used to infer EDPs are located at mid-span of the
North-South building framing, as shown in Figure 12. Also, the EW direction is slightly affected
by torsional building response, as it can be seen from north and south frame story drift.

Fig.16: Calculated Engineering Demand Parameters for the building

Direct loss analyses
The loss analyses require the identification of building contents to evaluate likelihood of
damage and capital repair costs. Building content population is defined using FEMA P58
“Normative Quantitative Estimation Tool” for generic non-structural components. Structural
components and additional non-structural components, such as furniture, were added to the
building components population, on the basis of specific knowledge of the building. Detailed
information was available for the building, including architectural floors plan and suite floor
plan, as shown in Figure 17.

a)

b)

Fig.17: a) typical suite floor plan; b) second floor architectural plan. After Porter et al. [2]
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The Instrumented Building Loss Analyzer (IBLA) is used to evaluate damage and losses
for the structural components, for all types of analyses. The algorithm allows using multiple sets
of peak SDR as input for the analysis and it defines the unit repair costs based on the overall
number of damaged components in the building. Therefore, in the case of single frame analysis,
it aggregates structural damage of each frame before performing the loss analysis. Non-structural
components damage and losses are defined through the commercial software SP3 by Haselton
Baker Risk Group.
Figure 18 and 19 present the results of the three type of analysis in terms of capital repair
costs, normalized with respect to building construction cost, and also an overview of the direct
loss analyses results for three earthquakes (Landers, Big Bear, and Northridge) of the 1990s.
Figure 18 shows the four largest contributors to loss (structural components; walls, partitions,
and external shell; elevators and stairs; and furniture). The next largest loss items were: 1)
Ceiling; 2) Piping; 3) Heating, HVAV and VAV; 4) Electrical & fire protection; and 5) Concrete
tile roof. Loss for these non-structural components were too small to be identified in Figure 18

Fig.18: Direct loss analyses results, a) As Is analysis; b) GC analysis; and c) SF analysis

Fig.19: Summary of direct loss analyses results and loss evaluation for the Landers, Big Bear, and
Northridge earthquakes
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Results comparison with observed damage
Figure 20 shows a site survey of the building during post-Northridge repair works, where
significant use of epoxy injection is apparent [11]. Evidence from this photograph is used to
update an existing sketch of observed damage for the north frame [17], which does not
sufficiently identify the spread of damage in the reinforced concrete beams, columns and joints.
Estimated structural damage for the north frame with the single frame (SF) analysis is
compared with the above-mentioned damage sketch. The direct loss assessment for structural
components seems to be reasonably representing the extent of damage for the north frame, as
shown in Figure 21, where the different calculated damage states are identified. For instance, the
number of components in damage state DS 3, between third to fifth floor, is consistent with
observed damage to beam-column joints and to the frame external columns. Similarly, the
observed spread of elements cracking seems to be reasonably identified by the number of
elements in damage state DS 1.
Regarding non-structural components, several sources including the Earthquake
Engineering Field Investigation Team [5] have reported limited damage in the aftermath of the
Northridge earthquake. Damage was limited to: 1) minor cracking to external and internal
partition walls; 2) tilted furniture; 3) minor damage to elevators (loss of hydraulic fluid); and 4)
damage to doors. The single frame loss analysis successfully identified these components as the
major non-structural contributors to losses (Figure 18c), except for doors, which were not
modeled. For all three of the 1990s earthquakes, namely Landers, Big Bear, and Northridge, nonstructural damage calculations seem to be slightly overestimated relative to actual damage. For
Big Bear and Landers, damage to non-structural components was not reported, while for
Northridge the minor observed damage to elevators and partitions does not seem enough to
justify the calculated losses.
Regarding downtime, the single frame (SF) analysis estimates a maximum repair time of
316 days, under the hypothesis that one floor is repaired at a time (FEMA P58). This result
seems to underestimate the actual downtime considering that repair works was still undergoing
during July 1995, as reported by Lynn et al. [11] and shown in Figure 20. The disagreement
might be due to impeding factors, such as contracting and permitting, that are currently not
considered in FEMA P58 methodology.
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Fig.20: Building site survey during repair works - July 1995, after Lynn et al. [11]

Fig.21: Comparison of calculated damage with updated post-Northridge damage survey (north frame)
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Fig.22: Comparison of calculated damage with existing post-Northridge damage survey (south frame)

Second Case-Study Building: The Imperial County Services Building
Building description
The second building selected for study is an administration building [CSMIP Station
#01260], shown in Figure 23. The building has a six-story reinforced concrete structure with a
floor plan of approximately 136 by 85 feet of office space. The building was designed in 1967,
according to the Uniform Building Code (UBC 1967) and constructed in 1969. It was
characterized by a lateral-force-resisting system made of four moment-resisting frames in the
longitudinal direction and structural walls in the transverse direction, with the west wall being a
coupled wall. Gravity loads were sustained by a slab-joist system spanning in the transverse
direction and transferred to the ground through the longitudinal frames. The building was
instrumented and its response to the Imperial Valley earthquake was extensively studied [8, 9,
15, 16].

Fig.23: Floor plan and accelerometer locations, after Sozen et al. [8]
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The building was characterized by significant irregularities in plan and over the building
height. At the ground floor, the shear walls were unevenly distributed, likely fostering a building
torsional response. Along the building height the shear walls were also discontinuous, as shown
in Figure 24. Another irregularity consisted of a column recess provided at the base of all firststory columns, which is also shown in Figure 24. The recess produced a reduced section and
required offset column longitudinal reinforcement within a lightly confined length of the column.

Fig.24: Building irregularities, after Sozen et al. [8]

The building suffered extensive structural damage during the 1979 Imperial Valley
earthquake, with failure and significant shortening of the east end columns that caused a partial
collapse of the same end of the building, as shown in Figure 25. Due to severity of damage the
building was later demolished. As reported by Whitaker et al. [1], an estimate was made
regarding the construction cost of a new building of the same size and design to replace the
damaged building, which amounted to $ 6.8 million. This value, in 1980 dollars, is assumed as a
reference for the following loss analyses.

Fig.25: Imperial Valley structural damage to the East end of the structure, after Whitaker [1] and NISEE
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Preliminary direct loss analysis results and comparison with observed damage
The building response to the Imperial Valley earthquake is studied considering as input
for the direct loss analysis both the peak floor accelerations and the peak story drift ratios at the
geometric center of the building (GC analysis) and at the location of each moment frame and
shear wall (SF analysis). Evaluation of EDPs (Figure 26) at instrumented and non-instrumented
floors and loss analysis were performed under the same assumptions adopted for the 7-story
hotel.

Fig.26: Calculated Engineering Demand Parameters for the building

For damage and loss analysis, the building non-structural content population was defined
using FEMA P58 “Normative Quantitative Estimation Tool”, while structural components were
defined based on specific knowledge of the structural system. Preliminary results, not
considering interpolation errors, are presented comparing damage predictions through SF
analysis to post-earthquake damage observations [19]. The evaluation of damage along the
structural height is performed through the Matlab routine IBLA.

Fig.27: Calculated vs. observed damage to the building north frame
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The comparison of calculated and observed damage shows a considerable
underestimation of the damage distribution for the north frame. It is to be noted that damage to
the east bay beam (right side of the frame in Figure 27), induced by a specific failure mechanism
which is the shortening of the columns, is not represented through the FEMA P58 fragility
functions, as they only consider peak horizontal story drift ratio, not vertical drift due to column
collapse. Notwithstanding this consideration, the direct damage analysis is not identifying any
damage above the second floor. Comparison of calculated and observed damage of the other
frames and walls shows a similar underestimating trend. We continue to study the discrepancy
between calculated and observed damage at the time of this writing.
Figure 28 compares calculated losses with a post-earthquake repair cost estimate
prepared by county engineers in the aftermath of Imperial Valley Earthquake, as reported by
Whitaker et al. [1]. The significant discrepancy is consistent with the discrepancy in results
shown in Figure 27.

Fig.28: Predicted repair costs vs. repair cost estimate
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Current work
The work presented in the previous sections represents preliminary findings to an
ongoing study. For this reason, conclusions are not presented herein. Instead a brief description
of the current work and anticipated results is presented.
We continue work on the archetype buildings database such that we will be able to draw
more general conclusions about the ability of different interpolation methods to reconstruct
unrecorded EDPs in an instrumented building. The prediction error for different interpolation
techniques is only tested with respect to absolute peak story drift ratio and peak floor
acceleration, which are the components of interest for loss analysis. The goal of this archetype
study is to characterize interpolation prediction uncertainty that will be then used to define
probability distributions of unrecorded EDPs. Once the archetypes study is completed, the direct
loss analyses of the buildings presented in this paper will be re-evaluated through a probabilistic
approach.
A third case-study building, the Sylmar County Hospital [CSMIP Station #: 24514], that
suffered significant non-structural damage during the Northridge event, is currently being
analyzed using the direct loss assessment methods described above. The main intent is to
evaluate the ability to estimate non-structural components performance and to make an
observation of the reasonableness of output from FEMA P58 relative to acceleration-sensitive
components.
In parallel to the above-mentioned studies, an industry partner, Interprogetti Engineering
Consulting, is currently pursuing the analysis of the first two buildings through the entire FEMA
P58 probabilistic loss assessment methodology. Results from the direct loss analysis and the
application of the entire FEMA P58 will be compared and their ability to estimate damage will
be tested against earthquake damage observations. In particular, the reasonableness of direct loss
assessment results is going to be investigated with the intent of evaluating the feasibility of
implementing a rapid post-earthquake loss estimation methodology.
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